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PARTI

THE INTRINSIC CHARACTER OF
THE GOSPEL





CHAPTER I

THE BACKGROUND OF

THE GOSPEL

TRADITIONAL JUDAISM
"In old days, God spoke to our fathers in many ways and by
many means, through the prophets ; now at last in these times,

he has spoken to us, with a Son to speak for him; a Son, whom
he has appointed to inherit all things" (Hebr. 1. 1). Among the

realities inherited by Christ mentioned in these first lines of the

Epistle to the Hebrews, the religion of Israel naturally has a

place. It can be briefly summarized as: Yahwism, the observ-

ance of the Sabbath, strict ritualism and moralism, Messianism,
nationalism.

Its faith was Yahwism, that is, total belonging to one Lord
to God. "I am Yahweh, and thou shalt have no other gods

before me." He is the eternal, the almighty, the terrible one
and the avenger. But he also has a father's care over his people.
Its morality was the law, the expression of the will of the one

God, manifesting itself in the precepts of adoration, love,

sacrifices, the sabbatic rest rest made sacramental and the

ordinary rules of daily life.

It would be incorrect to think of this faith and morality as

entirely harsh, that harshness of the culture contemporary with

the revelation made to Moses. No doubt there were borrowings
and these were marked with a juridical severity common to the

law of Moses and other legal codes, Babylonian, Hittite,
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pre-Hammurabic, and especially Harmnurabic. The list of these

is to be found in the work of Plessis ; we may note, for example,

the imprescriptible rights of the eldest son even when he was

born from one of the less loved wives. Practically the same rule

about this is laid down both in Deut. 21. 15-17 and in the

Code of Hammurabi, par. 165-7. Likewise in the case of a bull

that gores a man (Exod. 21. 28-32; Hamm. par, 250-2) and,

more seriously, with regard to adultery: "If a man be found

lying with a married woman, both must die, both the man that

lay with the woman and the woman; so shalt thou put away
evil from Israel" (Deut. 22. 22; Levit. 20. 10 and also in Hamm.

par. 129).

But all this should not make us forget the commandments of

charity towards God and one's neighbour, beginning with the

great commandment of Deut. 6. 5: "Thou shalt love the Lord

thy God with all thy heart, with all thy soul and with all thy

strength," and further on: "Thou shalt love thy friend as

thyself. I am the Lord."

This makes its mark in other places in the Bible, and takes

shape in many details. There is, for instance, a passage in

Leviticus that gains its full meaning from the story of Booz and

Ruth: "When thou reapest the crops on thy land, do not rase

all to the level of ground, or pick up the scattered ears; do not

hoard up the clusters or the grapes that have fallen. Leave some-

thing for poor men and wanderers to glean; remember what

God you worship" (Levit. 19. 9-10).

There is another passage which reminds one of the Gospel:
"Do not nurse resentment against thy brother; put thyselfin the

right by confronting him with his fault. Do not seek revenge,

or bear a grudge for wrong done to thee by thy fellow-citizens ;

thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself" (Levit. 19. 17-18);
or again: "If an alien comes to dwell in your land, and settles

down among you, do not treat him disdainfully; welcome him
as if he were native born, and do him kindness as if he were

one of yourselves, remembering that you were aliens once, in
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the land of Egypt; the Lord your God remembers
1 '

(Levit. 19.

33-4).
It would be easy to add to these quotations. They all point

to the fact that, without undue simplification, ancient Judaism
cannot be classed as purely legalistic, a religion permeated with

fear, adoring a God of vengeance. The fact is that what

happened has the appearance of a progressive revelation of

love, and the law of Moses, in contrast to the archaic mentality
of the time, already played the part of opposition and ful-

filment.

And yet Judaism, influenced by the mentality of early days
and in spite of these first stirrings of mildness, remained

sociologically harsh (the talionic law, Levit. 24. 17-23). In the

same way its exclusive Yahwism stamped nationalism strongly

upon it.

It produced, however, something more than nationalism. It

effected a segregation which gave the people a sense of voca-

tion, separating them from the impure and pagan nations,

predestinating them to the one authentic salvation to be

achieved finally by the Messiah, the almighty and all-suffering

envoy, whose advent formed the eschatological hope of every

devout heart. The relation between the Gospel and this original

Judaism, still active in the nobler personalities of Christ's time,

was that of a dialectic of continuity and opposition, preserving

faith in the one God but revealing the Trinity. The ethical

teaching and the ritual was upheld and yet sometimes trans-

gressed. It was shown to be relative and its scale of values was

changed so that, in a new hierarchy, love could be supreme
and faith the vital factor without which nothing of value for

salvation could be achieved. Segregational nationalism was

retained but transposed; the opposition between Jew and

Gentile became the opposition between the things of God and

those of the world. Messianic eschatology, ended by the

Messiah^ found a new reference in the second coming of the

Saviour.
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JUDAISM CONTEMPORARY WITH CHRIST

We can now try to obtain a more precise idea of the nature

of Palestinian Judaism in the time of Christ. The works of

Frey, Grandmaison, Huby, Lebreton and Bonsirven have

considerably helped the understanding of it, and the Dead Sea

Scrolls have shed much light on the various religious sects.

The political situation is well known. Palestine was occupied

by the Romans, either directly (Judea, Samaria) or indirectly

(Galilea, the Perea). The people were taxed, but their worship

respected. The Sanhedrin (seventy-one members) was granted

the power to judge both civil and religious causes. Among the

masses, however, there was a feeling of resistance to the

occupation.

There was little social unrest. Slavery had long been modified

(as is evidenced by Deuteronomy 15. 12-15); they were an

agricultural people, shepherds and artisans, and they were

ruled theocraticallyby a handful ofpriests, levites and especially

doctors of the law or scribes.

As a rule these latter belonged to the sect of the Pharisees,

marked by a juridical and formalistic morality. They professed

a scrupulously conformist orthodoxy, clinging to age-old

traditions. They were fiercely nationalist but in their opposition

to the Romans they were courteous and observed the juridical

forms. They were conservative, integral nationalists.

The Zelots, as their name suggests, went beyond the Phari-

sees in zeal; they achieved a synthesis of what we should call

the extreme right and the extreme left, giving the impression of

national socialism touched with anarchy. As a rule, they came
from humble folk, were aggressively devout and fanatically

nationalist. The control of the people by the ruling class and
the fact that this class, apart from the Pharisees, had forsaken

the directives of faith and life and national interests, so exas-

perated the Zelots that they did not hesitate to take direct

action.
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Most priests (and some laymen) belonged to the aristocratic

sect of the Sadducees. Under the combined influence of Greek

thought and a "protestant" mentality that concentrated on the

written law to the detriment of oral tradition, they had come to

deny the resurrection of the body, the existence of pure spirits,

angels or demons, as well as Providence, the immortality of the

soul and eternal life. They were on good terms with the occupy-

ing power. They were cultivated, liberal collaborators.

The Herodians were less subtle and complex. It is even

difficult to know whether they were for or against the Romans.
What is certain is that occasionally they agreed to limited

alliances with the Pharisees, and in particular that they were

devoted entirely and sanctimoniously to the cause and policy of

Herod, the fox. 1 Other parties were of little significance.

What was the attitude of the Gospel of Jesus Christ when
confronted by these religious, political and social problems and
these politically inspired religious sects ? We may note to begin
with that it belonged to none of them; neither to the Pharisees,

often forcibly belaboured by Christ, notably in Matt. 23, a

chapter of anathemas and sarcasm: "Woe upon you, Scribes

and Pharisees, hypocrites . . . whitened sepulchres . . . serpents

. . . brood of vipers"; nor to the Zelots who would not, for

example, have approved of Christ's solution of the problem of

the tribute (Mark 12. 17) ; and still less to the Sadducees severely

taken to task by the Saviour over the dogma of the resurrection

of the body (Mark 12. 18 following; Matt. 22. 23 following;

Luke 20. 27 following). It was certainly not connected with the

Herodians who agreed with the Pharisees on the question of

the tribute, and whose patron, Herod, so St Luke tells us,

sought to kill Jesus (Luke 13.31).

In addition to this, the doctrine of the Gospel was in

opposition on essential points to the spirit of these sects,

considered either as a whole or individually. Not one of them

i It is Christ himself who thus stigmatizes him.
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shared the universalism of the Gospel calling; the elements of

simplicity and social transformation it contained were bound

to shock the aristocratic parties of the Pharisees or Sadducees;

order and control were their choice rather than love, and they

preferred to keep the established class barriers standing. The

Sadducees also could not abide the doctrinal sternness of Christ,

nor the Pharisees his revision of theological values that made

faith, love and the purpose of the will predominate. As for the

Zelots, they never forgave his non-revolutionary reformism (in

the political sense), his belief in the conversion of hearts, his

apparent political indifferentism which led him to introduce a

transforming leaven rather than effect a revolution at a single

stroke.

What then could the coming of the Kingdom of God, a

principal element of the Gospel message, mean to all these

politicians? Or what could they understand of a humble, poor
and suffering Messiah, for although, like all Jews of the

period, they held strong Messianic hopes, it was for a trium-

phant Messiah of the kind described by the almost contem-

porary author of the Assumption of Moses: "The supreme,
eternal and only God shall arise and manifest himself in order

to punish the nations and he will destroy all their idols. Then,

Israel, thou shalt have happiness, and be lifted up with the

wings of an eagle , . , And thou shalt see thine enemies on the

ground."
For those who had completely forgotten Isaias' suffering and

redeeming Messiah the Cross could only be a total scandal.

In a country whose structure was theocratic it was natural

for most of the religious sects to be political parties. There was
however one problematic exception; that of the Essenes.

Although since 1947 when scholars began an intense study of
the scrolls found in caves near the Dead Sea, at Qumran in

particular, the problem has aroused great public interest, we
cannot, even summarily, deal with all its aspects : archeological,
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philological, historical, critical. In any case, results, so far, are

far from certain. Still, since we are endeavouring to find the

inner meaning and originality of the Gospel of God, we cannot

omit a rapid survey of the "Gospel" of the Essenes. If Christi-

anity is nothing but a form of Essenism, then the Gospel of

Christ is an Essene book, and its secret must be sought in the

spirit and mysticism of that sect. As Daniel-Rops remarked,
ten years after the first great discoveries: "In the discussions

over the identity ofthe Master ofJustice or the mysticism ofthe

Essenes what else are the public so eagerly looking for than the
'

disclosure of the ineffable secret of Christ Jesus, that which

makes him absolutely new and a 'scandal'?"2

The recent discoveries of Essenian libraries and "monas-

teries" have thus drawn the attention of specialists to this sect

known long ago from the testimony of Philo, Josephus and

Pliny the Elder. Renan in his Life ofJesus had cautiously put
forward the hypothesis of the Essenism of Christ. Even now
there is not a great deal that is known with certainty about

them. They were founded (or so they believed) and directed by
an enigmatic Master of Justice. In remote places they lived a

corporate life devoted to prayer and asceticism in which public

worship and celibacy were much honoured. They retained the

Sabbatic rest, even treating it with exceptional respect, but they

appear to have discarded the sacrificial rites and probably kept

what they did and taught completely secret. Their dogmatic

belief seems to have been wholly dominated by the hope of

salvation in eternal life, the expectation of God's envoy, a man
of sorrows and persecution, who would obtain the victory of

the poor and oppressed and effect the "new alliance".

It is obvious that it would be difficult to establish parity

between this and the teaching of the Gospel. There are some

obvious points in common: a communal life, the absence of

sacrifices, the esteem given to celibacy, the idea of a suffering

Messiah, eternal life and the new alliance. But the points of

2 La Croix, April 25th, 1957.
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difference are even more obvious: Essene asceticism is per-

meated with contempt and condemnation of the flesh; this is

often found among Gnostics but it is absolutely opposed to the

frankly optimistic attitude of the Gospel. The regard for the

secret of the sect is also Gnostic or akin to Gnosticism and

makes it esoteric in contradiction to the exoteric universalism

of the Gospel message.
In short, without going so far as Fr Lebreton and saying that

"they appear to have remained totally foreign to the action of

Jesus and the apostles"
3 it would seem difficult to agree with

the statements of some authorities advanced rather irrespons-

ibly and afterwards for the most part withdrawn, to the effect

that there was a direct relationship of cause and effect between

the Essenian movement and that of the Gospel.

We may note in passing that from the theological point of

view it is of little moment whether or not certain influences,

even certain dependencies, can be proved. After all, if for us

the history of salvation begins with Abraham and even with

the beginning of the world, there is no reason why the divine

pedagogy, which is its practical result and which followed many
roads, should not have passed through the deserts of Judea.

However, a posse ad esse non valet illatio, to use St Thomas'

translation of a phrase of Aristotle. Moreover, our concern is

not with apologetics or with the theology of universal history,

but with the history of ideas and for this it is enough to have

shown that in Essene mysticism there are at least as many points

of dissension from as of agreement with the Gospel teaching.

Unlike the other sects, the Essenes are nowhere quoted in the

text of the Gospels, but no proof from this in either direction

would be worthwhile, for whether they are being directly

discussed (anonymously) or not, they are envisaged, directly or

indirectly, in a number of passages, for example: "When John

3 In Fliche and Martin, I, p. 49. Fr Lebreton wrote before the recent

discoveries. One of the best assessments is that of Fr Dani&ou, Les
Manuscrits de la Mer Morte et les engines du christianisme.
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came, he would neither eat nor drink,
4 and they say of him

that he is possessed. When the Son of Man came, he ate and
drank with them, and of him they say, Here is a glutton; he

loves wine; he is a friend of publicans and sinners. It is by her

own children that wisdom is vindicated" (Matt. 11. 18-19;
Luke 7. 33-5).

THE RELIGIOUS FERMENT IN THE PAGAN WORLD
The Roman occupation of Palestine in the time of Jesus

should remind us of another religious world contemporary
with the Gospel, that of Greco-Roman paganism. Christ was
born in the reign of Caesar Augustus and died under Pontius

Pilate procurator of Judea for Tiberius. Roman colonies

existed almost everywhere in the known world, and on their

part, Jewish colonies, of more or less importance, were to be

found throughout the Mediterranean basin and even in Rome.
As a consequence of this state of things a certain endosmosis

sometimes occurred and there were always cross-currents and

mutual confrontation. Here again we are not chiefly concerned

with the problem of the various influences eventually exercised

by the religious environment on the original preaching of the

Gospel by Christ and the apostles; at the same time it is worth

while to try to see, in a general way, what the relationship

between the two religious attitudes was.5

The official religion of the Roman Empire had lost all real

4 The ascetical and eremitical life of John the Baptist, together with his

sojourn in the desert, have made some think that he at least was an Essene
or a disciple of the Essenes.

5 In the same spirit, it is indispensable to remember Buddhism. Together
with the purely ethical Buddhism of the small vehicle there is that of the

great vehicle whose form resembles that of the Gospel; a Saviour rooted in

history, the passion of Buddha, the commandments to be gentle and to

refuse the world's values with tranquillity, etc. There are a number of

unsolved problems: the contemporaneity, at opposite ends of the world,

of Buddha and Jesus, reciprocal influences, etc. Apart from this, however,
there are essential differences the Saviour's divinity in the strict sense,

the completely opposite scale of values, etc.
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religious content. Being of a purely sociological and political

type it satisfied no one. But its tolerant and hospitable univer-

salism was convenient and harmonized with the imperialistic

aims of the administrators. The attitude of Pontius Pilate was

typical: what did this "king", this god, this religious movement

matter to him, so long as it was not stirring up trouble? If it

kept to the formless mould of Roman laxity, he would even be

prepared to defend it. But just as Christ's intransigence over

the uniqueness of his testimony and of the truth shocked Pilate

("What is truth?" cf. John 18. 37-8), so the exclusive universal-

ism of the Gospel always seemed aggressive to the established

power and religion (the two things were then the same), which

would otherwise have gladly tolerated it as it tolerated and even

integrated quite a number of religious bodies. 6 Thus a univer-

salism that was empty, lacking in content, in opposition to

nothing, curiously prepared the way for a positive universalism,

rich in content, definite ini ts opposition, while at the same time

trying to destroy it in the name of its own toleration.

But man's natural religious instinct had outlets beyond these

empty forms, and first of all in Greek humanism, filled with the

love of the true and the beautiful, taking pride in both body
and mind, able to produce masterpieces in all the realms of art

and intellect, and so to build a civilization to the glory of the

KCtXos KayaQos av^/).

It should be obvious that this ideal, a true religion, shared at

the time by many men influenced by Greek culture, which

Rome had transmitted, was utterly opposed to the spirit of the

Gospel. The centre of the one was the natural fulfilment and

perfection ofman; of the other, God, in the presence ofwhom
man is nothing.

7

6 The position is very clearly described by Duchesne, Early History of
the Church, I, p. 1-10; then p. 102 and passim.

7 The keenest perception and the most striking expression in our time of
this opposition is to be found in Fr Festugiere's Enfant d'Agrigente* One
feels that the author has personally experienced the drama of being torn
between the attraction of humanist knowledge and delight and the foolish-
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But the religious attitude of the Greek ideal rapidly became

inadequate to the social structures of the Hellenistic period

contemporary with Christ. The collapse of the barriers that had

formerly separated nations, religions, schools of thought and
social classes had produced a general fusion. The world was

seething like an immense cauldron on the surface of which
floated the most varied elements: magic, astrology, mysticism,

fatalism, mystery religions with a cultus of dying and rising

gods performed by rites of initiation, sacraments of a kind,

that introduced the believer into the mystical drama of the life

and death of the god, thus ensuring for him the salvation of

eternal life. Among this assortment philosophy was to be found

as the guide of conduct and of spiritual life. But now it was not

so much the deep philosophy of Plato and Aristotle that

counted; that was too aristocratic for this new world. It was

the new Roman brand of Stoicism, of Posidonius in particular;

this fitted in well with the syncretism of the time, since through
belief in Destiny determined by the stars it shared in the

increasing trust in astrology by those who had some knowledge
of eastern religions.

The formal and superficial resemblances between the

mystery religions and the Christian Gospel are too well-known

to need emphasis: spiritual participation in a dead and risen

God, communion rites, etc. But the divergences in morality,

spirituality and theology are radical. Never do we find among
them that purity of theocentric belief, that austerity in conduct,

that opposition to false values which characterize the Gospel.

As for the moral maxims of the Stoics, they contain, as does

the Buddhist "little vehicle" some aims in common with the

ness of the Cross which imposes renunciation, the narrow way and a

child-like spirit. At the same time, he is aware of what the Greek ideal

contained in preparation for the Gospel, and tries to discern to use an

earlier phrase of Fr Lagrange "to what extent the religious sense of the

Greeks, and particularly the need they felt for deliverance, prepared them

for the Gospel,"
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ethic of the Gospel.
8 But the theological sweep of vision will be

looked for in vain. And, as with the mystery religions, any
outcome that would transform human activity is absent.

Whether it is a question of traditional Judaism, of the

Judaism contemporary with the years A.D. 0-30, of Essenism,
of the official religion of the Roman world or of the many
philosophico-religious currents which arose within it, there is

a marked difference between the Gospel and those sectors of

its environment with their points of contact and of divergence.
9

And, a fact worth noting, in the points of divergence it was
never the easy line that was followed, never mere negation;
what was denied was surpassed and carried into a higher

equilibrium and this on the opposite view would seem absurd.

8 In our days also, a great French writer, insufficiently known, Paul

Cazin, has shown himself acutely aware of the great value of Stoic devotion
and morality and ofhow it runs parallel with the data of biblical revelation.

See, for example, UHumanite a la guerre,
9 Intrinsic, but not necessarily historical contact, that is, not inevitably

influence.



CHAPTER II

PARADOX IN THE GOSPEL :

IN ITS MATERIAL
PRESENTATION

Our inquiry into its environment has already enabled us to

discern something of the reality of the Gospel. We turn now to

look at it from the inside, from the text itself, trying to see it as

directly and objectively as possible and disregarding whatever

is likely to hinder that approach. For example, the mere facts,

simply as facts, which are either well known or can be looked up
in a book of the Gospels, generally prove to be a hindrance to

understanding unless one is constantly on the alert to try and
realize their meaning. They must, of course, be known, and
well known if we are to get beyond the mere surface of the

narrative. For Christians this obstacle ought to be removed by
the liturgical use of the Gospels in the Missal and the reading
of Scripture. But inquiries have shown that for most of them
the Gospel is a good story, more or less known and, for the

better instructed, a source of moral precepts which they could

find elsewhere. Something is lacking therefore in their approach.
This lack can and should be overcome with the help of the

sciences of Scripture: philology, archeology, geography,

exegesis and biblical theology. But apart from the fact that the

size of this volume prohibits even a brief notice of their fields

of work, we must not allow ourselves to be distracted by the

interest of their researches, their progress or reverses, their

methods, for that would make us forget the essential point
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their results : partial contributions to the final result, the pene-
tration of the word of God. So we must leave on one side their

procedure and objects as such, but not what they finally yield.

This does not imply any mistrust or disparagement of them.

When a house has been built it still bears evidence of the plans,

the scaffolding, the framework which promoted and still

underlie its construction. To get to know the house and to be

able to describe it, it will have to be looked at, visited and lived

in. The study of the plans and of the concealed skeleton of the

building will not be lacking in interest and will even uncon-

sciously influence our knowledge, provided we are not drawn

into the mysteries, exciting in themselves, of architecture, the

resistance of materials, or geometry. It is the same with the

divine Word; the sciences of Scripture will remain hidden as to

their procedure, but their results will be everywhere secretly

present as a guide to what is essential. 1 And what is essential

is the knowledge of the Gospel message in its most substantial

elements and in what makes it irreducible to any other.

CHRIST'S INDIVIDUALITY AND HIS LIFE

The initial information we acquire from reading the Gospels
is about the person of Christ and his life. Whatever one's age,

culture or civilization, the Gospel is, to begin with, a wonderful

story, that of a man born in strange circumstances who, after a

short life of contrasting simplicity and extraordinariness, died

a violent death as an agitator. What is immediately striking in

the life of Jesus, whether in the Gospels or in any writing about

him., is this constant co-existence ofa unified simple and natural

sequence of events together with startlingly sudden happenings
of a very different, higher and non-normal kind. We follow the

track of a life that has a compelling natural charm (that charm
the perception ofwhich made the distinction and public success

i In this way, it may be, lies the root error of Claudel, a sympathetic poet

apart from this. No attempt to replace the sciences by poetical or mystical
intuition should be made.
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of Kenan's Vie de Jesus), warmly human, engagingly rural, and

then suddenly there is a break, an irruption of something else,

of something not of this world which shatters the merely
human harmony.
The story is of a child born in a Roman colony, a child in a

sense like other children; his parents are mentioned as well

known; his genealogy is given, and the names of places and

circumstances noted. He was born during a journey, a not

infrequent occurrence: the orders for the census had to be

obeyed. He was circumcised according to the law, given a name,

and, as the first born, was presented in the temple as an offering

to God. But this child was the Word of God; he was born at

Bethlehem, the "House of Bread", and it appears that the

prophets had foretold that it was here that the Messiah,

mankind's everlasting food, would be born. His coming was

associated with a number of mysterious events: the strange

announcement and birth of another child in mysterious rela-

tionship with his own; the divine annunciation and conception

that paradoxically makes the genealogy superfluous; the series

of tragic and wonderful events that accompanied the birth in

a stable of this Son of God, the descendant of kings; the

persecution by Herod making a blood bath of unsullied child-

hood; the peaceful competition around the manger between

simple shepherds and enigmatic Magi; a sign in the heavens,

angelic and prophetic choirs.

The child was brought up with his parents in Nazareth. For

thirty years he spent a simple and hidden life there. It was an

entirely natural mode of existence; that of a child growing up

normally and it would require no comment were it not for the

sudden intrusion of the episode when he was found in the

temple. The setting again is homely. His parents, in the caravan

of returning pilgrims, did not worry because their child was not

with them. They presumed that he was somewhere in the

caravan. After a day's journey they looked for him among
their relatives and acquaintances. This was all very natural, the
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kind of thing that had happened many times before Jesus and

has happened many times since. What was original, however,

and a unique occurrence, was that they found him having a

discussion with the Temple theologians, and questioning them,

and when they expressed their anxiety, he answered them in

words which in spite of attempts to rationalize them, have a

somewhat severe and mysterious sound: "Why are you looking

for me? Do you not know that I must be about my Father's

business?" It was a sudden reminder of God to people who,
however holy, did not understand it. "And they did not under-

stand the word he had spoken to them." God's purpose is so

remote and inaccessible. The event marks a break.

His public life followed a similarly ambiguous course; solidly

established in the world, with historical normality, on the one

hand, and on the other, going absolutely beyond it. There was

nothing extraordinary or out of the way for a man to rise up in

that simmering country and in those troubled days, speak his

mind aloud, attract a body of ruffians who would follow him

around, tell Eastern tales to an Eastern people always eager to

listen, claim to have a mission and so create an embarrassing

and transient movement, and finally get himself discreetly

trapped and be rightly or wrongly executed, by the outraged

religious authorities, preferably under cover of the occupying

power. It was in fact so little out of the ordinary that masses of

people, intelligent and not necessarily in bad faith or irreligious,

were simply unable to see that there was anything more: they

were insensitive to it and could not believe it. And the reason

was that it all seemed to add up to a familiar type that of the

religious agitator. Nevertheless, the "something more" was of

great significance: a doctrine of remarkable penetration and

transcendence, to say nothing of the fulfilment of prophecies
or of miracles.2 There were miracles over the elements

2 It is Matthew who most often takes care to mention the prophecies,
either as sayings of Jesus or on his own authority, in order to bring home
to Jewish readers that Christ Jesus is the awaited Messiah.
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wonders ; miracles over the sick and dead, cures and resurrec-

tions; miracles over the demons exorcisms.

We have, on the one hand, a picture of this man walking

quietly in the country, having a word with this person and that,

fondling little children, eating a meal with his friends, with

chance acquaintances, with Peter's mother-in-law, with Levi,

Zachaeus and Simon the leper, twice even with a Pharisee;

going with his disciples when they fished, and in fact taking

part in all the ordinary activities of daily life. This same man,
on the other hand, and while taking part in these ordinary
activities suddenly curses a fig tree that lacks fruit (even though
it was not the season for figs) and makes it wither; is trans-

figured beyond any earthly comparison his clothes, says St

Mark, became whiter than any fuller could make them; white

as light, says St Matthew, and his face like the sun and then

begins a friendly conversation with Moses and Elias; to the

astonishment of the crowd, he is greeted by heavenly voices,

while talking to his disciples; more than once he multiplied

loaves for a whole crowd; he relieved the worry of his

host by changing water into good wine at the marriage
feast in Cana; he caused miraculous catches of fish and

calmed storms.

In the same way Jesus accepted social customs and fulfilled

religious ordinances. We observe him paying the Temple tax,

for Peter and himself although the coin for it was taken from

a fish he had ordered to be caught. He went up regularly to

Jerusalem for the feasts, and also took part in the synagogue

meetings, especially at Capharnaum. On the other hand, he was

not afraid to confront and infringe the rabbinic interpretations

of the law of the Sabbath when he wanted to cure a dropsical

or a misshapen woman, or to go against the punishment for

adultery as laid down in Deuteronomy.
This man who took pleasure in companionship, whose heart

was easily moved to love, pity and compassion, who had made

close friends of John, of the family at Bethany, Lazarus,
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Martha and Mary, who had compassion on the hungry multi-

tude, was moved to tears by the coming woes of Jerusalem and

by the death of Lazarus his friend, and who, just before he died,

so gently entrusted his mother to his beloved disciple, was at

the same time something more than a man, for in face of other

deaths he could be hard "let the dead bury the dead*' and

could seem to deny his parents and relations for the sake of the

higher calling of the Word of God his mother and his

brethren, he said, were those who listened to the Word of

God and put it into practice, in the same way as previously

at the marriage in Cana he had repulsed Mary's discreet

petition.

He was a man "meek and humble of heart", indeed a lover

of meekness ("Blessed are the meek"); his gentleness could

calm Peter when he drew his sword against the high priest's

servant. When the Temple officer struck him he met the blow

only with a serene remark; and when he was dying he forgave
his enemies. But he could also use violence and evict the

merchants from the Temple with no uncertain hand, scourge the

Pharisees and lawyers with savage invective and even say that

he had come not to bring peace but a sword.

Sometimes, when he was speaking about ordinary life or

ordinary behaviour and illustrating what he said with homely
images, he would utter some mysterious phrase which no one
would grasp and which would remain unexplained, unless he

added an even darker commentary. Or else he might, to the

scandal of all present, calmly make some statement about his

divinity, his resurrection, his conflict with the Prince of this

world, at a time when his audience was taking him to be

hallucinated or an impostor, or a revolutionary or at best the

Messiah, a Messiah aiming at temporal triumph. In fact, when
we read the Gospel without preconceptions we get a haunting
sense of mistaken meaning, deceptive appearances, tragic

misunderstanding. How can one know where one is amid such

disparity? How read this riddle? Faith, custom and distance
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from the object have made it all too easy for us. We
should try and regain the vision of those who saw it as a

whole, just as we see the flow of traffic as it passes by. It is no

easy task.

The story ends with a man put to death between two thieves,

with seven words, with a cross planted in soil that quaked, an

empty tomb, and the sudden disappearance of one who, in his

risen body, had just been talking normally to them. "And he

led them out as far as Bethany, (and) lifted up his hands and

blessed them; and even as he blessed them he parted from

them, and was carried up into heaven."

It would be a mistake, however, to think that between the

resurrection and the ascension there was no evidence of that

human personality which we have noted above. There is much
to the contrary. Consider, for example, the conversation

between the risen Lord and Mary Magdalene in the garden, or

his walk to Emmaus with the two friends, their sudden sense of

comfort, their request to him to stay, and their recognition of

him in the breaking of bread. Then the scene by the sea of

Galilee : the disciples were disheartened and had nothing to do ;

Peter as usual took the initiative and they went fishing. The

catch was miraculous thanks to an unknown stranger whom
John guessed to be the Lord. Peter impulsively plunged into

the sea to meet him. The three ofthem gathered together, as so

often before, around a fire and cooked the fish (150 were

caught) and some bread. The food was distributed by the

Master.

But there is a constant counterpoint in these homely scenes;

the transcendent. It may be indicated by a word whose meaning
was missed at the time; or by some gesture that gives a new

significance to the event. It is essential to understand this

counterpoint in Christ's life, the counterpoint between the

human and divine, nature and supernature, immanence and

transcendence, incarnation down to the humblest realities

coupled with total freedom from materiality.
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NATURE AND SOCIETY IN THE GOSPELS
A similar counterpoint is found in the material circumstances

of the Gospels. Localities and layouts of buildings have been

determined with increasing scientific accuracy and as a result

a biblical geography and archeology has been developed. The
French Dominican School in Jerusalem has from its origin been

one of the main contributors to this development. But these

places are holy places ; many of them saw the mighty works of

the Lord and heard his everlasting words.

Apart from these discoveries, however, it would be possible

from the facts given in the Gospels alone to reconstruct the

common social way of life in Palestine in the first thirty years

of our era.3 Nature and man are observed by Christ and

reported by the evangelists with the economy and perfection

of the greatest writers. We may recall, for example, the psy-

chology of the woman in labour, the description of the lilies of

the fields, or of the hiring of the labourers, the picture of the

sower or of bickering children "We played the flute and you
did not dance . . ."; the search for the lost coin, the making of

bread (noting even the exact proportion of flour to yeast),

recourse to neighbours in times of dearth, the parable of the

new wine and the new piece of cloth. Such instances could be

multiplied indefinitely. We are literally made to see the abound-

ingjoy that follows the pangs of the woman in labour; the deep

purple of the flowers of the mountain, the workers hanging
around the village square, fatalistic, somewhat dreary the

best were hired first; the birds darting about on the watch for

windfalls; urchins lustily squabbling over nothing; the busy
housewife going through the house with a fine comb, deter-

mined to turn everything upside down in order to recover the

money on which the household depends. It all expresses the

spontaneity of simple people in primitive surroundings, and has

the local and universal charm of folk poetry.

3 See Vie quotidienne en Palestine au temps de Jesus, Daniel-Reps
(Hachette, 1961).
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Nature, in the wild or cultivated, is observed in bird life

(sparrows, vultures, doves, crows); in wild animals (scorpions,

wolves, snakes, foxes, fish, worms); in plants (corn whitening
at harvest time, or being ground, or rubbed in the hand, the

vine, reeds, fig trees, mustard, tares, fennel, cumin); domestic

animals (sheep, camels, pigs, horses and their kicking); the

elements (water principally, living, bursting forth; fire, light-

ning, the sirocco, winds and their voices, the land, the hills and
the desert); the human body and its members (head, eye, hand,

leg, blood . . .)-

Family life is described in terms of husband and wife, father,

mother, children and friends, the house and its parts, roof,

door, and cellar, clothes being mended, bread made, wine,

salt, common utensils jugs, lamps, girdles, tables, drink

meals.

Social, economic and political life is mainly represented by

important happenings such as births, festivals, mourning and

funerals; towns, palaces, the temple, the altar, bathing pools;

trades and professions Pharisees, tax-collectors, stewards and

overseers, doctors, shepherds, vine-dressers, fishermen and

their tools nets, needles, axes, swords, leather bottles; war,

marriage, adultery, sickness of every kind epilepsy, dropsy,

leprosy, blindness, deafness, withered limbs an open-air

Lourdes on the move, but the atmosphere is that of the Middle

East; money, without any doubt, and precious objects like

pearls, sometimes given the worth such things would have in

children's tales the pearl of great price, the hidden treasure,

wealth; sometimes, and more frequently, considered as the

manifestations of an evil power, Mammon; in any case the

precise form is mentioned: measures, talents, statera, drachma,
etc.

Might not this assemblage, this physical constellation be

simply the result of chance, that is, of the combined influence

of Taine's three constitutive factors race, environment, the

point in time? Provided there is no intention of excluding any
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other factor, there is no reason why we should deny this: one

of the essential realities of the Gospel is the Incarnation; the

Incarnate Word is not half a man, a mere appearance. On the

other hand, the reality within which God chose to reveal him-

self was humble and simple indeed.

And yet it is the very elements of this reality and now we
are travelling again to the opposite pole that are seen to be

suddenly transfigured, they acquire maturity and are exalted.

They become signs of something else. Their exaltation by the

Gospel introduces the most rudimentary object into a different

realm from that of poetic creation which itself gives access to

supra-aesthetic reality and makes it an illuminating truth for

the mind and a powerful inspiration for the heart.

Through the interplay ofmiracles and parables,
4 the elements

of nature become creatures at God's disposal; for example,

water, bread, wine and salt become material signs of grace, of

eternal life, of the Gospel in action; a field represents the world,

and the swing of the sower's arm becomes an imperial gesture

etc. . . . Then some elements, as a result either of their particular
nature or from the force of frequent repetition, function as keys
or clues. This is especially true of anything connected with the

mystery of evil (death, sickness, poverty, unhappiness, misfor-

tune), with little things, the humble and children, with material

things that are intrinsically instruments of communication and
thus transcend the realm ofmatter and express realities of every

kind, for example, food and meals (especially bread and wine),

water, fire and light.

Light illuminates the Saviour's birth; the star of the Synop-
tics corresponds to the "light of men, the true light, that which

4 There are no less than 35 major and 158 minor parables. And our Lord
warns us (Matt. 13. 10-14) that we should not ascribe the use of this form
of expression solely to the exigencies of the oriental mind. The apostles
were in fact much surprised by it: "Why dost thou speak to them in

parables? Because, he answered, it is granted to you to understand the

secrets of God's kingdom, but not to these others . . . they never see with
their eyes or hear and understand." Thus instruction by parables is an
example of the same dialectic of concealment and revelation which we
have noted throughout the Gospel.
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enlightens every man, coming into the world" of St John's

prologue. It is the symbol of God himself, the life of every

Christian; it envelops Jesus from the Resurrection to the

Ascension.

Meals are present throughout the Gospel; every important

issue, from the marriage at Cana, to the Last Supper and the

concluding repast by the Sea of Galilee, occurred during a meal
or after it. It is hard to say where bodily sustenance ends and

spiritual nourishment begins, whether human warmth or

mystical fervour is under discussion.

As for the little ones, the poor and children, the humble, the

humiliated and the oppressed, it is almost true to say that it is

for them and through them that the ethical teaching of the

Gospel to be discussed in the next chapter- is organized.

When we look at the description of nature and society given

in the Gospels, the disturbance and tension between nature and
what utterly transcends it are akeady disposing us to accept a
transformation of values, since even in this sphere the simplest

things and persons acquire a hitherto unsuspected importance
and meaning. It is well to remember that in the light of faith a

complete explanation of reality is not to be obtained by the

simple application of Taine's three factors, since God has de

facto chosen a particular context for revelation.

It is this interplay between nature in the raw and its trans-

figuration which indicates and which alone indicates that

God has passed that way. The Hellenic doctrine of salvation,

common to antiquity, included a cosmology: the sage fulfilled

his destiny within a cosmos and to get free he had to know that

cosmos. The salvation offered by the Gospel, on the other hand,

does entail the knowledge of a special form of human history,

the history of man as descendant of Adam. But the physical

world is simply a setting. No cosmology, no scientific know-

ledge is necessary in order to understand Jesus. He came into

everybody's world; he accepted that world in its natural,

concrete particularity, unaffected by any cosmic theory, and

suddenly it exploded under the impact of God.



CHAPTER III

PARADOXES IN THE

GOSPEL : IN ITS MORAL
TEACHING

Consider a man of good will, an unconscious product of our

"Christian", Greco-Palestinian civilization, a good son,

husband, father and citizen, a sound fellow in fact, and

suppose him to be lacking in any knowledge of the Gospels

not, unfortunately, a far-fetched assumption and then when
someone gives him a copy, he turns over the pages and comes

by chance on the short passage at the beginning of Christ's

work, where the selection of three new disciples is described

(Luke 9. 59-60; Matt. 8. 21-2). They are well disposed and one

of them asks: "Lord give me leave to go home and bury my
father." But Jesus replies: "Do thou follow me, and leave the

dead to bury their dead." It is very probable that our man
would find it rather hard to consider this as an indication that

he had in his hands a creative manual of ethics calculated to

promote the advance of civilized behaviour. And yet!

HUMANIST IDEALS ACCEPTED AND REFINED

Here the devoutmight regret that hehad not fallen on happier

ground, on one of those humanist precepts, taken directly from
natural morality.

Such places are to be found wherever Jesus rebukes hypocrisy,
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especially among the Pharisees. The rebuke brings out by
contrast elements ofwhich reason can approve: loyalty, justice,,

integrity, no dissimulation, no subterfuge. Not to take God's

name in vain, but to seek to convince with a simple yes or no,,

also seems a reasonable commandment.
Such precepts, apparently elementary, may in fact represent

an important stage in the development ofmoral awareness. An
example of this is the new legislation regarding marriage and

adultery (Matt. 5. 27-8) that condemned polygamy, repudia-
tion and even sins of desire. In the Old Testament adultery had

only been considered in its juridical aspect. The story of the

adulterous woman saved by Christ from stoning and forgiven

remains within this humanist horizon, except in its mercy and

forgiveness which is a new and gentle addition to the moral

consciousness, although still on the human plane of Rousseau's

natural man, pitiful and therefore accessible to pity. In the

context ofthe Gospel, the pardon ofthe adulterous woman does

not imply that she was without sin. ("Go and sin no more.")
It means that no one is sinless enough to be able to accuse his

neighbour, that a sinner may always be absolved and that the

Deuteronomical law of capital punishment for adultery was

abolished.

It is a lofty morality; in common with all the ethics of

antiquity it resorts to the notion of repentance and punishment

repentance in order to avoid the punishment that awaits the

sinner. But it also develops with great sensitivity the idea of

almsgiving which the Old Testament had previously counselled.

This was to be a means of reaching heaven, ofridding oneself of

worldliness, so long as it was done in secret, in the sight ofGod
alone, constantly, in all circumstances, for example by inviting

the poor and not the rich to one's table.

It was a realistic morality that could be practised in profes-

sional and political or civic life. Even John the Baptist told the

tax collectors not to exact more than the fixed scale, and the

soldiers not to use men roughly or lay false information. Christ
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presupposed all this and went on to give a more definite outline

to the frontier between political rights and religious morality.

He agreed without argument that tax should be paid to the

Romans, but his remark about giving back to Caesar what

belongs to Caesar comes after his inquiry about the likeness on

the coin, and this endows it with a distant sort of humour as

though he had shrugged his shoulders and said: what concern

is this of mine? it is to do with money, with the world. In the

same spirit, later, he reassured Pilate: "My kingdom is not of

this world."1

Then, still within this sphere of human development, it is a

morality that can climb to peaks rarely reached elsewhere or by
other doctrines. Take, for example, the forgiveness of injuries
thatmust be infinite seventy times seven and yet clearheaded

("If he repents, forgive him"); or fraternal correction, or the

reconciliation that must be made before taking part in any

specifically religious act; or the sense of complete trust in God
and detachment from earthly things hinted at in the imagery
of lilies of the fields and the sustenance of the birds and

condensed in the immortal counsel: "Seek first the kingdom of

God and its justice, and the rest shall be added unto you"; or,

lastly, prayer, the raising of the heart to God and not the

pattering of the lips our Lord himselfgives unique instruction

on this secret, not exhibitionist, a humble petition like that of

the publican, not a show of vanity like that of the Pharisee,

persistent like the importunate friend who disturbed his neigh-

bour's tranquil sleep with the demand for three loaves, always

preceded by a purification of the heart obtained by forgiving
others so that God will forgive and will answer the prayer. On
these conditions, all things will be obtained from God, just as a

child obtains all things from its father. Combined with fasting,

prayer alone can drive out certain kinds of devils, and hence

achieve some particularly difficult kinds of moral progress.

1 The limits of this book do not allow us to dwell on the political

morality of the Gospel, which is, however, of considerable importance,
especially for our own time.
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STUMBLING BLOCKS
But in this well ordered garden there are stumbling blocks,

and they may well trip up the inexperienced visitor. Think first

of scandal criticized so strongly by our Lord "Woe to the

world because of scandals" especially when it concerned little

children better to have a millstone round one's neck than to

scandalize one of these. In order to avoid scandal he even let

Peter pay the temple tax. On the other hand, however, he

declared that he had come as a sign to provoke contradiction,

and that whoever did not see him as a subject for scandal would

be happy indeed. There are therefore two kinds of scandal : that

of the innocent and that of the weak, the scandal of the world.

Asceticism is another important element in the morality of

the Gospel. But its position is ambiguous. We are given an

account of the strict life of John the Baptist, clothed in camel-

hair, feeding on locusts and wild honey. Jesus himself fasted

rigorously at the start of his public life. But the Gospel is

careful to indicate that the right way to fast is not to adopt a

pose of gloom, but to look cheerful. When our Lord was

criticized because his disciples did not fast, he answered

partly by excusing them in the parable of the bridegroom,

partly by throwing over fasting and the rites connected

with it in the transparent parable of the old bottles and the

new wine.

A more serious matter is that of filial piety. Apart from the

commandment to love paramount in the Gospel and to be

discussed later Jesus personally took up the defence of the

Old Testament precept to respect one's parents and assist them.

He did this by a forceful argument against the noxious casuistry

which by means of a mere phrase changed things that were

owed to parents into "corban", that is, a sacrifice to God, and

thus made them inaccessible. Against this we have to remember

the disciple who was forbidden to bury his father and the hard

saying: "If any man comes to me, without hating his father and
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mother and wife and children and brethren and sisters, yes,

and his own life too, he can be no disciple of mine."

In the sphere of economic and social morality, money,
wealth and poverty, violence, war, gentleness or peace are

subject to a similar dialectic that does not avoid similarly

abrupt transitions. The command not to amass wealth, to sell

all one has and to give away the proceeds because where one's

treasure is there one's heart is also and because no man can

serve the two masters, God and money, is not an intrinsic

condemnation of Mammon, for so long as one is not enslaved

to it, money is allowed to be used. The story of the rich young
man unquestionably assigns material poverty to the counsels

of perfection it is to perfection that great possessions are

opposed. And the little parable of the camel and the eye of the

needle which comes immediately after this, emphasizes the

dangers and difficulties of wealth from the same point of view.

On the other hand, what can even the most tendentious exegesis

make of Luke 14. 35: "None of you can be my disciple if he

does not take leave of all that he possesses"? And he was not

then speaking only to his disciples, but to the large crowd that

followed him. Is this not therefore an absolute precept of the

Christian life?

War and violence are formally banned by the beatitudes on

meekness and peace. It is in terms of meekness that the Lord

describes himself: "I am meek and humble of heart." And he

severely rebuked Peter in the Garden of Olives, making him
sheathe his sword, telling him that all who take up the sword

will perish by it. On the other hand, shortly before the Passion,

warning his disciples of the great trial ahead when the prophecy
of his being counted as an evil-doer would be fulfilled, he

added that if any of them was without a sword he should sell

his cloak and buy one. Previous to this he had said: "I have

come to bring a sword, not peace." In the parable of the king
who has gone to join battle with another king (Luke 14. 31-2)
he seems to assume that war is normal to mankind. Even the
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beatitudes on meekness and peace appear to meet their anti-

mony in the remark that since John the Baptist, "the kingdom
of heaven has opened to force; and the forceful are even now

making it their prize" (Matt. 11. 12-13).

ARE THERE, THEN, SEVERAL MORAL CODES IN THE
GOSPEL?

As a result of these difficulties some have tried to settle the

question squarely by declaring that two different systems of

morality co-exist in the Gospels. A writer like Albert Bayet
claims that this explains why, both inside and outside the

Church, the most contradictory interpretations and rules of

life may be drawn from them:

For one man the Gospel establishes ritual actions apart from

which there is no salvation; for another, it proclaims that all

ritual is vanity. For the one it ordains intolerance, faith imposed

by force, error punished by the sword; for the other, it teaches

respect for freedom of conscience, infinite gentleness towards the

lost sheep. For the one, it permits war; for the other, it entirely

condemns it. For the one, it exalts the poor, humbles the rich,

condemns the man who accumulates wealth or even works for

profit; for the other, wealth is permissible, the ancient hierarchies

are to be upheld, the social order maintained. For the one, it

teaches contempt for the body, puts a low value on marriage and

maternity, snaps the family bond; for the other, it hallows matri-

mony, large and united families. For the one, it keeps clear of

sordid political concerns; for the other, it offers guidance to the

kingdoms of this world. In short, Jesus, according to the outlook

of the person defining the morality of the Gospel, is in turn a

prudent conservative or an ardent revolutionary, a gentle humani-

tarian dreamer, or a cautious sage, a poet of love or an implacable

inquisitor.
2

Going on to study in detail the contradictions of the Gospel
in the spheres of ritual, belief, freedom, sanctions, respect for

2 Les morales de rfivangile by Albert Bayet (Rieder, 1927) pp. 9-10.
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human life, wealth, the family and political life, the author

concludes that it contains two codes of ethics, one being based

on horror of the world, the other on respect for it.
3 As a

description of the phenomena this is not wholly inaccurate.

But even though we reject the notion of a twofold morality,

one half meant for the select few, the other for the masses (a

baseless hypothesis), and the attempt to suppress the problem

by considering each Gospel separately, as well as Loisy's
4 and

Guignebert's
5 solution of reducing a complex issue to a pallid

unity, we are not therefore obliged to adopt the sociological

explanation of Bayet. He accepts Couchoud's out-of-date

mythological hypothesis about Christ. According to this the

Christ of the Gospels is the product oftwo Jesus myths and the

morality offered in them comes from two different series of

precepts belonging to different social groups Palestinian and

Hellenistic Jews, Gentiles, rich and poor. Since this is not a

work of criticism we do not propose to continue the discussion.

Our aim will be to show that Bayet's hypothesis is unnecessary

because there is no contradiction, in the positive sense in which

he understands it, between the two contrasted series, nor,

consequently, between the two codes of morality. It is incident-

ally worth pointing out the author has not grasped the extent

and significance of what he calls "the common principle of the

two moral codes", namely, the commandment to love, and that

he dismisses too lightly the efforts made by exegetes to reach a

solution, even though we agree that they are sometimes

excessively subtle. It is, for example, unscientific never to

3
Ibid., pp. 131-5.

4 "This ethic is the product of a deep sense of trust in God, human
solidarity and religious enthusiasm. The ideas of the system are most
logical." And Loisy adds that its "absolute, ideal and unpractical" elements
are due to the belief in the imminent coming of the Messiah, and its other
constituents belong to the environment and the historical period. (Jsus
et la tradition evangelique, pp. 135-44, quoted by Bayet.)

5 "The Kingdom draws near, the great transformation that will drive

injustice and evil out of the world: do penance, if you want a place among
the elect

"
(Le Christianisme antique, p. 50, quoted by Bayet).
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allow for the impact of the Eastern mind and its modes of

expression.

FORAND AGAINST THE TEMPLE RITUAL, THE LAW
AND WORKS

However, it would be foolish to suppose that exegetical

gymnastics can entirely smooth out all opposing factors.

Sensible and legitimate application of the rules of literary

criticism may carry it safely round some sharp corners, but not

all as we have seen and shall continue to see. And in any case,

it will leave the general spirit untouched. It is better to tackle

the problem squarely and deal especially with the issues raised

by ritual, the law and works, absolutely essential elements on
which the yeast of the Gospel had to operate.

This seems to have abolished the ancient rites, beginning with

the ritual worship of God in the temple at Jerusalem or on the

mountain of the Samaritans, replacing it with that worship in

spirit and in truthwhich Jesus foretold to the Samaritan woman.
The external rites of purification are also deprecated in favour

of purity of heart; "for a man is not made unclean by that

which enters his mouth, but by what comes out, evil thoughts,

evil deeds". We have already seen how fasting was dealt with

and Christ considered himself and his followers to be free with

regard to tithes (Matt. 18. 26). And yet in exactly similar

circumstances to those in which his disciples were reproached
for coming to table with unwashed hands and when he justified

them in the way we have mentioned, he himself reproached his

Pharisee host for having omitted the hygienic rites of hospit-

ality (Luke 7. 44). In Matt. 5. 23-4, in his teaching on fraternal

reconciliation, he appears to accept the sacrificial ritual: "If

thou art bringing thy gift, then, before the altar, and remem-

berest there that thy brother has some ground of complaint

against thee, leave thy gift lying there before the altar, and go
home ; be reconciled with thy brother first, and then come back

to offer thy gift."
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We can even find the two points of view co-existing in one

and the same episode that, for example, when the disciples

rubbed the ears of corn and ate them, thus breaking the Sabbath

(Luke 6. 1-15; Mark 11. 23-7; Matt. 12. 1-18). In the first

stage, Jesus takes the Sabbath command as an imperative and,

giving it a kind of rabbinic interpretation, refers to a precedent
that occurred under the old law: did not David brave legal

sacrilege and use the sacred loaves of proposition for himself

and his friends when they were in need ?6 But in the second stage

the Saviour met his questioners with three arguments, all of

which practically do away with any absolute value attached to

the rite and to the Sabbath: God desires mercy not justice; the

Sabbath was made for man and not man for the Sabbath; and,

with especial force, the son ofman is master of the Sabbath.

The ritual actions are the external expression of the law.

What, then, is the Gospel attitude to the law, the sacred Torah?

Is it abrogated, or not? It is not, for we have seen Jesus, on the

question of filial piety, defend the law of Moses against the

corrosive interpretations of the Pharisees. And elsewhere he

gives the categorical warning: "heaven and earth must dis-

appear sooner than one jot, one flourish disappear from the

law; it must all be accomplished" (Matt. 5. 18-19).

On the other hand, Jesus did in fact abolish the Deuteron-

omic law of capital punishment for adultery when he saved and

absolved the adulterous woman. And in Luke 16. 16 he seems

to abolish it de jure: "the law and the prophets lasted until

6 Taking a similar line on another occasion (John 7. 21-4) Christ

justifies a cure worked on the Sabbath by drawing an analogy between the

urgency that required circumcision to be performed even on the Sabbath
and the urgent need of sickness to be healed.

Similarly this idea of urgency is applied to the woman who was "bent
down" and to the dropsical woman, both cured on the Sabbath (Luke
13. 10-17; 14. 1-6); are not the Jews obliged to water their cattle on the

Sabbath, or get them out of a ditch if they have fallen in? The same
argument is produced for the Sabbath healing ofthe man with the withered
arm (Matt. 12, 10-13). In this case there is a kind of rational deduction

which, far from attacking the principle of the Sabbath, presupposes it.
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John's time; since that time it is the kingdom of heaven that

has its preachers, and all who will, press their way into it.'*

This is echoed by John in the Prologue to his Gospel: "Through
Moses the law was given to us ; through Jesus Christ grace came
to us, and truth." Not even the greatest text in favour of the

law is without its immediate gloss by means of which the

Saviour transcends the law. 7 For instance, when he said: "I

came not to abrogate but to perfect the law," he adds six

examples ; three ofthem indeed may be said to be developments
and refinements of the law, with a meaning that can easily be

grasped and that destroys nothing already existing: homicide is

condemned even in thought and inclination (anger, hatred);

adultery is condemned even in desire; love is extended from

one's neighbour to one's enemies. But the three others bring an

added perfection to the law and yet in the process of perfecting

destroy it; they are perfections which abolish the ancient

precepts. These three concern the repudiation of one's wife,
8

oath taking and the law of the talion (Matt. 5. 17-36; Luke

16. 18; 6. 27-36). Finally, the young shoot of the new law

springs apparently from the old stock, its root is the same. That

root is the command to love God and one's neighbour which

Jesus sometimes puts forward as common to the Old Testament

and to himself9 (Matt. 12. 28-34), sometimes as specifically his

own: "I have a new commandment to give you, that you are

to love one another; that your love for one another is to be

7 Such cases make clear the radical inadequacy ofevery sort ofrationalist

explanation of this problem of the oppositions within the Gospel, whether

it is a matter of history, of naturalist exegesis or of sociology.
8 It is true that in the matter of repudiation Christ gives elsewhere

(Mark 10. 12-9; Matt. 9. 3-10) an interpretation of the Mosaic law which

allows his new legislation to be considered as a reform rather than an

abolition; Moses, he said, tolerated repudiation on account of the moral

grossness of his contemporaries. So that the indissolubility of marriage
and monogamy are thus seen as a return to the truth.

At the same time that he shows the basis of the old law as the basis of

the new law, he depreciates the former by indicating the relative nature of

sacrifices and burnt-offerings.
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like the love I have borne you. The mark by which all men will

know you for my disciples will be the love you bear one

another" (John 13. 34-5).

Without losing sight of the fact that the examination of the

antinomies of the law had led us to the root notion of love, we
turn now to consider the material actions of the law and their

results, that is, works. In them we find the same ambiguity. The

need for action, for putting the precepts into practice, is stated

on many occasions. The parable of the talents is an example

(Luke 9. 1-27; Matt. 25. 14-30) whose meaning receives clear

expression in the famous warning: "Not everyone who says

unto me, Lord, Lord, will enter into the kingdom of heaven,

but whosoever does the will of my Father who is in heaven."

The description of the last judgement in Matt. 25 reminds us

that it is indeed on our love that we shall be judged, but it must

be a practical love, a love expressed in works: "I was hungry
and you gave me food. ... I was thirsty ... I was sick. ... I

was in prison." On the other hand, the rather puzzling scene at

Bethany (Luke 10. 38-42) gives the primacy to contemplation
over action, to Mary over Martha. We have all been a trifle

shocked, as children, at our Saviour's words to Martha who
has had to run the whole household, that Mary who has done

nothing but sit and listen, has chosen the better part, the one

thing necessary. But a synthesis is offered in Luke 11. 42 when
Jesus criticizes the Pharisees for paying tithes but leaving out

"justice and the love of God": "you do ill to forget one duty
while you perform the other." The importance of this pericope
cannot be over-stressed, for it shows not only that love which
we have already seen arising from an analysis of the law, but

also the need to hold together what at first sight seems con-

tradictory but how?

THE LOVE THAT SEPARATES AND SETS FREE
We shall find the answer ifwe approach things with simplicity,

see them in the way they look to "the heart that knows
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God",10 and not in a spirit of disputation. The law ofthe Gospel
is really new because Christ weighs everything down on the side

of love. Love was indeed revealed in the Old Testament, but

more materially than in spirit, hinted at rather than unveiled.

From Christ onwards, the law of love crowns and determines

all things, its elemental tissues are exposed, and since, as we
shall see, love, in its source, is God himself, it is bound to be

a mystery containing within itself what at first sight seems

irreconcilable. This love is new because, as John explains in his

first epistle (I John 4. 10-19): "that love resides, not in our

shewing any love for God, but in his shewing lovefor us first."

The perspective has changed. God no longer says to us: "Thou
shalt love the Lord thy God ... for I am the Lord," but "I give

you a new commandment, that you shall love one another, as I

have loved you" and it is by this that you will be recognized as

my disciples. In other words, after having given a general

indication in the law that love is what essentially matters, and

that one must love God and one's neighbour, God makes it

clear, through Christ, that it is he who loves first, he who
enables us to share in the mystery of his love, and that we are

now going to live under the rule of love, inspired by God,

Hence it is that love separates: it cuts the soul off from

everything that is not God. It pulls us up by the roots because

we have to take up a new position in God. It should not be

forgotten that the pericope ofthe Gospelwhichwe have allowed

provisionally to shock us "if anyone comes to me and does

not hate his father and mother . . ." is at once illustrated by
what follows: "A man cannot be my disciple unless he takes

up his own cross, and follows after me."11 The Cross is the

symbol of sacrifice, renunciation, death. The rubble of the past

is cleared away and we rebuild.

10 Pascal: "It is the heart that knows God, not the reason."
u This occurs in Luke 14. 25-7 and Matt. 10. 37-8; but the theme of

the cross and of renunciation also occurs in Luke 9. 23-6; 17. 32-3;

Mark 8. 34-8; Matt. 16. 24-7; 10. 39; John 12. 25.
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Nor is this just a mental exercise, a formal game. For now
God lends us his own eyes and our vision is transformed. And
now love of God has become trusting, spontaneous, pure. It

enables us to regain all we had agreed to lose ritual actions,

the law, works but transformed, given wider scope, so that it is

indeed them and at the same time something else. Since man is

not an immaterial spirit he is compelled to indicate his love by

signs but they will be signs, not things in themselves: works

are love's flowering; the law, its refraction. This alteration can

best be observed from an example that of one's neighbour
in the parable of the good Samaritan, given as answer to a

definite question from a scribe: "Who is my neighbour?" As a

rule we pay too little attention to the close of the narrative.

Christ says: "Which of those three (the priest, the Levite and

the Samaritan) thinkest thou, proved himselfa neighbour to the

man who had fallen in with robbers?" And the teacher of the

law answers : "He that shewed mercy on him" (Luke 10. 30-7).

This grammatical transformation is big with meaning; the

injured man was not the neighbour, it was the Samaritan who
had become his neighbour by drawing near to him. So ultim-

ately a neighbour is a man who draws near, and, as a further

consequence, he to whom he draws near. It is the command-
ment of universal love that can now be seen, without contradic-

tion, to cover our enemies as well as our friends, our enemies

even more than our friends, for our need to draw nearer to

them is greater.

But this love which separates in order to achieve a deeper

unity, which mounts up in order to obtain a wider sweep, is

also a force for freedom precisely because it releases us from

being tied to anything that is not essential. The regime now is

not one of bondage to the law and subjection to God; it is that

of the adoption of sons, of the new alliance, the new testament.

This fact explains Christ's attitude to the Temple tribute (Matt.
17. 26): "the children are free", he said, not with an anarchic

freedom but with that of a new-found law, the law of integral
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love. This new law will also be worked out in particular laws

and ritual actions, but it cannot wither and fade out into

ritualism. It is not an "ethic without obligation or sanction",12

for sin exists. But sin is always to be regarded in the light of

the law that equates love with freedom: "everyone who acts

sinfully is the slave of sin, and the slave cannot make his home in

the house for ever. To make his home in the house for ever, is

for the Son. Why then, if it is the Son who makes you free men,

you will have freedom in earnest" (John 8. 34-6).
13 But even

sin may be the occasion of love and liberation, as may be seen

in the lives of some saints; the example of St John Gualbert

occurs to the mind in this connection.

At this level we can look again at the oppositions and
understand them. We did this briefly with regard to filial piety,

ritual actions, works and the law.14 It is also possible to see in

what sense the New Testament imposes upon all Christians

whatever the application of the counsels may bethe duty of

absolute detachmentfrom money, even though a man's position

in life may oblige him to make use of it. This "renunciation of

all possessions" has not lost its meaning through an excessively

spiritual and mystical exegesis. It means that we must really

get rid of them, must no longer possess them, or be possessed

by them.15 And this is to be carried to the point of materially

12 The title of a book by Guyau.
13 Note the relation between the Son (first-born heir) and sons (adopted,

co-heirs) and also, in all these texts, the dialectic "son-slave", "freedom-

law". It has a Pauline sound. But all of -Paul's Gospel is in harmony with

the structure of the synoptics.
14 We may quote a passage which admirably expresses what wehavebeen

trying to point out :

'

'As regards the Jewish law with its external constraints,

Jesus was satisfied with showing what it was worth; he did not directly

suppress it; its effortless decline was certain; the law of the spirit would
end it." Allo: Le scandale de Jesus9 p. 155. And with still greater truth:

"The moral result of the Incarnation was that the Law became abrogated

by the very perfection to which Christ raised it" 9 Audet: "La morale de

FEvangile" in Lot et Amour Cahier de Supplement de la Vie Spirituelle, 71,

(Editions du Cerf, May 1951), p. 168.
15 Hdbentes, tamquam non possidentes, says St Paul who is always to be

found on the highway of the Gospel.
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giving away all that is not strictly necessary for social life and

of always being ready to give away everything. Salvation and

love do not come automatically from either possessing money
or getting rid of it, any more than they come from fasting,

asceticism, ritual actions, taken in themselves, or from their

absence, but from their use in subordination to love.

The same must be said with regard to war and violence: the

Christian must be meek and a lover ofpeace this follows from

the law of love and the violent impulses inherent in human

beings should be reserved for salvation and the kingdom of

God.16 It is with his whole being that a man must seek salva-

tion. On this level, gentleness and violence coincide, for anger,

anger motivated by holiness, is only, in Leon Bloy's phrase, the

effervescence of pity love can bear all things and also dare all

things (cf. St Paul's hymn to love in 1 Cor. 13). In the realm of

agape the passions do not function; the only passion relating

to it is the one employed in reaching it, that is, the meekness

and violence of eros which must be channelled in its direction,

rhe incarnate Word himself came to bring on this earth both

meekness and violence, peace and war, because the work of

love is not confined to meekness, it also includes uprooting,

purification, stern detachment. As for physical violence, the

caricature of real strength, the Christian must be able to endure

t without adopting it, have its power without using it, own a
word and not unsheathe it, destroy it from within and yet not

all for a winner's pride.

REBIRTH REFORM TRANSVALUATION OF VALUES
PARADOX

The transcendence of oppositions or more exactly their pro-
ound unity within the transcendence of love requires, however,
hat God shall give us a new spirit, create us anew, reform us,

16 On this point an interesting comparison between the Gospel and the
jeories of Freud and Jung on the sublimation of impulses could be made.
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so that we may no longer share the world's outlook with carnal

eyes. This is the inner meaning of Jesus' talk with Nicodemus

(John 3. 3-7)
17 which should be reread at this point: "a man

cannot see the kingdom ofGod without being born anew ... no
one can enter into the kingdom of God unless birth comes to

him from water and the Holy Spirit. What is born by natural

birth is a thing of nature, what is born by spiritual birth is a

thing of spirit." It is the meaning also of the parable quoted

above, about new wine not to be poured into old bottles and a

new piece of cloth not to be used to mend an old garment. God
it is who, according to that law of love which we have dis-

cussed, takes possession of us and gives us a new life, when we
have died to the world (self-denial, the Cross).

We have reached an absolutely capital point in the Gospel,

even perhaps its centre. Indeed it is certainly the centre of the

ethic of the Gospel, provided that its intrinsic relationship with

the revelation of love is maintained. It implies that after the

oppositions we have overcome, we now come to a new one,

this time, however, the final one. It is a real transvaluation of
values and forms the essential paradox of the Gospel. Rebirth

first of all implies childhood; we find ourselves children in

Christ through the spirit, and we shall never be really grown up
until the total Christ, the mystical Body and its Head have

become adult at the end of time. We are and we shall therefore

remain children, simple, humble, having everything to learn,

always receptive, always wondering. It is this that explains

Jesus' special love for children, as the image of spiritual child-

hood: "Unless you become like little children again, you shall

not enter the kingdom of heaven. He is greatest in the kingdom
of heaven who will abase himself like this little child" (Matt.

18. 1-4).

*7 This is shown clearly by Fr Lieg6 in an article in La Vie Intellectuelle

(March 1954,) pp. 5-20; he distinguishes the ethic of the Gospel from that

of the citizen, specified by law, and from that of the sage finalized by the

ideal, and he shows that it presupposes seminal newness, a vital impetus
from the God who is love.
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So we find ourselves we will not say in a "world", for in

the Gospel the world usually symbolizes the old leaven, every-

thing not subject to the kw of love, everything that resists,

opposes, is contrary to the Gospel in a kingdom, the kingdom
ofheaven, begun in a rudimentary way on this earth, a kingdom
in which nothing looks as it does to worldly eyes and where

everything is somewhat shocking to those not reborn into the

realm of love. (It is the scandal of Jesus about which he

promised happiness to whoever did not stumble at it.) In this

kingdom, if a man is rich, gifts will be made to him, and if he

is poor, even the little he has will be taken from him. (Luke 8.

18; 19. 26; Mark 4. 25; Matt. 13. 12; 24. 29). The workers in

the vineyard are not necessarily paid according to the material

amount of work done and its apparent value (Matt. 20. 1-16)

because it is God whose love dictates his rewards, and not some

"equitable" scale of merit which does not take into account

either true justice or the gift of love. (Those workers of the

eleventh hour who had waited so long in the burning sun to be

hired, anxious as the hours passed by, ashamed at being passed

over, these men left for grace to reward, are perhaps those

dearest to the heart of the master of the vineyard.)

A kingdom opened above all to children and to all who are

like children on account of what they lack, their needs, their

dependency: the unfortunate, the poor and sinners. Every

sinner, every man conscious of his sin, and he alone is a subject

dejure of the kingdom of the Gospel; he is saved. Any other

person has to wait until he becomes conscious that he is a

sinner. "I am not come to save the righteous, but sinners"

(Luke 5. 32; Mark 11. 17; Matt. 9. 13) and "the Son of Man
came to seek and to save that which was lost", said the Lord

(Luke 19. 20, the story ofZachaeus). He explains this elsewhere

and shows us something of the astounding ways of God:

provided a sinner sees himself as such (parable of the prodigal

son, Luke 15. 11-32), it is God himself who, like a good
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shepherd, goes out to look for the lost sheep (Luke 15. 3-7;

Matt. 18. 12-14). But why? Simply because this is what God
loves to do, he loves sinners because he loves to forgive, because

the man who has been forgiven much will love much; and the

cycle is thus closed, of love which loves to be loved not from

egoism of any kind save that transcendent egoism which

"negative" theology delivers from all self-regarding limitations

but because God is love and can create love only, and

because, as we have seen, this love inescapably takes the

initiative. . . . This is what Jesus teaches us in a momentous

episode in the Gospel which in common with almost all those

that (like the parable of the good Samaritan with its new
definition of a neighbour) concern the transvaluation of values,

usually receives insufficient attention: it is the episode of the

repentant sinful woman who was forgiven (Luke 7. 36-50). We
miss the point ifwe only say that Jesus forgave the sinfulwoman
who wept at his feet while he was dining with Simon the

Pharisee and conclude from this that God forgives. We should

reflect more deeply. Lest his meaning escape us, Jesus empha-
sized it on two separate occasions in the parable about the

usurious lender and with reference to this sinful woman. The

biggest debtor is also the one most grateful to a merciful

creditor. The sinful woman had certainly sinned, but she

admitted it. She humbled herself, wept, and admitted what she

was and so entered into the kingdom of love. "If great sins

have been forgiven her, she has also greatly loved." And it is

then that we meet the astonishing transvaluation. We should

have expected the conclusion to be, whosoever does not love

much will not be forgiven. Instead we are confronted by the

other aspect of the mystery: "He who has little forgiven him,

loves little." Such then is the amazing kingdom of love, a

kingdom also in which "you are all brothers", in which titles

are worthless (doctor, rabbi, father), in which "among you, the

greatest of all is to be the servant of all; the man who exalts
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himself will be humbled, and the man who humbles himself

will be exalted" (Matt. 23. 8-12).
18

It is not therefore surprising that in this kingdom not only

is the law of the talion abolished, but also, in complete opposi-

tion to it, the Lord says : "you should not offer resistance to

injury; if a man strike thee on thy right cheek, turn the other

cheek also towards him" (Matt. 5. 38-42).

And, finally, it is a kingdom whose constitution is the

Sermon on the Mount19 which in a few sublime words codifies

the transvaluation of values, and whose only power of action

is the Lord's Prayer.

APPENDIX: THE WAY OF THE COUNSELS

Without trespassing beyond the boundaries of this book and

entering the territory of the spiritual meaning of the Gospel
ethic20 we still cannot avoid pointing out that in the text of the

Gospels themselves there is though heretical writers have

18 Cf. also on the theme of transvaluation in the Gospel, the parable of

the Pharisee and the Publican (Luke 18. 9-14), that of the choice of places,

told by Christ, in the context of the washing of feet (Luke 14. 7-12; 22.

24-30; Mark 10. 32-45; Matt. 20. 25-8; John 13. 1-20): "He who would
be great among you, let him be your servant, and he would be first shall

be your slave."
u> Luke 6. 2O-6; Matt. 5. 3-12. It should be noted that the Beatitudes

and the Woes come just before the great ethical teaching, itself preceded

by the warning: "Do not think that I am come to abolish the law and the

prophets. I am come not to abrogate, but to perfect them." By this Christ

seems to suggest that it was this constitution of the new alliance that the

old law led up to.

20 The best book on this subject is La Doctrine spirituelle de VEvangtte
by B. M. Chevignard (Editions du Cerf, 1958). The bare titles of its

chapters show how the transvaluation of values constitutes the essence of
the Gospel: 1. The Son of Man came to seek and to save that which was
lost; 2. Christ Jesus came into this world to save sinners; 3. Unless you
become like little children; 4. If anyone would follow me, let him deny
himself; 5. For my sake and the Gospel's; 6. Whatever you have, sell

it . . .; 17. As I have loved you, so do you love each other; 18. Blessed are

you who are poor; 19. The poor shall have the Gospel preached to them;
20. The Son of Man has not where to lay his head; 21. 1 came to cast fire

on the earth.
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denied it a clear-cut distinction between the way of the

counsels and that of the precepts.

The precept of absolute separation, of the self-denial neces-

sary for love and this includes wealth, the family^ the sexual

instinct, etc. is one thing. It is whatwe have been talking about,

and it applies to every Christian. Absolutely speaking, every

Christian is a separated person, a freed man, making use of all

things as though he was not using them.

But the practical relinquishment of all possessions, of all

family life, as required by the monastic vows of poverty and

chastity, is something entirely different. They are undoubtedly
rooted in the Gospels; poverty, in the story of the rich young
man, clearly has the counsels for its context; and the counsel of

chastity is based on Mark 10. 11-12; Matt. 19. 11-12, where it

is said that the counsel is not given for everybody, but to some

only for the kingdom of God.

The precept is that "none of you can be my disciple if he

does not take leave of all he possesses" (Mark 10. 37-8) ;"if

anyone comes to me and does not hate his father and his

mother, his wife and children . . . and even his own soul, he

cannot be my disciple" (Matt. 10. 37-8). This is the break about

which we have spoken, that radical break with the world which

God requires from Christians so that he may open his love to

them, and give a wider kingdom, boundless and without

egoism.
But the means with which to make this break that one person

might find enabling would prove impossible for another. For

example, one person might experience more worldly wealth,

self-content and egoismthrough thevowofpoverty than through
ordinary social life; or more pride and sensuality in the vow of

chastity than in marriage. Now what is demanded is the

renunciation of all that is not God.



CHAPTER IV

PARADOXES OF THE

GOSPEL: DOGMATIC 1

The moral analysis of the Gospel has led us to the theme of the

kingdom of heaven, and thus disclosed the mystery of love.

THE GOD WHO IS LOVE AND THE SON OF MAN:
ORIGINS AND RETURN TO ORIGINS

God himself is love. Other attribntes are indeed assigned to

him in the Gospels; he is wise and just (Luke 18. 1-8); he is

good, and even "none is good, except God only" (Luke 18. 19);

he is merciful, as the Beatitudes teach us (Luke 6. 36); he is the

Creator, and nothing that has been made was made without

him (John 1. 1-3); he decides the predestination of the elect,

for he alone can grant the gift ofheaven to those for whom it is

destined (Mark 10. 40; Matt. 20. 23); and it is on account of

1 It is only because it makes for easiness of exposition and in order not
to upset readers, accustomed to these schematic arrangements, that we
have made a division here between morals and dogma. It is not very good
theology and it is not in the spirit of the Gospel in which life and teaching
are united. It should therefore be realized that chaptersm and IV form a
homogeneous entity that has been divided, but not separated or even

distinguished into two parts, one concerning knowledge, the other action.

The Gospel entirely envelops these Greek notions.

There is, however, this to be observed. The Gospel is not a philosophical
or theological system; it is not on the plane of reason, but on that of the
heart's intuition. And this explains why the approach to it should be

through its moral doctrines. The present chapter should thus be considered
from the same point of view as the previous one.
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this and not because of the grant of power over demons that

there should be rejoicing (Luke 10. 20); his Providence is

moving because of its generosity look at the flowers and the

birds and since you know that not a hair of your head shall

fall without his permission, put your trust in him (Luke 12. 6-7;
Matt. 10. 29-31).2

But this God, who retains all the transcendence ascribed to

him in the Old Testament even though now he is seen to draw

very near, is essentially love. It is this fact that synthesizes

these antinomies and that uncovers the source of all his actions.

God is love because he is Father, Father because he is love:

"Our Father who art in heaven." A father is constantly giving

to his children, he will not refuse life to that life which has

issued from him,3 and we are children of God. Throughout the

Gospels God is called Father.

But antecedent to any manifestation of himself outside

himself (ad extra), God is, within his own being, a well-spring

of life. A passage in Christ's priestly prayer provides a good
introduction to this mystery:

I have bestowed my love upon you, just as my Father has

bestowed his love upon me; live on, then, in my love. You will

live on in my love, if you keep my commandments, just as it is

by keepingmy Father's commandments that I liveon in his love. . . .

This is my commandment that you should love one another as I

have loved you (John 15. 9-12).
4

The whole doctrine is contained in this passage: God who is

love, the synthesis of law and love, in God for men, the coining

down of God's love among men. But the words : "as my Father

2 Very far, then, from Voltaire's remote and haughty God, as described

in his parable with exactly the opposite meaning to that of the Gospel

(Conte sphttosophiques): "When his highness, the king of Persia, sends a

ship over the seas, does he concern himself with the fate of the rats which

occupy the hold?"
3 This is why prayer obtains all things, cf. Luke 11. 9-13 ; Matt. 7. 7-11 ;

22. 22. This is why we must say: "Our Father . . .".

4 Cf. also John 3. 35: "The Father loves the Son."
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has bestowed his love on me" plunge us into the absolute origin

of love within the Trinity.
5 The three persons are mentioned in

it; the Father, the Son who is speaking and the love which

unites them, the Spirit. Even more definite indications are given

elsewhere, especially in St John. Beginning with the Prologue,

Jesus is named Messiah, the Father's only son, God's eternal

Word, God himself. The community of life between the Father

and the Son, or their co-essentiality, together with the unity of

God, is clearly expressed in several passages: "My Father and

I are one. My Father is inme and I in the Father" (John 10. 30),

and especially in the reply to Philip who had asked to see this

Father about whom the Master so often spoke:

Whoever has seen me has seen the Father : what dost thou mean

by saying: let us see the Father? Do you not believe that I am in

the Father, and the Father is in me ? The words that I speak to you
are not my own words; and the Father, who dwells continually in

me, achieves in me his own acts of power. Believe me, therefore:

I am in the Father and the Father is in me (John 14. 9-11 ; cf.

John 12. 44-5).*

How could there be a simpler and more concrete or indeed

a homelier way of expressing both the common sharing of the

divine nature and the conception of the Word by the Father?

(The \vords that I speak to you are not my own words . . .)

We find the same kind of organic synthesis expressing what

theologians were later to call the spiration of the Spirit, com-

mon to the Father and the Son, in an equal though differenti-

ated communion with the divine nature:

The Spirit [will come] to guide you into all truth. He will not

utter a message of his own; he will utter the message that has been

given to him. And he will bring honour to me, because it is from

5 The actual word Trinity nowhere occurs in the Gospel; this absence
is paralleled by the absence of words of philosophical origin which theo-

logians use in order to explore the data of revelation with the help ofreason.
6 The Jews were not deceived and wanted to stone him: "Because being

only a man, you make yourself God."
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me that he mil derive -what he makes plain to you. I say that he will

derive from me what he makes plain to you, because all that

belongs to the Father belongs to me (John 16. 13).

And the concluding mission given to the apostles, shortly

before the Ascension, contains the explicit mention of the three

divine Persons : "You, therefore, must go out, making disciples

of all nations, and baptizing them in the name of the Father

and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost" (Matt. 28. 19).

This living source of love flows into the created world and,

after the Fall,
7 its purpose was redemptive, operating through-

out the history of salvation, and culminating in the mission of

the Son; for, as we have seen, the loving Father needs funda-

mentally to be loved. "God so loved the world, that he gave

up his only begotten Son, so that those who believe in him may
not perish, but have eternal life. When God sent his Son into

the world, it was not to reject the world, but so that the world

might find salvation through him" (John 3. 16, 17).

"And the Word was made flesh" (John 1. 14). This is the

Incarnation and its mystery, for this Messiah who is, and says

he is, Son of God, most often speaks of himself as the "Son of

Man". What did he mean by that ? The expression is applied to

Jesus by all four evangelists both as he existed on earth and in

his divine life in heaven, for example, in Christ's reply to the

Sanhedrin: "you will see the Son of Man sitting at the right

hand of God's power, and coming with the clouds of heaven"

(Mark 14. 62). The Jews made no mistake when they con-

demned him to death. In Aramaic this expression "Son ofMan"

simply means "man", and yet Daniel in a well-known prophetic

vision identifies the Son of Man with the Messiah (Dan. 7.

13-14).

If we gather all these elements together they form an extra-

ordinary revelation. Not only does the Messiah unite the divine

and human natures in his person (we have already learnt that

? The Gospels do not dwell on the Fall: we shall see why.
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nothing is impossible for love and that the whole Gospel
consists in a synthesis of apparent contradictions), but also, as

the substitute for Adam, he becomes the archetype ofmankind,

the man, the Son of Man (the name he himself chose) and as

such, will draw men in his wake until the last day8 and gather

them together in God. In this way his earthly mission becomes

as we shall see more clearly in the eschatological passages

the start of what St Paul calls Christ's Pleroma, Christ fully

grown up, mankind, in him, finally glorified, made one and

deified. The Son of Man Son of God, through his name and

his nature, is the promise of this final reintegration, this great

return to the source of all love.

THE GIFT OF GOD: GRACE, LIFE, WATER AND LIFE.

FAITH

God, then, has come to give to give again the gift of his

life, of the life of love, of that exchange between knowledge
and love, which forms his inner life. "If you knew the gift of

God", Jesus said to the Samaritan woman (John 4. 10-15);

this gift, this life of God, poured into us, which we, following

the catechism, call grace, is never given this name in the

Gospels.
9 Not that they fail to realize that the gift of God is

gratuitous the parable of the labourers in the vineyard re-

minds us of that10 but because it is given simpler and more
concrete names, more adapted to the socio-geographical

conditions of the period, and also more substantial. Grace is

life, eternal life; it is water, water springing up eternally; and
it is light.

11 John the theologian tells us, more precisely, that in

8 Note straightway that in the eschatological texts Jesus always calls

himself the Son of Man (see below).
9 Except perhaps in John 1. 14: the Word incarnate "full of grace and

truth."
10 "It is my pleasure to give as much to this late-comer as to thee. Am I

not free to use my money as I will?"
11 On life, cf. John 10. 28 : "I give them eternal life: and they shall never

perish." Life-Light: "In him was life, and the life was the light of men**
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particular it is the spirit, the living bond oflove, who is involved

in this divine gift: "If any man is thirsty, let him come to me,
and drink; yes, if a man believes in me, fountains of living

water shall flow from his bosom. He was speaking here of the

spirit which was to be received by those who learned to believe

in him" (John 7. 37-9).

Matthew, on the other hand, emphasizes the participation in

the divine life which should transform our lives: "you are the

light of the world . . . and your light must shine so brightly

before men that they can see your good works and glorify your
Father who is in heaven" (Matt. 5. 14).

On man's part this acquisition of God's life demands a

further receptivity to the adhesion of Faith. Faith, like love, is

a recurrent theme in the Gospels; Christ punctuates his deeds

and miracles with questions: "Do you believe?" and with

conclusions: "Go, thy faith hath saved thee" and this

whether it is a matter of forgiveness
12 or of bodily healing. It

is as though he wanted to point out that the renaissance of the

body is only the image of real reform. And he made the

revealing remark: "He who will believe and is baptized shall be

saved; he who refuses belief shall be condemned" (Mark 16.

16). But what is the content of this faith?

There is a mysterious phrase which provides a synthesis:

"you will die with your sins upon you unless you come to

believe that it is myself you look for" (John 8. 24). May this

not be a transposition of the revelation made to Moses in the

burning bush ("myself" "I who am")? Elsewhere it is made
clear that belief in the divinity of Jesus is a definite require-

ment : "There are many other miracles Jesus did in the presence

(John 1.4); "I am the light of the world; he who follows me can never

walk in darkness; he will possess the life which is life" (John 8. 12). Light:

John 1. 4: "The light shines in the darkness and the darkness has not

overcome it. This was the true lightthe ligfct that lightens every man
coming into the world." Cf. John 3. 19.

12 E.g. the repentant sinful woman (Luke 7. 50).
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of his disciples, which are not written down in this book; so

much has been written that you may learn to believe Jesus is

the Christ, the Son of God, and so believing find life through
his name" (John 20. 30, 31).

And the same John has recorded this remark of Christ which

is even more explicit: "The Father loves his Son, and so has

given everything into his hands ; and he who believes in the Son

possesses eternal life, whereas he who refuses to believe in the

Son will never see life" (John 3. 35-6). Belief in the Son

evidently means belief not only that he is God, but also in his

mission and in all he taught.

Is it then surprising that this faith which gives entry to the

living water of the loving God should also give us something
of his power, and that if we have developed as does a mustard

seed, we should be able to perform wonders? (Luke 17. 6;

Matt 17. 20).

But this adhesion by man in faith would, in view of his

wretched condition as a prodigal son, have been impossible,

had not God himself saved him. We must believe in the Son

and in his redemptive mission, as Jesus explained to Nicode-

mus : "This Son ofMan must be lifted up [that is, on the Cross]

so that those who believe in him may . . . have eternal life"

(John 3. 14-15).

SALVATION THE NEW ALLIANCE AND THE
KINGDOM THE CHURCH

It is hard to see how critics like Loisy and Guignebert13 could

have considered that the idea of the redemption was the

invention of St Paul and did not belong to the doctrine of

Jesus. It is true that reparation from original sin is not men-

tioned in the Gospels, and even the Pauline aTroXvrpoms, re-

demption through ransom, understandably, is not a common
idea in them. Jesus did not construct theological syntheses;

is Condemned for this by Pius X in the decree Lamentabili, Denz. 2038.
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he was speaking to people thoroughly aware that the very

meaning of the world is to be understood from the fact of

creation, from Adam's sin, the beginning of salvation through
Abraham's faith, the privileged position that this gave to Israel,

the hope of the Saviour-Messiah. They had indeed rather lost

sight of the inner meaning of this Messianism but all the rest

was the daily bread of their faith. What need, therefore, was
there for Christ to make long discourses about the Fall and its

reparation? What they did require instruction about was how
this reparation would be made and what would result from it

and on this the Saviour did not fail to inform them.

He constantly declared that he personally was the Saviour,
14

and he taught all that it was necessary to do for salvation. And
in fact everything that Christ did and taught was the redemp-
tion, but expressed in terms of salvation.

Salvation, however -and this he emphasized for it was this

that the Jews found hard to receive was to be achieved not by
glory, but by ignominy, by an apparent defeat, through the

scandal of the Cross on which the Son of Man, the Lamb of

God, himself bearing the sins of the whole world, the mass of

the old unredeemed mankind, should die. It was all to be

destroyed in his death; and this was possible since he alone

being both God and also everything that is meant by man, was
in a position to make a new earth, a new kingdom. Salvation

was to be achieved through a kingdom, not a temporal king-

dom, Israel, but a spiritual kingdom, not limited to the Jews,

but universal, open to the whole earth- a spiritual and universal

kingdom beginning at Christ's death, its long development as

the Church, the assembly of all who believe.

Jesus, then, prepared his disciples and the Jews for the

scandal of the Cross : he explained that it was written that the

i4 Right at the start, Mary sings: "He hath helped his servant Israel"

(Luke 1. 54) and this too is the main point of Zachary's canticle (Luke 1.

68-80). The angels declare: "To you this day is born a Saviour" (Luke
2. 11) and the angel says to Joseph: "Thou shalt give him the name of

Jesus for he shall save his people from their sins" (Matt. 2, 21).
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Son of Man must suffer much and be despised (Mark 9. 12)
15

and on the eve of his Passion he told them that the hour had

come for the Son of Man to be glorified, and that unless the

seed entered the earth and died it would not increase, but that

if it died it would multiply greatly (John 12. 23-4). This was a

proclamation of both his death and resurrection, personal to

him, and yet also the first fruits of the coming harvest. Through
his death the new alliance between God and mankind was

ratified; his blood was the seal; it was shed for the multitude

for the remission of sins (Matt. 26. 28; Luke 22. 20; Mark
14. 24). The couplet "death-resurrection" sets up, once for all,

the new heaven and earth, fertilized by the Spirit after the

Ascension, energizing and developing until the final coming,

that great day when he shall drink wine again with his people

in the kingdom of God (Mark 14. 25). The kingdom, then, will

have become adult, its newness no longer stained with any of

the old leaven. But, even before this, straightway with the death

and resurrection of the Son of Man, salvation has been

achieved and the living must no longer be looked for among the

dead (Luke 24. 5). He has gone into glory (Luke 24. 25) and

in his own person, as the head of humanity, guaranteed the

arrival there of all men.

This new kingdom had begun to be proclaimed by John the

Forerunner., then by Christ himself, and it can now be seen

how all things had to be new in it, that to enter it rebirth16 is

necessary, that all its laws, customs and conduct are in com-

plete contradiction with those of the world, that is, with those

who do not believe and are not saved.

Its duration lasts between the first and second coming, and

it is the successor to the People of God of the old Alliance. It

involves those people in a complete dialectical transformation,

that kind of perfection-abolition which occurred also in the

is a. John 8. 28.

16 "No one not born of water and the Spirit can enter the kingdom of

heaven," Jesus said to Nicodemus (John 3. 5).
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change from the old law to the new. It was no longer a theo-

cracy that enveloped both the spiritual and the temporal, but a

spiritual kingdom, to which entry is to be gained by "faith and
water". It includes, therefore, not the Jews only, but "every
creature".1? For the whole creation has to be brought back to

unity here again, we meet the idea of universal re-integration
in God (recapitulation): there must be only one fold and one

shepherd (John 10. 1-6, and the prayer for unity, John 17).

However, before the total return of all things to their single

source, the new kingdom must carry on under the sign of

visible, though spiritual unity. It is truly not ofibis world, but

it is in this world, not ethereal, but incarnate. Already before

his passion, Jesus had said that the flock led by the Good
Shepherd (John 10. 1-6) will be led by Peter: "Thou art Peter,

and on this rock I will build my Church ... I will give to thee

the keys of the kingdom of heaven; and whatsoever thou shalt

bind on earth shall be bound in heaven, and whatsoever thou

shalt loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven" (Matt. 16. 16-20).

After the death and resurrection, shortly before the ascension,

this became a reality: "Feed my lambs, feed my sheep . . ."

(John. 21. 15-18). It is essential to note that this act of institu-

tion, based on the primacy of Peter, of the visible Church, the

seed of the perfect kingdom of God, rests upon faith and love,

not unexpectedly to be found in these circumstances. On
faith,

18 because the "Thou art Peter" was the spoken reaction

17 Mark 16. 15: "Go ye into the whole world and preach the gospel to

every creature
" Luke 13. 28-30 and Matt. 8. 11-12: "I tell you many shall

come from the East and the West and sit at table with Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob in the kingdom of heaven, whilst the sons of the kingdom will be
thrown into outer darkness." John 17. 20: "I do not pray for them only,
but also for all those who believe in me because of their word, that they
all may be one." Cf. John 11. 51.

is It is on this faith also that Peter's infallibility is based: "Simon,

Simon, behold, Satan has claimed power over you all, so that he can sift

you like wheat; but I have prayed for thee, that thy faith may not fail;

when, after a while, thou hast come back to me, it is for thee to be the

support of thy brethren" (Luke 22. 31-2).
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to the apostle's act of faith: "Thou art the Christ, the Son

the living God" a wonderful summary of the content of tt

faith which we have discussed above. On love, above all (f

faith, St Paul says, will pass away, it will lose its point when t

kingdom becomes fully developed, whereas love will remai

having reached its highest degree of union), on love, the

since the triple formula of institution "Feed my lamb

corresponds to the threefold act of faith drawn from Peter 1

the Saviour, and this again corresponds to the triple deni

punctuated by the cock. So the law of the new kingdo

appears once again: God chooses for the solid rock he nee

what to human eyes had seemed the weakest, the man who hi

sinned and had repented.

This Church, a living body, must do everything to extend ti

kingdom, and to keep those who are called, within the law

love. Hence the precept of the fraternal correction of sinners.

Also she may and should exclude from her communion tho

who do not want to return to the sway of her crook.20

THE ADVERSARY: DEMONOLOGY
Sin is always possible not only on account of hums

instability and of the drag of our nature downwards but alf

because there exists one always on the alert to destroy tl

kingdom: Satan, the Tempter, the devil or demon, the Adver

ary, the Prince of this world.

He is indeed the Adversary, come to take from men's hear

the good seed of the Word, as soon as it is sown, or to sow tan

in the field of the world. He takes particular pleasure in foulir

again through recapturing it a dwelling he had to give up 1

19 "Speak to the Church** if thy sinful brother will not hear thee (Mai
18. 15-20).

20 This is the principle of excommunication: "if he will not even hei

the Church, let him be to thee (this was among the Jews) as a gentile ar

a publican" (Matt 18. 17).
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Christ's rule.21 He is the authentic leader of the empire opposed
to the kingdom of heaven, the ruler over everything that is not

of God, over "the world".22 St Paul's name for him was the

"god of this world". He is powerful; he has power over bodies

which he can "bind", for example, the bent down woman
(Luke 13. 16), and over souls, for example, Judas, possessed by
him (Luke 22. 3). He was even given power to tempt Jesus,

23

although he was unsuccessful (Luke 4. 13 and parallels).

Does all this mean that we may suspect some typical Eastern

Manichean influence on this doctrine? Definitely "not; for

nowhere does the Gospel condemn either matter or the body.
The world of which Satan is the Prince is not just the visible

world without qualification; the flesh he corrupts is not the

body. In the Gospel and in the Pauline epistles, the world and

the flesh mean bodies and souls, flesh and spirit, matter and

mind, inasmuch as these are not subject to Christ's rule; but

they can be and should be if Christians remain constant. God,
of course, has complete power over Satan, so have the disciples

of Jesus through grace asked for in prayer and penance (Luke
10. 18-20), and the Saviour assures us that the Prince of this

world was "judged" and neutralized, dejure, by the Cross and

the Holy Spirit (John 16. 7-14).
2*

21 This is the meaning of the little parable in Matt. 12. 43 and Luke
11. 24-6, which is also a warning not to be mediocre, for if the unclean

spirit reoccupies the swept and neat dwelling it is because he has been able
to find it "empty".

22 virtually implied in Jesus' reply to the Pharisees who accused him
of driving out demons by means of a satanic power (Luke 11. 17-20 and
parallels).

23
qf. Luke 10. 18: "I saw Satan faU from heaven like lightning."

24 Since God has removed the veil and revealed his life, the good
angels are no longer, as they were in the Old Testament, appearances, or

material manifestations of the Most High. The Gospels exhibit them as

heavenly spirits who form God's court (Luke 12. 8-9) and who are often

entrusted with special missions the Annunciation, the Flight into Egypt,
the message to the shepherds, at the service of Jesus and comforting him
during his agony, notifying the women and the apostles after the Resur-
rection which will culminate in their final mission to gather the elect

from the four winds (Matt. 24. 31). The doctrine of angel guardians is

firmly based on a saying of Christ (Matt. 18. 10).
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THE DEFENDING SPIRIT: THE SACRAMENTS

Nevertheless, the Adversary's strength in the earthly phase
of the kingdom is such that Jesus could ask himself in anguish:

"When the Son of Man comes, will he find faith left on the

earth?" (Luke 18. 8). And therefore he did not leave his Church

without the necessary means.

The first of these is the Holy Spirit Since the Spirit is the

bond of love between the Father and the Son, one of its major
functions is to pour love, that is, God's love, into the world.

The Spirit was at work in the Incarnation ofthe Word in Mary,
the product of love (Luke 1. 34-6).

It follows that it will also be the Spirit who will be sent by
the Father at the Son's request, made after the Ascension, to

assist the true God permanently against the Evil One (John
14. 16-17 and 16. 8-14).

Especially in difficulties and persecutions, the Spirit will

assist Christ's disciples, teaching them what they must say

(Luke 12. 11-12 and parallels). And he will be given without

stint to those who ask the Father for him (Luke 11. 12). But

this function of permanent defender of love brings with it a

terrible responsibility for us: blasphemy against the Spirit is

the one unforgivable sin (Luke 12. 40 and parallels) since it

implies total refusal of God.

We again find the Spirit at work in the more perceptible

means instituted by the Saviour to ensure that this life should

abide in her: the sacraments.25 First, in baptism, the sacrament

ofaccess to the kingdom which John the Baptist had prophesied

25 We may again remind readers that none of these abstract theological
terms is to be found in the Gospels for example, neither sacrament nor
"idioma" (a special attribution to one Person of the Trinity). We make
use of them (but as little as possible) for convenience and because the

reality they express is itself in the Gospels: for example, could there be

anything more homogeneous with the substance of the Gospel than the

idea of sacrament, that of a practical perceptible sign of the divine life,

since the whole Gospel is a mass of perceptible realities expressing God's
life: water, the vine, bread, leaven, etc.?
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would take place "in the Holy Spirit" (Luke 3. 16; Matt. 3.11;

John 1. 33). Later, Jesus explained to Nicodemus that no man
unless baptized with water and the Spirit can enter the kingdom
of heaven, and, later still, between his resurrection and ascen-

sion, he instituted baptism with the words: "Go and teach all

nations baptizing them in the name of the Father and the Son

and the Holy Spirit" (Matt. 28. 19). But why "in the Spirit"?

Not only because ofthe missionary function ofthe Third Person

of the Trinity, but for a more precise reason: baptism, which

gives access to the divine life, only does so thanks to the redemp-
tive work of the Son; it therefore requires faith in that work,
and the ritual actions of the Church ("What do you ask for?

Faith") echo the Saviour's words "He who believes and is

baptized will be saved" (Mark 16. 16). But what is this work
of salvation? It is not just the Cross and death, for these would

not give life: it is, as St Paul's "gospel" vividly shows, Cross-

Burial-Resurrection-Vivification, that is, in historical terms,

Passion and Death-Burial-Easter-Pentecost certainly Pente-

cost for it is the Spirit who vivifies (or glorifies John 16. 14).

So that our baptism, which grafts us into Christ and initiates us

into the Church,26 grafts us into a Saviour, dead, buried, risen

and glorified, making us conmortui, consepulti, conswrrecti,

convivificati,
27 and thus lifts us, through the work of the Son,

but as a result of the Spirit, into the life of the Trinity.

That life can be lost by sin, but it can be regained by grace,

and this, too, is a direct work of the Spirit, as Christ's words,

instituting the sacrament of penance, make clear: "Receive the

26 It is for the same reason that the Church in a sense the baptismal
sacrament of mankind was only conclusively established at Pentecost,
the last of these four stages. This has been shown by T. Zapelena (Grego-
rianum) as against a too hasty interpretation of the encyclical Mystici

(Corporis.
27 The ancient practice of the Church made this reality liturgically

visible. The neophyte "died" bymeans ofa lengthy penitential preparation,
he was plunged, buried, in the baptismal font; he came out having been
resurrected to a new life, and thus revivification was symbolized by a new
white garment.
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Holy Spirit: when you forgive men's sins they are forgiven,

when you hold them bound, they are held bound" (John
20. 21-3).

Lastly, it is a life needing constant nutrition and increase by
means of the Bread of Life. Together with the texts giving the

institution of the Eucharist, Jesus' great discourse fore-

shadowing it should be read (John 6. 22-S9).
28

THE PAROUSIA AND THE JUDGEMENT

The last day, the end of mankind's journey to God, will be

frightening,
29

preceded by signs of terror, and by the violent

and insidious activity of Anti-Christ, the final effort of the

Prince of this world; and faced with such things believers will

not be able to hold out without the special assistance of the Son

of Man. He it is who, suddenly, at an unexpected moment, as

28 The Holy Spirit is not mentioned in any of these texts, but he is

implied, because the bread is the bread of life, and communion in the body
and blood is not only communion in the sacrifice of the Cross, but, as with

baptism, in Christ, sacrificed, risen and glorified. This receives emphasis in

the epiclesis, a kind of vivification of the already consecrated elements and
therefore of the consummated sacrifice, by the Spirit, which is a feature of
some Eastern liturgies of the Mass. In this short sketch of the sacraments
in the Gospel, the fact that we have only mentioned three of them should
not cause surprise. Confirmation was in fact joined with baptism which it

recalls with a view to missionary action ; the others are indeed rooted in the

Gospel, but since they are more functional than directly expressive of the

paschal mystery, they are only of secondary interest from the point of
view of this book.

For Orders, cf. the institution of the Eucharist ("Do this in memory of

me") and the power to remit sins. For the sacrament of the sick, Mark 6. 13

shows us Jesus anointing many sick and healing them. Marriage, the most
many-sided sacrament of those we have had to leave out : together with
functional texts (e.g. Mark 10. 6-9) ratifying the nature of created beings
and the union of the sexes, there are many lessons, allusions, symbols full

of doctrine: adultery in thought, the joy of betrothal and marriage, the

symbolism of Christ, the Bridegroom of die Church (John 3. 27-30; Mark
11. 19-20; Matt. 25. 1-13).

29 The great eschatological passage in the Gospels is Luke 21. 5-23; cf.

Mark 13. 1-3; Matt. 24. 1-20.
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startling as the Flood, in a lightning flash shooting across the

sky, will come amidst the clouds.

He will come to complete the work begun at his first advent:

it is the day of the revelation of the Son of Man (Luke 25-30),
of the final deliverance and the fulfilment of salvation (Luke
21. 28). And since the first coming was the last stage before the

second, we have to be on the watch, ready every day to see the

Bridegroom appear, without warning, in a flash, unawaited by
the foolish virgins alone. Is not this the explanation of Christ's

contracting into one single vision the ruin of the temple and
the end of the world, and of the apparent contradiction that

results from this? On the one hand we are told that "this

generation" shall not pass away before all this comes about,

and on the other, that no one, except the Father, knows the

day or the hour when this shall happen. The Saviour wants to

emphasize that all that matters is his coming, in its total aspect.

We are not to worry as to when the last moment will be, but

only to watch.

The decisive union between mankind and God presupposes
a sorting out;

30 the good fish must be irrevocably separated

from the bad, the sheep from the goats, the wheat from the

chaff. This sorting, made by omnipotent love,
31 cannot be

altered for on the last day the circuit of love is closed.

The chaff, weightless, not weighed down by love, is cast into

inexhaustible fire. Fire, a suggestive metaphor in a land of

scorching deserts, is the one most often used by Jesus to

illustrate what perpetual exclusion from love must mean.32 He

30 The catechism calls this the last judgement. In the context of the

Gospels this does not exclude the particular judgement each man receives

at death: a kind of private Parousia; cf. the parable of Lazarus and the

bad rich man (Luke 16. 19-31) or that of the wealthy man (Luke 12. 16-21).
31 And not from criteria of objective equity; cf. the workers in the vine-

yard and the parable of the talents (Luke 19. 20-4). "An exacting man,

claiming what I never ventured and reaping what I never sowed."
32 Fire, Gehenna, lake of fire, darkness; cf. Matt. 13. 36-48; Mark

9. 43-9; Matt 18. 8; Luke 16. 19-31; Matt. 5. 22r-9; 3. 12; 13. 49; Luke

8. 3; 19. 26; Matt. 25. 46.
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also describes it as eternal punishment, Sheol, the abode of the

dead, the dead in contrast to those alive with love, the demons

and the damned, the kingdom of darkness, of outer darkness,

the darkness outside the Father's house, outside the now

completed and glorified kingdom. Only God has this power of

excluding sinners from his life, of handing them over to the

torment of separation, weeping and gnashing of teeth. These

expressions have given rise to wild and fantastic imaginations

in religious literature, but they are meant to convey one truth

only; the sad, irrevocable exclusion from the kingdom of life

and love.

When Jesus describes the condition of the elect he does so

with similar brief sobriety: they shall "shine like the sun in the

kingdom of their Father'* (Matt. 13. 33). They shall enter

"into the possession of the kingdom" (Matt. 25. 34), thus

coming into full communion with God's everlasting life (Matt .

25, 46), in company with Abraham the father of all believers

(Matt. 13. 43) and the great prophets who did the spade-work
for the great return to love. No reference is made to the Semitic

empyreum, the highest sector of the material universe. Instead

we are given an application of the law of the kingdom: the last

shall be first and the first last (Matt. 19. 30; Mark 10. 31).

THE "WORLD" AND GOD

Up to this point we have not transcended the duality, the

face to face opposition between what is carnal, what belongs to

the world, sealed off from the loving God, and that which

belongs to God. The world must be won for God:

I am not praying for the world, but for those whom thou hast

entrusted to me; they belong to thee. ... I have given them thy

message, and the world has nothing but hatred for them, because

they do not belong to the world, as I, too, do not belong to the

world. I am not asking that thou shouldst take them out of the

world, but that thou shouldst keep them clear of what is evil

(John 17, 9-13).
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Thus Jesus came as a sign that would provoke contradiction,

for the rise and fall of many (Luke 2. 34), a catalysing agent
that precipitates reaction.

We have seen that this duality can only last while historical

time endures ; it is provisional until the Parousia. The purpose
of Christ's sacrifice is to restore, dejure, the harmony between

the. world, man and God. The Gospel has this ultimate re-

capitulation as its horizon. But, as things are, even after

Pentecost refusal has remained possible. The Adversary keeps
watch.

In the Gospels the action largely takes place before the

central act of redemption, and their emphasis, therefore, is

mainly on the opposition. And indeed, on earth this opposition
cannot stop unless the world forsakes the pride and perversity

resulting from the Fall and seeks to "know" God again as a

child knows its father, and also the law of his kingdom. "O
Father, Lord of heaven and earth, I give thee praise that thou

hast hidden all from the wise and the prudent, and revealed it

to little children" (Luke 10. 21).



CHAPTER V

PARADOX AND THE

ESSENCE OF THE GOSPEL

How shall we sum up the Gospel ? Or, more precisely, how shall

we deduce its essence? Is it an historical statement, an ethical

system, a doctrine? In our examination of each of these aspects

we found, at different degrees and levels, contradictions, some
of which could be resolved, others not, or only by taking the

future into account. The time has come to see, with the help of

what we have so far obtained, whether we must be content to

accept the Gospel as an attractive collection of curiosities,

without unity, and without objective meaning, a shelter where

nothing is to be found that has not been taken to it.

First of all we must do justice to those interpretations which

may be called more or less fanciful. There is a long list of them,
some are interesting; on the whole they are distasteful. We will

take as an example, one of the more serious, one that has long
been authoritative in certain circles : the Life ofJesus by Ernest

Renan. In its early pages he gives his summary of the essence

of the Gospel:

Jesus loved the poor, hated rich and worldly priests, accepted
the existing government as a necessity. He boldly put moral
interests above party quarrels. He taught that this world is but a

dream, that everything on earth is an image and a prefigurement,
that the true kingdom of God belongs to the ideal world and that

the ideal is the property of all men.1

Some of these points are materially accurate, but how vague,
and how fantastic the conclusion. From what source, apart

i Foreword, p. 5.
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from his own romanticism, did Renan get his dream-world,
and his kingdom ofthe "ideal" God ? Image and prefigurement,

yes, but not unreal, not even intrinsically perverse, provided it

submits to God. As for the kingdom of God, we have seen that

it has both begun and is still to come, both in time and

eschatologjcally, butmost definitely incarnate and incorporating
all reality in itself. We may therefore make a present of these

fancies to literature. They belong to a period when one could

not open a book without meeting on every page words derived

from German idealism: "ideal", "dream", "ethereal", etc.

The bottom has gone out of the market for these one-sided

simplifications. They were the result of personal studies, pur-
sued sometimes to absurdity, in a direction interesting enough
in itself but pursued with a narrow fanaticism with no concern

for the other aspects of Scripture and tradition. Our Protestant

brethren, who deserve great praise for stimulating us to a more
direct and active approach to Scripture, do not now, as a rule,

set offon these dangerous individualjourneys. But this does not

mean that the liberal virus, Protestant or otherwise, is com-

pletely dead. One of our great contemporaries, better known
to the public from other spheres of his activity, provides a good
illustration of how groundless and ultimately deceptive a

fragmentary interpretation of the Gospel may be. Albert

Schweitzer began by drawing out to its extreme conclusions the

thesis already advanced by Johannes Weiss according to which

Jesus (like Paul) believed in the imminent coming of the

kingdom of God in its fullness and completion. This thesis, at

least in its general lines, was a repetition of that of Loisy who
held that the essence of the Gospel message consisted in its

immediate expectation ofthe Parousia.
2 Unlike Loisy, however,

2 Cf. A. Loisy, L'&angite et VEglise. Loisy in his turn relied on the works
of J. Weiss and controverted the Essence of Christianity by Harnack who
had reduced it to the following elements : the sense of the divine fatherhood

which Jesus had bestowed on his apostles ; the grace ofGod ; the moral life

and personal prayer. Without making Harnack orthodox, it must be

admitted that some of the German theologian's theses give a more faithful

analysis of the doctrine of the Gospel than do those of Weiss, Loisy and

Schweitzer.
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he could not believe the message to be nothing but an eschato-

logy, and so he put forward the view that that was merely the

dross and that the essence of the Gospel is to be found in an

ethic, that of respect for life. 3 Apart from the fact that all this

assumes that Christ is not divine, it is not obvious why it is

necessary to choose between ethics and eschatology, between the

life of God and the kingdom of God. No one can seriously

deny that eschatology is both quantitatively (in the extent of

its treatment) and qualitatively (in importance) significant in

the Gospels. But it seems strange that it should obscure every-

thing else, and that it cannot be explained as its context in

the Gospels suggests by the fact that the Saviour wanted to

point out that his coming, his first coming, was the beginning
of the end, that is, of his second and final coming.
More objective and realist writers have, while temperament-

ally keeping to their own angle, emphasized one essential

element of the Gospel, without wanting to exclude other

elements, and indeed presupposing them. Consider some
instances typical of these different points of view. An apostle

ofthe masses, with a huge audience in mind, will tend to express

the nucleus of the Gospel in a few words: "God loves us, God
is father: he has proved it. Christ is risen and he will come
back to raise us up."

4

One exegete may find the centre of the Gospel in the pro-
clamation of the kingdom of God and its establishment: the

Reign of God has begun.
5 For another, the essence of the

Gospel may be that God is love. 6

3 "I am life seeking to live amidst the life that is seeking to live." This is

his (purely philosophical) idea of the quintessence of Jesus' teaching:
Cf. Ma vie et ma pensee (Albin Michel, 1960), p. 172. We have made use

of Roger MehTs penetrating analysis of Albert Schweitzer's thought in

Le Monde.
4 M. R. Loew, O.P., in "Quel est cet homme, Jesus Christ?" Fetes et

Saisons, 1958.
5 A. Huby hi Essai sur Dieu, Vhomme et Vimwers (Eng. trans. God, Man

and the Universe, Burns and Gates, and Kenedy, 1954) a collective work
edited by J. Bivort de la SaudSe.

6 R Allo, Scandale de Jesus, ch. VHI (Giasset, 1927).
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One theologian, dealing with the Gospel narratives at the

beginning of an historical synthesis of a theological idea, will

say of Christ that he "brought the good news of freedom from

the law through faith and love".7 Another theologian, con-

cerned with the social implications of the Gospel, condenses it

in a specialized article, in the following terms :

The revelation brought by Christ consists in the affirmation

that beyond all differences of race, nation, social function,

environment, class, we are the children of one father, redeemed

by the blood of one person. This is not affected either by the

divisions with which men rend each other, nor by that necessary
distribution of interests in which the most legitimate concerns so

quickly become corrupt, following an inescapable law. A com-

munity of brothers that exactly defines those who follow Christ.

. . . And although in this spiritual community a hierarchy's

function is to maintain and transmit its common good, although
even the temporal hierarchies receive approval and consideration

from it, yet their privileged position is wholly at the service of the

eminent dignity of the "brothers" who are made one by feeding
at a single table, and are encompassed by an undivided love, a love

which reserves its deepest affection for the disinherited. ... A
chimera in the eyes of economists, a dangerous dream to states-

men, a mystical disorder according to the right minded: I could

almost agree with them! . . . Had not God himself become the

first-born of these brothers. Therefore we abandon nothing that

relates to this mystical fraternity; and if it contains folly we prefer
that excess to those other follies that condemn mankind to lies,

hatred and despair. But we are quite certain that this brotherhood,
far from ousting, requires those social elements which it is the

business of the economist, the sociologist and the statesman to

deal with; it requires them in order to come fully into existence

itself. It claims the right to insert itself within the functioning of

social life and its standards, within their own special qualities and
their autonomous demands. This brotherhood makes itself

incarnate in order to achieve its purpose, that of actualizing God's
love which is the prototype of this fraternal love.8

7 M. J. Congar, O.P., in La Tradition et les Traditions, p. 19.

M. D. Chenu, O.P.,in "Classes et Corps mystique", in Vie Intellec-

tuelk (January 25th, 1940), pp. 12-14, from a course given during the

"Semaine Sociale", Bordeaux, July, 1939.
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A writer on Christ and the Church thus summarizes the

Gospel:

In substance, the Gospel says only one thing: the long awaited

Messiah is Jesus, and all the rest is just the logical result of this

statement. Thus the Gospel is, simultaneously, both the account

of the life, death and resurrection of Jesus and the expression of

the message he brought to the world: the two are identified.

Christ is thus there present, the unique exemplar. He is said to be,

he declares himself to be, both man, son of man and God, Son
of God. As true man he incorporated all the realities of human
life. From evil, which is not a positive reality but a privation, he

was wonderfully preserved. But he sanctified and deified all that

is real through the example of his life and death. He was one with

all men, his brothers, and he transported them to the supernatural

realm where man becomes more than human, cleansed from sin,

redeemed. As true God, he did all things divinely and so made
certain that the weak and carnal nature he had taken, so that man's

life could acquire its right religious finality, might be regenerated.

The Gospel includes all this.9

Finally, here is the testimony that at first sight we might
not expect of a historian of philosophy, at the beginning of

one of his large works:

Reduced to essentials, the Christian religion was based from the

start on the teaching of the Gospels, that is, on faith in the person
and doctrine of Jesus Christ. The Gospels of Matthew, Luke,

Mark, announce good news to the world. A man has been born

under amazing conditions; his name is Jesus: he has taught that

he is the Messiah foretold by the prophets of Israel, the Son of

God, and he has proved it by miracles. This Jesus has promised
the kingdom of God to those who will get ready for it by keeping
his commandments: love of the Father in heaven; mutual love of

each other, for all have become brothers in Jesus Christ and
children of the same Father; repentance from sin; renunciation

of the world and of all that pertains to the world through loving

the Father above all things. The same Jesus has died on the Cross

9 Daniel-Reps, in Introduction Generate a la Bible pour tous.
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to redeem mankind; his resurrection has proved his divinity, and
he will come again at the end of time to judge the living and the

dead and to reign over the elect in his kingdom. Not a word of

philosophy in all this. Christianity speaks to man in order to relieve

his distress, showing him the reason for it, providing the remedy.
It is a doctrine of salvation. And that is why it is a religion.

10

These examples could be multiplied indefinitely. What is

remarkable about them is that, implicitly and more often

explicitly, they contain all the main elements of the Gospel
other than the one they have selected as central. The Apostle

says God is love, God is Father, but he also says Christ is

risen and raising us, therefore including salvation and its

history, grace and eschatology. One exegete concentrates on

the establishment of God's reign, with all the history and

doctrine that that presupposes. The other sums it up as love,

but this is not just a word; it envelops the whole process of

becoming and all activity. A theologian says that the essence

lies in faith and love, securing freedom from the law; but this

is not a happening in some abstract, ghostly world. His col-

league puts fraternal love in the forefront, but he shows that

this originates in God and receives its increase from the

Eucharist, and although he grants the transcendent folly of the

message, he strongly emphasizes its incarnation. In short, all

the major words we have distinguished in the previous chapters

are to be found in these summaries, differently emphasized, but

with a common basic meaning.

Not the least merit of the Gospel is the fact that it is a web

of ideas and facts these dull, abstract terms sound most

inadequate, perhaps words and vital actions would be better

each ofwhich contains the others and yet there is no compulsion

to establish, as in philosophical or theological systems, an

orthodoxy of deduction from principles to conclusions in a

fixed order; the elements interpenetrate rather than fit into

10 E. Gfaon9 LaPJiilosophieauMoyenAge(2a.<ledn., 1944), Introduction,

p. 9, Payot.
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each, other. Provided we keep the words within their Gospel
context we may say without distinction that the Gospel brings

to the world good news, universal love, universal brotherhood,

the end of separation and division and the beginning of

recapitulation, the new Alliance, redemption, the establishment

of the kingdom, the return of mankind, the transvaluation of

natural values, the proximity of Christ's advent which has

already begun, man's deliverance, the ultimate revelation, the

raising of man to a superhuman status, etc. It is even possible

to take each "dogma" of the Gospel the Trinity, the Incama-

tion, the Eucharist and assert without error that there lies the

essence of the Gospel; for if one ofthem is suppressed, nothing

remains of the others. The Gospel may be said to be Christ's

life or the whole Gospel may be called Christ's teaching; for if

one is removed, nothing remains of the other. Christ's activity

instructs and his instruction is action. Jesus is the one man
whose words are absolutely equivalent to his deeds and whose

deeds are absolutely equivalent to his words. The Gospel in its

entirety may be described as an ethic, a historical narrative or a

theology, a genesis, a beginning or an eschatology, an end, man's

exaltation or God's glorification. Gloria Dei vivens homo is how
St Irenaeus expresses it.

The Gospel is perhaps the one book in the world of which it

may be said that the whole of it is in every part because,

without any overlay of explanatory ideas, it gives us, through
the voice of the Word incarnate, transmitted to us by the

inspired writers, God's own observations on God, and on man,
his work. But with regard to God, in his authentic nature,

nothing can be isolated as essential, the rest being supposed to

flow hierarchically from it. All ideas, as theologians explain, are

inadequate for expressing God. If any are used in the logical

development of a human science such as theology, they must be

sternly purified by the via negativa so as to serve as distant

pointers to what God is like. And they lead to the conclusion

that we know what God is not, rather than what he is. But on
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the supposition that he makes a personal revelation, wanting
us to know his nature and purpose, and to reach our hearts,

then he will talk to us like the children that we are, that he has

told us we are, and what he says must be true. Talking to

children, he will speak simply, in the simplest terms that

everyone understands, using not ideas but material signs, in the

way a teacher will patiently try to pierce the opaqueness of one
born deaf, dumb and blind.

But obviously this presupposes faith; faith in God, faith in

the Son of God, faith in Providence. It is remarkable how the

positions taken up by exegetical and historical critics like

Renan, Loisy, Schweitzer, etc., are controlled by philosophical

principles, by assumptions depending on those principles, for

example, Jesus is not God, his miracles are not authentic. Of

course, if God does not exist, or if he exercises no providence,
or even if Jesus is not the Son of God and, consequently, not

risen, then, as St Paul says, nothing is worthwhile. The Gospels
become a puzzle and only that: a serious concern for serious

scholars, interesting indeed, but not much more so than the

restoration of a cuneiform tablet or the study of the various

versions of Aristotle's Physics. Each element of the puzzle, torn

from its coherence in its divine context, reassumes its human

autonomy and the scholar will arrange the elements according

to their affinities. If he finds something that does not fit in he

will proudly declare: behold! the essence of the Gospels!

The scholar whom faith guides will use the same valuable

methods, and carry out the same kind of research. But he will

know that through it all God is speaking and that it all has a

meaning; he will be no more afraid than other scholars to bring

out the influence which Judaism, Essenism, Hellenism may
have had. Why should God make no connection with the

context in which he is speaking. Why should he have created

some ethereal form of expression independent of the environ-

ment, when he himselfhas chosen to become incarnate ? IfGod
directs all things by his providence, if in all things that happen
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he is to be adored, then it is not by chance that he decided to

speak to mankind through this significant archaic race, through,

as it were, a child, in concrete and simple terms; not by chance

that the seed of the Word was sown in one particular field

rather than another, in a definite environment exercising its

own influence. And it is worthwile applying this to an inquiry

which seeks to understand the essence of the Gospel taken as

a whole, by means of an unbiased and objective grasp of each

of its terms.

OPPOSITION AND UNION:
A THREEFOLD DIALECTICAL SERIES

Granted that nothing is to be excluded from this totality,

one fact must be seen to be central to the revelation of the

Gospel; it is the fact of those oppositions which in varying

degrees constitute the paradox of the Gospel. Ifwe run over the

most important of them we observe three dialectical series of

opposition and union. The first is that between the Old and

New Testament, the old and new Alliance. 11 We have seen

that it resulted in so perfect a fulfilment that it rendered the

non-essentials of the old law obsolete. Its essential core, con-

densed in the commandment to love, was given as a promise.

11 When speaking of the Old Testament it would have been easy to

illustrate more copiously than we did, the aspect of continuity between the

old and new law, and this would have shown the extravagance of Kenan's

judgement (Vie de Jesus, p. 103): "Far from Jesus being the continuator of

Judaism, what characterizes his work is its rupture with the Jewish spirit."

Here aie some points ofjunction : Universalism. Between the particular and
nationalist early period and the post-exilic period, the prophets show the

promise of universalism. The poor: little ones. Cf. Isaias and the idea of
the remnant. Soph. 3. 12. Cf. Deut. 7. 7; 9. 6; 4. 37, for example "God has
chosen thee to be his particular people . . . thou the least of all peoples . . .

and not because of thy justice, for thou art a stiff-necked people, but
because he loved thy fathers and chose their posterity after them." God,
transcendent and immanent: Yahweh's schekinah makes him omnipresent.
He is a terrible God, but also a loving Father (cf. Is. 49. 15; 53; 16).

Life, Faith: cf. Amos 5. 4: "The Lord said: seek me and live." Hab. 2. 4:
**The just shall live by faith" (All this at the stage of promise).
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Christ came to sow it on earth, and to develop its potentialities:

the kingdom was established : the poor had the Gospel preached
to them.

Thus a synthesis was achieved at a higher level. In turn it

also entered into a dialectical series: the second. It occurs as

much on the physical as on the moral and doctrinal plane. On
the one hand, the Gospel is in many respects a most natural,

simple and humanist reality; on the other, nothing could be

more scandalous and opposed to nature. We will consider

examples not stressed in the previous chapters. The Gospels
describe a man who is also God absolutely; almighty and yet

crucified. From the start (Luke 1. 30-8) we find old women and

virgins giving birth; we are told not to bother about our food

or about what we are to eat tomorrow. 12 The Warendorp
retable in the St Anne museum at Liibeck gives a good illustra-

tion of these contrasts by picturing Christ crucified by the four

cardinal virtues: justice, fortitude, wisdom, temperance. No
doubt we must allow for Oriental hyperbole, for the con-

temporary mode of speech. But even if we are careful not to

take everything literally, it remains no less true that the Lord

intended by this means (including the place, time and circum-

stances of his incarnation) to turn our minds in a direction

which is not "natural" but unquestionably surpasses it.

Nature and that which surpasses it; two words that disclose

the synthesis at this level. For what is the nature we know save

that which theologians call fallen or wounded, the nature of a

world destined for the divine life, but deprived of it in Adam?
If then the Gospel effects, as it does effect, a transvaluation of

natural values, with what nature is it dealing? Is it the abstrac-

tion we call "pure" nature, or that nature which was raised to

God and then deprived of him ? But we know that sin not only

shut off the influx of God, but also distorted "pure" nature

12 Whereas the need for security is one of man's deepest physiological

needs; cf. the analyses of P. Fraisse and H. Heron inLa Motivation (P.U.F.,

1959).
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and stemmed its possibilities. So that we may say that when the

Gospel made its summons to love, it also showed us our true

nature. Think of a statue in a box on a railway platform; its

label is marked "Fragile: Top: Bottom". Suppose the packer
has made a mistake, and the top of the statue is at the bottom,

the bottom at the top. In what position will the box be when it

is turned over, "transvalued"?

In any circumstances it is true that gracemustbe an unmerited

gift of God, and the life of the Trinity always beyond human

capacity. But how can we know whether uncornipted human

nature, developed by the gift of love, would not have been

humility instead of pride, childlikeness rather than self-

sufficiency, heart and not autonomous reason? In this light,

the worrying problem13 of the originality of the Gospel may
become a little less acute in so far as we see the Gospel as

agreeing and harmonizing with what is best in man and his

systems, with that need for opposing and transcending himself

which is perhaps the root of his real nature: "man infinitely

surpasses man".

Is this not what Jesus meant when he said: "Unless you are

reborn . . ."?

However that may be, this new mankind, possibly the true

mankind, is involved on a final level in a third dialectical

series, this time in relation to the world, that is, the "world" of

the Gospel, the world that will not accept salvation. For this

new mankind, as involved in the historical process of time, is

exposed to the world; it is still growing and imperfect; inas-

much as it is involved in an eschatological history, the kingdom
is open, salvation has been gained, dejure, once for all. It is

the second coming that will consummate the final recapitula-

13 Cf. E. Allo, O.P., examining the relations between ancient philosophy
and the New Testament, considers the subject "a little disturbing, for if we
admit too many points of contact and it is impossible not to admit some

between pagan thought and our religion, does not the latter run the risk

of losing something of its transcendent originality in our eyes?" Le
scandale de Jesus, p. 214.
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tion, the ultimate union, the fullness of love, radically suppres-

sing all tension. Until then, the life of the Gospel is a life of

the Spirit in the flesh, and even more exactly, another life within

this life, and a life that is lived now.

WHAT THEN IS THIS GOOD NEWS?
If we keep in mind all the foregoing we may briefly answer

that it is the proclamation of salvation. It is a salvation which

consists in the re-establishment now achieved of the influx

of self-giving love, God's own life in man, thus restoring

homogeneity between the kingdom of the Father and his

children.

A kingdom and salvation that had been prepared by the old

Alliance with the People of God, and then fulfilled by the

Church, the kingdom in its earthly phase. In the Church, the

Spirit and the law of love and its logic are already in action. It

is joyful news for God who again can love and be loved; for

man, who regains his freedom and his true nature as a child.

Is it a doctrine, a historical narrative, an ethic? Questions
without meaning. Since this book forms part of an organic
series we have not dwelt on the historical aspect of Jesus, Son
of God, Saviour. But this should not allow us to forget that the

history of salvation in the Gospels is the very substance of the

doctrine of salvation and that the doctrine of salvation is at the

same time action. A human history, a divine history . . . until

the Lord returns.

THE ONE AND THE MANY WAYS
The Gospel was revealed once for all time. But it is also

history and life. Therefore it is life in progress. It was not

completed once for all time.

This amounts to saying that it is of absolute importance to

consider how, in the progressing kingdom, its message has been

perceived, how its potentialities have been developed, how, in
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particular, the dialectic of opposition and union, essential as

we have seen, has worked out at different levels. For example,

how have the positions around the poles of attraction and

repulsion been organized the old law, nature, world? How
amid the jungle of Judaizers and anti-Judaizers, Christian

humanists and anti-humanists, social Christians and eschatolo-

gists has the right and narrow way, the way of the kingdom,

managed to emerge?



PART II

THE GOSPEL LIVING IN THE
CHURCH

Obviously there can be no question of giving the history of

each element implicit in the Gospel. For this would demand a

history of the Trinity, baptism, the Eucharist, the moral law,

etc. What we intend to do is to follow the Gospel in its essence,

its spirit, considered first as a whole and then its different series

of continuity and opposition in which this essence and spirit

express themselves : belief in the Saviour and love in relation to

the old law; the perfection of the kingdom in progress, in rela-

tion to the "world" in which the kingdom in so far as it has

come, that is, the Church, now exists.

The first part of this book was mainly concerned with the

Gospel as doctrine. The second part deals with some general

aspects of the life of the Gospel as expressed in the thought of

the Church. This excludes any consideration of the varying

contacts of this life with social and political organization, with

philosophy, the arts and literature. That would lead us far

afield, and we only touch on it exceptionally, for example, in

the case of the splendour of the early days of the Church.

Finally, owing to lack of space and also on account of the

point of view taken in this book, we have deliberately attached

more importance to the first and third periods, the period of

the Fathers and that of the Reformation. The Middle Ages and

modern times have consequently received less attention.





CHAPTER VI

THE GOSPEL AND ITS

DEVELOPMENT: THE
PATRISTIC PERIOD

ST PAUL
There is no anachronism in beginning this chapter with St Paul.

We do not know whether the Aramaic Matthew was written

before his epistles, or whether all of these latter preceded the

Greek texts of Mark, Matthew and Luke, and were well in

advance of John. In any case, his writings make up a gospel, a

gospel into which we have delved in the preceding chapters. It

is a comprehensive and intellectual effort forming a theological

synthesis, the first that was formed from the oral tradition of

the Gospels. St Paul is thus the first author of systematic

thought in the Church. No account even of its salient points is

attempted here; only a brief glance to see how it stands in

relation to our problem.
1

The Apostle covers the whole ground and his method is one

of contrasting statements. Confronting a Jewish world he

sharply rejects the idea that the law has the power to justify.

He recognizes the greatness of the law and the part it played in

history, but he shows that in Christ it has been transcended, and
that the approach to him is by faith. When he was evangelizing

Hellenistic communities he would not compromise with Greek

i Of. A. Brunot, Saint Paul and his Message, in this series.
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wisdom and its rationalism; the foolishness of the Cross,
2 that

was the contrast he proclaimed against it. At the same time he

had no objection to making use of Greek philosophy and he

told the Athenians the name of their unknown god. In his life

he had battled hard with the world but that did not prevent

him from singing the praises of "christification", the total

Christ that includes mankind free and glorified in Christ. 3

We may therefore conclude that the first theologian of the

Church maintained without exclusion or compromise all the

imperatives of the Gospel. He emphasized its opposition to the

Old Testament and to autonomous reason. And he displayed

its harmony with the final recapitulation.
4

THE QUARREL OF THE JUDAIZERS
THE LIFE OF THE CHURCH IN THE FIRST FOUR

CENTURIES

It was Paul in fact who upheld the doctrine and practice of

the Church in its first internal dispute, a matter closely con-

nected with our subject: the quarrel of the Judaizers. There

was a heated argument between those led by James and

apparently supported by Peter who stood for the necessity of

a preliminary initiation into the old law, especially by circum-

cision, and those who held that Christian practice was sufficient.

Hindsight should not allow us either to minimize the difficulty

or blacken the participants. There is no reason to think that the

Judaizers questioned the fact that adhesion to Christ is the only

thing that matters. After all, Christ was a Jew and observed the

law even though he attacked its formalism; he came to bring

2 E.g. 1 Cor. 1. 17; Ephes, 4. 14; CoL 2. 4-8; Gal. 1. 11-12; 5. 11;
6. 14, and practically the whole epistle.

3 This aspect has been particularly appreciated by some modern inter-

preters, e.g. Teilhard de Chardin and C. Tresmontant.
4 This synthesis has not been accepted by some modern critics. St Paul's

doctrine ofrecapitulation in the total Christ and mystical communion in it,

has been attributed to Hellenistic sources. The remaining elements in his

thought are attributed to Judaism.
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it to perfection, not to abolish it. It is one of Paul's merits that

he grasped the fact that this perfection of the spirit of the law

did away with the need for its works, that the Christian people
had ceased to be the Jewish theocracy, and that he realized he
must cooperate with the Holy Spirit so that Peter and the whole

Church assembled in Jerusalem might be won over. When the

affair was over, Christ's teaching on this point was never

seriously questioned again. It was understood that after his

first coming Jews must enter into the dynamism of the law's

perfection, that is, the kingdom. Their past was a pedagogy, an
historical necessity, but now without object. Outposts of

Judaizing resistance were still holding out in the second

century, for example, the Ebionites who vainly tried either to

claim identity with Christianity or to produce a syncretism

between Judaism and Christianity. Meanwhile the Church

grew rapidly and came face to face with the Roman Empire.
After this brief glance at some aspects of the life of the

Church in a period of particular importance, we must turn

back to take a look at the first thinkers in the Church.

THE APOSTOLIC FATHERS

It might seem at first sight that the Apostolic Fathers, at the

end of the first and the beginning of the second century, offer

little of relevance to our subject because their main concern was

naturally that of forming a substantial embryo of dogmatic

theology (the divine Fatherhood, the Eucharist, the Church,

penance) strongly centred on problems of Church unity which

arose from practical life. And since as yet there were no

significant heresies, no doctrinal conflict with the Empire and

very little with Judaism, no theological interpretation was

forthcoming.

Closer inspection, however, shows the inaccuracy of all this.

In their works we find moral teaching predominant and it is

from this that we can see where they stand, and realize that they
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maintained the same equilibrium as St Paul and the early

Church. Consider, for example, St Clement of Rome, counsel-

ling the Corinthians to practise humility and meekness and not

hardness and pride. He bases his advice on the beatitude about

the merciful and he expresses himself in a contrast that reminds

one of Pascal. "The sceptre of God's majesty, our Lord Jesus

Christ, did not come with self-assertive pride, even though he

was powerful; he came in lowliness" (1 Cor. 16; P.G. 1, 246).

Clement strongly held the idea that the purpose of the

Gospel was to re-establish what had existed before, and to

integrate man back into his real nature. So that the "world'*

was all that was bad, everything that diverted man from his

Christ-assisted return to his real nature. Clement was essentially

a moralist in the tradition of Christian humanism.

Practically the same point of view is to be found in Polycarp

of Smyrna when he maps out the obligations of a Christian

(P.G. 59 1005), and in the Shepherd of Hennas (Lib. 2;

P.G, 2, 911), which gives a description of Christian duties

where what is human is in continuity with revelation and yet all

things depend on the inspiration of the Spirit through Christ.

Another example is that of the Apostolic Constitutions, long
attributed to St Clement but really written at the end of the

fourth century. Its general tone is that of emphatic separation

between Christians and the rest ofthe world, its representatives,

its conduct, institutions and culture.

In relation to all this the thought of St Ignatius of Antioch

seems rather abrupt and combative. He certainly has reverence

for the Old Testament but only in so far as it is prophetic of

the Gospel of Christ, faith in which alone grants salvation.

It is good but the New Testament is better. The Old Testament

only has saving power in and through Christ. To the Magnesi-

ans, Ignatius wrote even more forcibly, with a Pauline vigour
that suggests that not all the Judaizers had been silenced. For

Ignatius Judaism is also one of the elements of that "world'*

which, in conformity with the Gospel, he energetically rejects.
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For example, the famous passage in the letter to the Romans :

"Let me give myself as food to the wild beasts," should be

understood in the context cf what follows:

For it is then that I shall be truly a disciple of Christ when
the world shaU see my body no more. If I suffer I shall be freed

by Jesus and in him I shall rise up free, whilst, at present, in chains,

I am learning to desire nothing worldly or vain If only I may
gain Christ, then fire and the cross can come upon me, the jaws
of beasts, laceration, quartering, dismemberment, the breaking
ofmy bones, blows all over my body, all the tortures of the devil.

The world's pleasures and its powers mean nothing to me. What
counts for me is to die in Jesus Christ. The Prince of this world

would like to lay hold of me and turn my will from God. ... It

is not by wanting the world that we utter Jesus Christ (chap. 4, 5,

6, 7, P.G. 5, 689-93).

We may say therefore that St Ignatius ofAntioch emphasizes
more strongly than the other Apostolic Fathers the break with

the law and the world. And he lays less stress on its counterpart

the recapitulation of the world, unified in God.

THE APOLOGISTS OF THE SECOND CENTURY

These Fathers of the second century were less in opposition

than their predecessors. This is due to the fact that their main

concern was to answer pagan calumnies, for example, that

Christians worshipped a donkey, practised incest, witchcraft

and debauchery of various kinds. As a result the Apologias of

these Fathers have a tone of prudent respectability which can

be deceptive and does not necessarily mean that they are

Christian humanists, although that is their general tone.

We ought not, however, to lose sight ofa genuine "apologetic

of opposition" that is to be found in the life of the Church at

this period. In the martyrs, first of all; as a general rule these

affirmed their faith and went to their death, quietly, without

show, without self-assertion. This did not seem natural cr
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bunaan, for a man nifcirdiy tries to save his life at any cost. Or
so at any rate it seemed to the pagans who, at Lyons in 177,

wrote: "Where is their God and of wfcat avail is their religion

which they have put before their own lives ?"* The same contrast

was observable in Christian moral life, chaste, charitable and

innocent. Aristides* account of it is well known, and there are

descriptions also in. Justin (Apol 1. 27. 29. 57; Dial 133. 6;

93. 3).

Backed up by these virtues some Apologists seem to have

gone over to the attack. This is particularly true of the Epistte

to Diognetus (P.O. 2, 1168) who criticizes Jewish superstition

(chap. 1), points the wretchedness ofman before the coming of

the Word (chap 8) and shows Jesus5 Son of God, to be the sole

means of justification (chap. 9). Tatian provides another

example in his Discourse to the Greeks (P.O. 6, 803), that con-

tains a violent attack on Greek wisdom, mocking its vices and

errors and, by contrast, exalting Christianity.
5

It should, however, be observed that in the Epistle to

Diognetus, and still more in Tatian (who incidentally gave up
his faith lack of charity always has to be paid for) it is pre-

dominantly on rational grounds that the Gospel is contrasted

with paganism.

Bearing this in mind we may say that Justin is the genuine

lepresentative of the second-centvry Apologists. He shows the

continuity between the Gospel and reason or the old law

without ambiguity. Continuity with the law: in the second part

(chaps. 48-108) of his Dialogue with Trypho, basing his argu-

ment on the prophets, he shows that faith in Jesus Christ in no

way entails a denial of the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob :

5 St Theophilus occupies a place apart. He was rather a strange person
and not very representative. He was systematically opposed to everything
Greek and strongly infkenced by very dubious Judaism. The Philoso-

phoumena, long attributed to St Hippolytus (P.C?. 10) is somewhat similar

in tone, although its context is not that of the Apologists. They are strongly
anti-Greek on the grounds that Gieek philosophy is the source of heresy.
Sound doctrine depends on Sciptur*.
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just the contrary in fact. In the third part he works out the

continuity between the Church and Israel and the universalist

expansion of Yahwism in Christianity. But in this bold

emphasis on the continuity between the old law and the new
faith, he did not forget the originality of Christ.

The style of the second-century Apologia reappears in the

fifth century in Theodoret of Cyrus (f 480) who may be called

the last and greatest of the Apologists. His work "the cure for

the ailments of the pagans, or the knowledge of the truth of the

Gospel through the philosophy of the Greeks" (P.O. 83, 783-

1152) presents all the great philosophical and theological

problems, and when paganism and Christianity have been

dealt with point by point it shows that in each case the Christian

religion transcends what is best in human wisdom.

GNOSTICISM AND ST IRENAEUS

The first great abandonment of the tensions and syntheses

peculiar to the Gospel was the determining factor in the first

great heresy. It arose from excess not of the oppositional aspect

of Christianity (except in the illusory case of Marcion) but from

an excessive desire for harmony and the rejection ofmystery and

of superhuman transcendence.

The essence of Gnosticism is at the antipodes of the spirit of

the Gospel through its rejection of all "scandal", all mystery

especially that of evil, simplified by a Manichean kind of

dualism; through its desire for total and absolute knowledge of

the world (Gnostic writings are often cosmogonies) in contrast

to the simplicity of spirit of the Gospel; through its absolute

"humanism" which endows man with the power of self-

transcendence and replaces divine redemption by a natural

process of purification and asceticism, and this is in formal

opposition to Christ's words: "Without me you can do

nothing
9

*; lasdy through the character of its initiation which

reserved real knowledge and salvation to a select body of "the

pure;"; the rest of the flock were considered to be without
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interest. These various characteristics were almost all present

in Gnosticism from its beginning (second century, beginning

of the third).
6

Ptolemeus, a disciple of Valentinus, in a letter to a Christian

woman, Flora, sets out to prove that the old law emanated not

from God but from the demiurge, the creator of the world. Hi:;

exegesis of St John's Prologue is similar to that of Basilides.

Heracleon, another disciple of Valentinus, performs the same

service for St Luke.

But the case of Marcion is of more particular interest to us.

A superficial formula might say that Marcionism consists in -A

rejection of the Old Testament as the result of an acute but

erroneous awareness of the opposition between the two

Testaments. Tertullian remarked that the ''separation between

the law and the Gospel is the main and specific work of

Martion" (Adv. Mate. 1, 19), And Marcion's Antitheses, a

collection of Biblical texts (or testimonies as they were then

called) were simply a chain of contradictions between the

Gospel and the Old Testament.

Marcionism might be described at first sight as an evangelical

doctrine, Pauline in type, but worked up to a pitch of exaspera-
tion. A closer examination, however, shows this to be an

illusion. It was because he rejected the mystery, the paradox,

the scandal of Christianity and hence also its resultant synthesis

that Marcaon rejected the Old Testament and went so far as to

fabricate a Bible made up of Luke and Paul and only these

after he had pruned them. 7

Faced with Gnosticism that had become menacing, wide-

spread, almost popular, how did Irenaeus, whose Adverse

6 We shall not dwell on the different Gnostic movements nor on the
importance of Valentinus, etc. From our point of view all of them are
analogous.

7 For Marcion rejected not only the Old Testament as the work of the
righteous and perverse demiurge, but also everything in the Gospel
which seemed to him to denote Jewish influences introduced by the
first apostles; Paul and Luke were his favourites, but not in their en-
tirety* Thus he hailed from afar the liberal critics of 1880-1930.
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Haereses aimed at refuting it, react? To begin with he recalls

the essential paradox of the Gospel : Christianity is a calling for

all men; it is not a religion of the select few: "Neither the most

powerful speakers among the heads of churches will teach any
other doctrine, nor will the weakest enfeeble this tradition. For
the faith being one and the same is neither enriched by him

who can talk much about it, nor impoverished by him who can

say only a little" (Ado. Haer. 1. 10. 2). Thus he restores to

centrality the ideas of the calling of the lowly, the tension in

Christianity and its mystery. We must "explain why the

condemned nations have been made coheirs, members of the

body and of the communion of saints ; give an account of how
this mortal flesh will put on immortality, the corruptible

become incorruptible; and how it can be said that the people
who were not a people have become a people, the unloved,

beloved, the outcast granted more children than the duly
wedded. It is concerning these and similar mysteries that the

Apostle exclaims: O the deep wealth and wisdom and know-

ledge of God : how inscrutable are his judgements, how hidden

his ways" (Adv. Haer. 1. 10. 3).

We must also remember that it is "better and more useful to

be simple and unlearned and close to God through charity than

to appear learned and clever and to blaspheme one's Master"

(Adv. Haer. 2. 26. 1), and keep in mind the unfathomable

mystery of God, inaccessible by human resources. In serious

situations we find, therefore, that doctrine tends to take a breath

and readjust itself correctly to the demands of the Gospel. It

maintains both the antithesis and the synthesis; and preserves

the equal rights of each.

TERTULLIAN

During the same period- the end of the first and the begin-

ning of the third century Tertullian provides an example
which is precisely the reverse of the previous one; it is an ex-

ample of the complete fragmentation of the Gospel synthesis.
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He illustrates what would nowadays be called an "integral"

position, a position that allows no contact or compromise with

anything outside itself, and in Tertullian's case implies hostility

to everything else. Already in such works as the Apologeticwn

and the Ad Nationes, together with passages that ably express

orthodox Christian thought (Christians are not atheists, nor

insubordinate; they do not worship the emperor, but they obey
him and pray for him) there are violent outbursts out of line

with the disinterested attitude of the Gospel (threats of revolu-

tionary activity by Christians, contempt for the State, etc.).

He also strongly attacked and he used the terms of the

Gospel and St Paul philosophy, which he regarded as the

source of all heresies. No sage, not even "the wretched

Aristotle" found favour in his eyes.

What is there in common between Athens and Jerusalem? the

Academy and the Church? heretics and Christians? Our doctrine

comes from the Porch of Solomon who himself had taught that

God must be sought in all simplicity of heart. So much the worse

for those who have manufactured a stoic, Platonic or dialectical

(that is, Aristotelian) Christianity. After Jesus Christ curiosity

has become superfluous and all investigation after the Gospel
redundant. Belief, once we reach it, dispenses us from additional

beliefs. For the first article of our faith declares that this faith

suffices (De Praescriptione, 7. 9-13).

As a result of misdirected opposition to the world, to human
life and conduct, Tertullian ended by condemning the flesh and
fell into the Montanist heresy. He lost the spirit of the Gospel,
but in a precisely opposite way to Marcion whom he had so

severely criticized. He suppressed the antithesis by denying one
of its terms.

CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA AND ORIGEN

Going both back a little and forward a little we now come to

dement and Origen and in them we observe a kind of Christian
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humanism that tries to form a synthesis and puts more emphasis
on agreement than on opposition.

By his date and his spirit Clement forms the link between the

beginnings of theology by the Apostolic Fathers and the

Apologists of the second century, and the very active school of

Alexandria. What he really tried to do was to provide the faith

with an intellectual instrument in harmony with the philosophy
of the time. He realized, of course, that Christian truth, fore-

shadowed by the prophets, was in opposition to the errors and

folly of pagan beliefs and conduct. He makes this clear in his

Protrepticus. In the second book of his Stromata he stresses

that the Christian mysteries are beyond the reach of the

unaided human mind. In his Salvation of the Rich he tells the

Greeks that the beauty which so enchants them cannot save

them: "No one has ever heard that a man will live or die

because his body is fine; but ifa man uses the body he has been

granted, chastely, and in obedience to the divine directives,

then we can be sure he will live" (chap. 18, P.O. 9, 62).

We can take all this for granted and realize that it preserves

intact at least a minimum of the tensions in the Gospel and the

supernatural nature of Christianity. At the same time Clement

is always anxious to deflate difficulties and tension. He brought
out the position and pedagogic function of Greek philosophy:

"as was the law for the Jews, so was philosophy for the Greeks

a pedagogy leading to Christ" (Str. 1. 25-8). He also brought

out its abiding function of perfecting simple faith (marts-) so

that it can develop into Christian gnosis (yv&vis\ a form of

knowledge which he considered to be much superior to heretical

Gnosticism. He gives an attractive picture of it in books 3 and 4

of the Stromata. But this typically Greek thirst for knowledge,

a thirst not wholly shared by the Gospel, which led him to

combat Gnosticism on its own ground, involved massive

borrowing from Greek philosophy, both Platonic and Stoic,

and this sometimes meant a departure from the narrow way of

the Gospel. Photius, centuries after, strongly criticized him on
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this account. Here it will suffice to say that his idea of the

synthesis that can humanly be made in the light of the Saviour's

first and second coining is excessive and extravagant.

The same mentality is really at the root of the well-known

problem of the spiritual sense of the Gospel which is formally

discussed by Clement. His reply comes down heavily, almost

exclusively, on the side of the spiritual sense, as against the

literal: "It befits us who possess the truth unveiled8 that the

Saviour should have said nothing about the human way of

looking at things. He imparted all his instruction by means ofa

divine and mystical wisdom. So that it should not be under-

stood carnally and materially but investigated with care and

its hidden meaning discovered, in a manner that accords with

the perceptivity and wisdom of our mind" ("On the Salvation

of the Rich", chap. 3, P.O. 9, 605). This definition, by the

importance it attaches to knowledge and its ingenuity, has a

slightly Gnostic sound. It is, however, accurately applied by
Clement, and the tensions of the Gospel are not toned

down.

For Clement, the spiritual sense does not necessarily make
the salt lose its savour or slacken the tensions of the Gospel. In

this example he illustrates the fact that the Saviour's words

always compel us to do our utmost, to visualize the infinite

possibilities of any action to which they direct us. When the

spiritual sense is authentic, it does not provide a resting place,

but a springboard. So it is not for this that Clement can be

blamed. What is, however, disturbing is the somewhat Gnostic

basis of his spiritual interpretation. Quite often the surprising
results of this are out of line with the Gospel. In this very

homily on the rich, discussing detachment from parents and
love of enemies, powerfully urged in the Gospel, he empties
the content of the message by reducing it to the balanced

s "We", i.e. Christians who, through the revelation of the Gospel, have
received the truth without wrappings, unlike the pagans and Jews for
whom it was buried in a very human matrix.
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middle course, reminiscent rather of Greek wisdom than the

foolishness of the Cross.

The same attitude with the same but more evident dangers
is to be found later in Origen. In exegesis he gives an emphatic

primacy to the mystical sense. He neglects the historical sense,

or rejects it when he considers the spiritual sense alone to be

true. He has no hesitation in criticizing the "scandals of

Scripture" which, in their literal meaning, seem to him shameful

and which must therefore be meant to be understood in the

spiritual sense. He even says that the Gospels hide "spiritual

truth under literal lies" (In Joan. 10. 4). His general outlook

follows the same direction. Although we still have one of his

letters that denies it, nevertheless, his cult of Greek wisdom
does seem more zealous than his ardour for the Gospel, and

this is not wholly justified by the traditional aim of winning
the learned to the faith. His theological synthesis is more

Platonic than biblical. As with Clement, we cannot excuse him

simply on the grounds of Christian humanism and the synthesis

of nature and grace or because he loudly asserts the transcend-

ence of the Christian mystery. For everywhere, in his exegesis

and doctrine, we find him trying to construct a Christian gnosis,

trying to transpose every problem into the sphere ofknowledge.
And if one attempts to do that it becomes difficult to remain

within the context of the Gospel, or at least to retain all its

elements.

SOME LATIN FATHERS OF THE THIRD CENTURY
The Greek Church had thus begun a fruitful development.

The Latin Church, on the other hand, during this period, did

not add much to the general stock at least from our point of

view.

St Cyprian, great in many respects, and notably in his

teachingon the Church, does not throwmore light on our special

problem than did the Apostolic Fathers and the Apologists.

His general line is a resumption of the themes of Clement of
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Rome and Justin, but in a more combative spirit akin to that

of Ignatius of Antioch.

Arnobius, in Ms treatise Contra Gentiles, makes fun of

polytheism. But he soon forgot the meaning of the Church and

became contemptuous. His outlook was neo-Platonic and

rationalist rather than Christian even more so than Minucius

Felix. The Gospel was remote from his mind.

Lactantius deserves closer attention, and yet he only com-

bines the heritage ofhis predecessors with a single element from

the Alexandrians he claims (and in the West he is the first to

do so) to establish a well-grounded union between Christianity

and philosophical knowledge. In the third book of his Divine

Institutions he tries to show that without Christianity the

opposing systems of knowledge are self-destructive and can

only produce a pseudo-wisdom. Divine revelation therefore

demands attention. In the fourth book he gives an account of

authentic wisdom and religion; both consist in the worship of

God. All of it is poor stuff and miles away from the Gospel

spirit.

THE GREAT GREEK SCHOOLS OF THE FOURTH AND
FIFTH CENTURIES: ALEXANDRIA AND ANTIOCH

The Greek Church, however, energetically continued to

develop in the fourth and fifth centuries that line of thought
whose origins we have noted. On a bird's-eye view three

tendencies may be observed in our subject, as indeed, in the

history of thought. 1 . The new school ofAlexandria inspired by
Origen and retaining the characteristics of his approach, tended

to allow human reality to be absorbed into the Logos, human
nature into the person. The school had no interest in the

historical facts of the economy of salvation; it made the

Joannine theology predominant. 2. The school ofAntioch, that

of the exegetes, attacked the allegorical method of the Alexan-

drines,, and concentrated on an objective and scientific proce-
dure. This procedure (as also sometimes the doctrine) did not
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escape from rationalism. It was very conscious ofthe historical,

human reality of Christ, and in this it was faithful to the

Gospels, even though its adherence was unilateral. 3. The
traditionalist school, led by St Epiphanius (whose predecessor
in the third century was St Methodius) was at the other

extreme to that of Alexandria. It attacked both the philoso-

phical speculation of the Origenists and the criticism of

Antioch. It was more concerned to live the Gospel than to

comment on it, to accept the mysteries of its message with

simplicity than to construct learned theories about it. And in

this way it kept up evangelical witness to the denial of the

world.

This was a position which the Alexandrines and the Cappa-
docians (Athanasius, Basil, the two Gregories, Cyril of

Alexandria) could not tolerate. They maintained unwaveringly
the absolute nature of revelation and faith as the criterion ofaU

theology.
9 But they also gave themselves without stay to the

elaboration of syntheses of faith and reason, nature and grace.

St Athanasius, in his Discourse against the Greeks (P.O. 25,

3) shows the non-existence of pagan gods and contrasts poly-

theism with Christianmonotheism. But he relies more on reason
than the Gospel. His Discourse on the Incarnation of the Word
is in accord with the humanism of the Gospels (P.O. 25, 95-

198). In it he champions belief in the mystery of the man-god

against Arianizing interpretations of it, and Jewish and pagan
attacks against it. Rational argument is one of his chief

weapons. The same spirit is discernible in the fragments that

remain of his commentaries on Matthew and Luke (P.O. 27,

1363-1404).

Since Origen, at any rate, a tradition ofdetailed commentaries

on the Gospels had sprung up. Those of St Cyril of Alexandria

on Matthew, Luke and John (P.O. 72, 365-950; 73; 74), keep
within the Alexandrine tradition, but bring into Christian

9 Except, perhaps, Synesius of Cyrene who, as Bardenheaer observes

"icmaips, beneath his bishop's vesture, a Greek from head to foot".
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lought the tension contained in the Gospel and Pauline idea

f kenosis or the emptying of God in human nature, which in

iter centuries was a feature of Berulle and the French School,

'he same contrast may be observed in the works of Gregory of

Jyssa. His Treatise against the Pagans (P.O. 45, 176-85) is

npregnated with rationalism and he relies more on common
ense than the Gospel. But his five Homilies on the Our Father

P.O. 44, 1 1 20-93) and his Explanation of the Beatitudes (P.G.

193-1300) seemingly eviscerate the antitheses of the Gospel.

It would seem that this spiritual exegesis, even though it

tccepts the tensions of the Gospel, is aiming at a kind of super-
ealization in the mind of man, and, as we remarked before,

his transposition of tension on to the plane of body and mind

Loes not give a faithful rendering of the Gospel message.

ST JOHN CHRYSOSTOM
Will it therefore be Antioch where we shall find the greatest

oyalty to the synthesis of the Gospel ? Apparently not if we
tank of the concern for harmony, common sense, and human

ationality typical of Lucian (the master of Arias), Diodorus of

Tarsus, Theodore of Mopsuestia, Theodoret of Cyrus. But St

ohn Chrysostom through his genius and sanctity makes all

hese divisions between one school and another superfluous.

le energetically maintains both the antitheses and the syn-
heses and creates a unity with simplicity and elegance of style

fhich is one of the classics of Christianity and mankind,
ndeed he was treated as a classic almost up to our own time

nd he deserves to be better known. His work as a whole, and

specially his homilies on the Gospels10 and in particular on
t Matthew, would yield a comprehensive anthology directly

earing on the problem of this book.

1 Seven homilies on St Luke ; eighty-eight on Matthew. St John, P.O. 59 ;

t Luke (Lazarus and the rich man) P.G. 43, 963-1054 ; cf.P.G. 64, 433-44.
t Matthew, P.G. 57, 58, without counting others, especially the homily
a the disgrace of Eutropius and that en the directive if your enemy is

angry.
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ST AUGUSTINE AND ST JEROME

During this time the Latin West developed syntheses of the

Gospel comparable in value and importance to those of the

East. But we shall not find them in the works of St Ambrose.
His commentaries have great formal beauty, but they are

inspired by an allegorical and mystical exegesis which draws

pious and moralizing lessons from the text (for example, Com.
on St Luke, P.L. 15, on Luke, 6. 20, column 1649; on Luke,
30. 28-9, column 1793-4), but scarcely reaches the heart of the

mystery. Nor shall we find them in St Jerome. By translating

the sacred word into Latin, he probably did more for its

diffusion than any other writer. He also wrote commentaries

on the Gospel (for example, P.L. 30, 531. 644; particularly on
Matt. 26. 20). But he seems to be constantly torn between

attachment to the world as expressed in rhetoric and that

simplicity of the Gospel which would separate him from it. In

fact he is important precisely as bearing witness to this conflict.

He tells us himself that one day having fallen into ecstasy, he

appeared before God. Asked about his profession, he replied:

"I am a Christian." "Thou Hest," the judge said, "thou art a

Ciceronian and not a Christian; where thy treasure is there is

thy heart."

It is St Augustine who achieved a position in which every

aspect is included. Like the Alexandrines he attached great

importance to the Platonic philosophers who "seeking God,
were lifted up above the world of bodies, above the soul, above

all spirits subject to change (City of God, 8. 6) and are thus

those nearest to Christianity" (ibid. 8. 5).

Like them also, and like the Apologists, he attacked poly-

theistic paganism in the name of real human nature, christian-

ized human nature, and of the fully developed mind illuminated

by faith (cf. especially books 1-10 of the City of God). He thus

concedes that the mind is able to find motives of assent in the

actual substance of revelation as well as in its signs (De vera
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retigione, 25. 46-7). In other words he is far from being, as

some later reformers asserted, one who simply denigrated

human nature, pointed to God as the sole effective power, and

who had the uncultivated simplicity of the Gospel as his only

ideaL

This aspect is, however, present in his work, and is to the

fore in his conflict with Pelagius. This latter, a thoroughly

well-intentioned man, tended to deprive the Gospel revelation

of its transcendence by making man's supernatural endowment

a purely human achievement. Against this Augustine quotes

the words : "Without me you can do nothing," by which Christ

indicated that the new creation depended on the grace of God.

The same spirit is to be found in the last twelve books of the

City of God (P.L. 41) in which, in harmony with the Gospel,

he puts in opposition God and the world, the two kingdoms or

"cities".

These two aspects of St Augustine's thought are not contra-

dictory, but, as in the Gospel, they complement each other in a

dialectical way. The man who can reach God is the redeemed,

enlightened man, whether he is aware of it or not, redeemed

and enlightened by the Word. The opposition is, as in the

Gospel, between the world and God.

THE END OF THE GRECO-LATIN WORLD
Certain paths that were then opened up had an extensive

influence. Among these is the work of Denis the Areopagite;
his treatise on the Divine Names and that on Mystical Theology
are speculative in structure, but in the ideas they contain about

the divine transcendence and the negative knowledge we have
of it, a strong impact ofthe tensions in the Gospel is observable.

Denis quotes a remark which he attributes to St Bartholomew :

"Theology is voluminous, but of slight value: but the Gospel,
in a tiny volume, is vast and immense" (chapter I, P.G. 2, 785).
This shows that he thoroughly understood both the continuity
between theological speculation and the nucleus of faith and
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also the infinite distance which divides them as a result of the

intervention of reason.

Boethius, on the other hand, although far better informed,

is more in line with Minucius Felix and Arnobius. In his

Consolations of Philosophy he displays a vague Nee-Platonic

humanism, scarcely touched by Christianity. It contains no
reference to our Lord or the Gospel.

St Gregory the Great in his Homilies on the Gospels has a

more positive outlook. Extracts from them are frequent in the

Breviary. They do not contain anything of special relevance

here.



CHAPTER VII

THE GOSPEL AND
PHILOSOPHY: THE
MEDIEVAL PERIOD

A hundred or two hundred years ago, the word medieval, even

to sympathetic minds, signified a religion of fervent, popular

piety, but somewhat decadent and superstitious. Indulgences

abounded ; there were pilgrimages, relics, devotions to our Lady
and the saints, processions in plenty. In the century of the

Enlightenment and during the Romantic movement, contrasted

images of the period appeared: it was a time of the gibbet and

the cross, the Dark Ages, a barbaric, ignorant era, an era of

inquisitorial perversity, cruelty and mystical fervour. In any

case, religion was divorced from its origins and especially from

the Gospel.

Today, as a result of the popularization of research into the

powerful religious, intellectual and social movements of that

time, the public, though still inclined to think that the Gospel
was absent from the period, now attribute this to excessive use

of reason and lust for knowledge.
Not one of these views reflects the reality in any way. And

further, it must be observed that it is not where we most expect
the evangelical spirit that we always find it.

THE HERESIES: TRENDS OF RELIGIOUS AND
SPIRITUAL LIFE

All the popular medieval heresies fought under the banner of

the Gospel. It might be said that with them there began that
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"evangelical" movement which continued without interruption

until the seventeenth century to say nothing of its later

secularist reincarnations. Its characteristic feature is that of

integral opposition to the world. This is exemplified in the

Vaudois, the Albigensians and the Spirituals. The Church was

powerful, feudal, sometimes weighing heavily on the poor. The

Vaudois, or "poor men" regarded it as a great worldly, soulless

corporation. They preached, both by word and example, a

return to the Gospel: prayers, penance, poverty. But this

evangelical spirit, itself most praiseworthy, was excessively

unilateral, and even though abuses may have excused this, it

cannot really be justified. It soon led them to a position in

contradiction to the Gospel, a position that denied the faith's

incarnation in social life, and made the validity of the sacra-

ments depend upon the holiness of the minister. It was the old

Donatist heresy into which Novatian fell. It is hard to see any

conformity between this and the Saviour's teaching and

practice. For he chose to establish his Church on the weakest

elements of the world and on the one apostle who had denied

him three times.

The Albigensian Cathari also faced a feudalized Church.

They too confronted it with the Gospel whose words were

always on their lips. They emphasized the commandment, "Be

ye perfect", the life of the counsels, the beatitude of the pure in

heart, the doctrine of light and spirit as manifested in St John.

It was a mask, and when the mask was removed, there was not

even a Christian heresy underneath. It was the old religion of

Manes, that had been more or less at work in Gnosticism, and

which involved the dualistic and radical separation of good
from evil. Nothing could be in completer contradiction to the

Gospel. No section of it could be found that would sanction

the Catharist condemnation of the flesh and of matter with all

its consequences the separation between the chosen few who
were pure, perfect, good men, made almost disincarnate after

the consolamentum, and the common multitude who were
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allowed to do practically what they liked; or the condemnation

of procreation as co-operation in the wicked work of

material creation by the demiurge. In all this we observe a

rejection of the mystery of evil and of grace, and an inflexible

resolve to fulfilment, through the power of the self alone.

Hardly evangelical tenets! The Vaudois began with a genuine

intention of serving the Gospel The Cathari only pretended

to do so.

Joachim of Flora and his spiritual gospel may, like the

Vaudois (with whom in fact it had contact), be linked with the

deviationist evangelical movement. Joachim divided the history

of salvation into three stages: that of the law, ruled by the

Father; that ofthe New Testament, established by the Son ; and

that of the new spiritual Gospel inspired by the Holy Spirit.

The first two periods he considered to be over, and hence an

entirely spiritual interpretation of the New and Old Testaments

was now required. One can easily perceive the words of Christ

which Joachim took out of their context and used as the basis

for his error. They are those in which Christ promises that the''

Paraclete will be sent. How he isolated this "mission" from

that of the Church and of the Trinity with its life bestowed on

man remains a mystery.

The mission ofthe Church is to maintain the words ofeternal

life in all their complexity, even during such times when she

may be unfaithful to them. And in the period under considera-

tion thereweremen, Francis and Dominic particularly, founders

of religious Orders with a great future, who, without leaving

the Church, acted on their awareness of the need for a revival

of the Gospel. These men and their deeds are widely known
and appreciated; we need not, therefore, dwell on them in this

volume. Both founders were very much concerned with the

integral practice of poverty, a fact expressed in the name of

their foundations, that of mendicant Orders. Their form of

poverty was not only spiritual poverty as practised by individu-

als. That form left room for corporate wealth owned by the
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community. The new form was communal; every member and

the whole community had to depend on charity for their daily

bread. 1

The mendicant Orders fully accepted the world as nature

and as history; they were in harmony with the historical

situation of their time.2 It was the age of the communes and of

the first attempts of the citizens to obtain freedom from the

feudal system. The mendicants were not o/this world; they

abstained from what was "worldly" in it, they kept clear of the

bitterness that arose in the communes and of the injustice of

the feudal lords. But with respect to what was truly progressive

and of genuine worth they were indeed in the world. And their

activity proved beneficial to Benedictine monasticism which

had become clogged in the feudal past.
3 In this dialectic of

disengagement and contact we again come across the typical

movement of the Gospel.

As the Middle Ages waned new spiritual trends are percept-

ible, very different in character from those of the twelfth and

thirteenth centuries. They include the Rhineland mystics,

Eckhart, Suso, Tauler and the author of the Imitation, and

spiritual philosophers like Gerson and Nicholas of Cusa.

This group certainly adds up to a curious mixture; but from

the point of view of this book we are obliged to put important

philosophical differences on one side and concentrate on what

they have in common. We must also limit our inquiry to two

typical examples: the Imitation and Eckhart.

The Imitation has had an immense public. Its popularity is

1 Cf. in the Little Flowers of St Francis, the dialogue between St Francis

and Brother Leo in which, like Jesus teaching his disciples, St Francis

explains the meaning of perfectjoy as he was about to experience it on their

return, chilled, unrecognized by the porter and thrown out into the snow!
2 We should remember the socio-cultural aspect of the Albigensian

movement closely bound up with the literary and philosophical develop-
ment of Languedoc. Even those southerners who kept the faith felt the

crusade led by the northern barbarians as an insult, quite apart from its

cruelties.

3 Abbots, like bishops, often held a feudal lordship over their domains.
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now beginning to decline. Some find this depressing; others,

especially theologians, are glad; they consider that it has been

read to excess. What is to be said of its relationship with the

Gospel? At first sight it seems perfect. The good Thomas of

Kempen, a brother of the Common Life,
4 and probably the

author of this best-seller, urged men to give up learned

inquiries concerning God and seek rather to imitate him, with

humility, patience and love in daily life. It would thus seem to

be thoroughly evangelical. In addition the book abounds in

underlying references to the Gospel: it contains many fine

sayings ; and it is marked throughout with the spirit of opposi-
tion between God and the world. And yet a closer inspection

reveals and this explains why some theologians dislike it

that it all adds up to an exclusively moralistic whole, cut off

from any appreciation of the concrete presence of the Gospel
and of the history of salvation. If we press this interpretation

to its conclusion, the universe of the Imitation appears very

simplified and monolithic and its world is that which the wise

of all ages have despised, that is, simply the material universe.

If the proper nouns and references were altered, then, in spite

of the fourth book, not much would need changing in the text

for it to become a manual of practical wisdom, Stoic, Buddhist

or vaguely Platonic in character. On this view its connection

with the Gospel is slight.

At bottom, one may think, the same criticism applies to the

learned speculations of Master Eckhart, although their out-

ward form is very different. The Church condemned him on the

point of the deification of man. Not that this notion is alien to

the Gospel, but the whole Flemish and Rhineland movement is

tainted with Platonism, and if the ideas of Eckhart and his

disciples are worked out to their conclusion, it would be seen

4 One of the religious movements which proliferated at the end of the
Middle Ages, especially in Flanders. All ofthem were more or less mystical
in character. The Brethren of the Common Life divided their time between
work and prayer.
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that they exist in a Platonic setting in which this deification

loses its genetic, historical and temporal dimension. We do not

find in it the Pauline recapitulation that concludes a long

development between the first and second coining. It implies
instead the absorption into God of a nature capable of reaching
God. What difference the Parousia will make is hard to see,

apart from the fact that appearances will fade before reality.

Distinctions between man, God, nature, grace are most
obscure. Ultimately both the merit and the danger of all these

great minds we found a hint among the Alexandrines, but

some of them at least came to a better solution than Eckhart

is that being Christian they exposed themselves to Platonism.

And by Platonism we mean something more than an objective

philosophy; it is a religion, a way of life and thought, a form of

wisdom. As a result of its metaphysical creed it is bound to

empty out the essential scandal of the Incarnation the

assumption of a truly carnal human nature, a nature that was

physically real and consequently in the end to empty out the

Gospel also. It can only be of use for the understanding of the

Gospel when in the course of history it has been reduced to

essentials and can throw light on what human nature may have

been before the Fall, what in its deepest aspirations it hopes to

become, and what it may again become as the result of the first

and second advent. Something of this sort was in the mind of

the Greek Fathers who were imbued with Platonic ideas.

THE EXTENSIVE STUDY OF THE SCRIPTURES:
THE SCHOLASTIC THEOLOGIANS

The path of the mystics has drawn us into the contemporary

developments of the mind. In the midst of the great bazaar of

ideas and systems displayed in the early Renaissance of the

eleventh century with its alert mentality and thirst for know-

ledge, its surfeit of scientific and philosophical information

coming from Greece via the Arabs, it might well be expected
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that the Gospel of insignificant and more or less illiterate

Galilean fishermen would prove bankrupt. But it did not.

And first it was present, materially present in the intellectual

circles of the age, to an extent it had never been before and

probably never will be again. Apart from the actual text of the

Gospels themselves, we find a work like the Historia Scolastica

of Peter the Prodigal,
5 dedicated to William of Champeaux,

which is really a sacred history, giving the text of the Old and

New Testaments together with a rapid gloss that provides

literal or allegorical meanings, scientific observations, etc., in

indiscriminate profusion. It had a great success in the schools

of theology where it soon became a standard work. It was first

printed in Latin at the request of Charles Vm, and it was

translated into French by Guyart de Moulins, and thus became

the first illuminated French Bible.

All theological teaching began with the Bible; a running

commentaryon all itsbookswas givenbybachelors intheology.
6

No more thorough sustenance by Holy Writ can be imagined,

especially as all this took place in an oral civilization where

everything was memorized the Scriptures and whatever in

Tradition helped towards understanding them, for example,

commentaries by the Fathers from which Catenae, chains of

extracts, were drawn up. But the New Testament, and especially

the Gospels, were what chiefly interested the students, as the

works they produced make clear.

St Bernard,7 the reformer of Clairvaux, combined in his life

and work the gentleness of Christ and also his violence against

5 Dean of the Chapter of Troyes, 1147-64; then Chancellor of the

Diocese of Paris; died in the monastery of St Victor, 1179.
6 For all this and with reference to medieval intellectual methods, cf.

M. D. Chenu, O.P., La Theologie comme scienceau xiiie siecle;La Theologie
au xiie siecle; Introduction a Ve'tude de saint Thomas d'Aquin. E. Gilson,
La Philosophic au Moyen Age. Le Thomisme, etc.

7 The scope of the present volume precludes mention of important
figures like St Anselm, the members of the School of Chartres, Abelard,
St Bonaventure, the Victorines and many others.
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error, hypocrisy and the spirit of the world. He travelled along
the high road of the Gospel in a simple and traditional manner
without concern for intellectual problems. Here is a summary
of his attitude in his own words:

What brings peace to my mind with regard to the Judge of this

world is that he who is formidable to the mighty allows me to see

him as meek and humble, ever willing to pardon; he who is

inaccessible to princes and terrible to the kings of the earth,

responds to my initiative. As you know, I often talk about these

things, and God knows they are always in my heart. I am con-

stantly writing about them. My whole philosophy of life, more
sublime than any other, is to know Jesus and Jesus crucified

(Sermons on the Canticle, 43, 4. P.L. 183, 995).

The highest point ofthe Latin Middle Ages is unquestionably
St Thomas Aquinas, the Everest of the Himalayan range of the

thirteenth century. But, even in Christian circles, it is some-

times said that with Aquinas we reach the baptism of Aristotle,

a frenzied intellectualism, the rationalization of theology, dis-

tinctions and subdistinctions, endless academic subtleties. And
in that case what is left of the Gospel?
No doubt St Thomas can be treated as a rationalist. There is

even a kind of Thomism, past and present, which has done

much to make this theory sound plausible; it presents St

Thomas as a mind solely concerned with intellectual clarity,

turning to divine revelation in order to organize it into a
learned rational synthesis of the utmost lucidity. This does in

fact describe the sort of approach he made, but the question is

whether it constituted his essential purpose or was only a result

of it. He most certainly experienced the sheer joy of knowledge
for its own sake. But it must always be remembered that he is

not called the Angelic Doctor for nothing: the basis of his

whole life was the Faith and the contemplation resulting from

it, and the purpose of his life's work was the conversion of

reason. Right from the start, from the first "question" of the

first part of his Swnma, he puts faith at the helm, as the
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headlight of reason, emanating from the source of all reason.

Faith lights up the whole building. It does so because it is in

objective contact with God in his nature and his mysteries. This

is what he starts from, and he goes on to man and to that

Bridge-builder, that "pontiff" who, in the economy of

salvation, has re-erected the bridges between man and God.

Evidently, then, St Thomas was aware of the opposition

between the world and God as expressed by the Gospel; of the

divine transcendence, beyond all understanding, known only

by the way of negation he is not this, he is not that; ofhuman

impotence until taken up by God. It may be the realization of

man's helplessness that kept him faithful to the Gospel and

determined his mode of intellectual apostieship. He was under

no delusions about an already deified human nature; he

accepted it in its present condition, wounded, degraded,

deadened, self-imprisoned. No doubt it could do something,
but not much about the things of God, and even this little ran

into many difficulties and errors. He fooled himself over

nothing, not even over Aristotle who was for him the supreme

philosopher, the chief exponent of human knowledge and

wisdom. He accepted Aristotle because his philosophy
includes more human truth and more of the elements ofhuman
nature than any other. But on account of this very fact, and

because it is so humanly satisfying, it is among the least

adequate in relation to God's transcendence and to the

evangelical transvaluation of values.8

St Thomas certainly aimed at a synthesis as indeed the

Gospel does. But like that of the Gospel it is a real synthesis

composed of elements that are neither too similar nor too dis-

parate. There is a gulf between it and those hasty syntheses

made by medieval or Patristic thinkers of Platonic tendency.
And the Church, ever mindfal of the tensions and their

8 Many examples could be given (e.g. the problem of the eternity ofthe

world) to show the radical inadequacy of reason, even when converted, to

cope with the mysteries of faith and the economy of salvation.
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synthesis in the Gospel, has made St Thomas, the Doctor

Communis, the teacher of mankind.

There is also a complete contrast between him and the

"Subtle Doctor", Duns Scotus. Scotus' searching mind was of

the Platonic type, perhaps more from inclination than from

study. His central metaphysical thesis was that being is pre-
dicated univocally, and this led him to take up positions akin

to those of the Alexandrines and the late medieval spiritual

teachers. From this thesis there arose, ex parte Dei, the theme
of the Incarnation looked at rather as a kind of deification

of man, an assumption by God of created human nature,

apart from the question of original sin and the economy of

salvation; and exparte hominis, the correlative theme of man's

pure love of God (even though this may not be constitutive of

human nature) as well as the voluntarism which goes with it.

Thus it may be said that Scotus belongs to a less stratified

tradition of Christian humanism than St Thomas, and that,

as the theologian of mankind in its state of fulfilment, he

is less attentive to man's present condition and to the con-

flicts involved in it, as described by the Summa and the

Gospel.
St Thomas' attitude to the Gospel can be observed in his

commentaries on Scripture in Matthew, John, Romans and

Corinthians possibly even more directly expressed there than

in his great theological works. His commentary on St Matthew

follows the contemporary fashion of a Catena, an almost

unbroken chain of passages taken from Patristic commentaries.

St John Chrysostom is one of its chief contributors. The

commentaries on John and Paul are more personal. One may
read any passage in them that deals with some opposition

between the Gospel and the world and see that St Thomas does

not avoid the issue by the exercise of mental gymnastics, but

wholeheartedly accepts the tension.

For St Thomas, the natural order and human reason cannot

enter the kingdom ofGod unaltered, in their present condition.
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They have been damaged and only through the grace of faith,

given by Christ, can they be lifted into a higher synthesis.

Reason, however, as though exhausted by the exercise given

it by the great medieval scholastics, declined, at the end of the

period, into the great escapade of nominalism whose masters

were Ockham and Biel. Abstract terms were no longer con-

sidered as instrumental introductions to reality, but as referring

to what may be called detached essences. An ambiguous situa-

tion was created. At first there was a final, wild juggjing with

ideas. Then confidence in reason, concepts, essences, was lost

and the mind concentrated on concepts in their particularity

and on individuals and thus, paradoxically, achieved, in con-

trast with Platonism, an apparent connaturality with the Bible

in which names and particular facts play a principal part. It

was reason understood in this sense that Luther encountered.

From the point of view of the continuity of evangelical

thought the new factor brought by the Middle Ages was the

contact between the Gospel and philosophy. The other move-

ments spiritual, Platonic, etc. added nothing fresh to the

Patristic inheritance. But for the first time the mind, in its

natural function, was incorporated by theologians without

injury to the tensions and the synthesis of the Gospel.



CHAPTER VIII

THE GOSPEL AND THE

EVANGELICAL MOVEMENT
FROM LUTHER TO BOSSUET

LUTHER

"For our own part, we do not doubt that we are the Church,
because we have the gospel, baptism, the keys, Holy Scripture

which teaches the death and damnation of man in original sin

and the need for his regeneration by Christ."

This is Luther speaking,
1 and quotations in plenty could be

given to show the importance of the Gospel in his thoughts. No
one denies that Lutheranism marched under the banner of the

Gospel. What matters is how Luther understood the Gospel. la

order to discover this we shall consider Lutheranism not as a

heresy or as a collection of heresies dogmatically condemnable

and condemned, but as a religious movement, and try to bring

out the religious values involved, the inner meaning of Luther's

doctrine* and the point of view that initiated his activity.
2

i Vorlesungen liber Mose, 43 (Weimer edn), p. 387.

- Anything of value in these remarks on Luther is attributable to Fr

x?ongar. The author is in debt to his kind permission to use conference

notes and documentation which have provided the substance of what
follows This does not mean that either his general purpose or all the

qualifications of this thought have been expounded. What, therefore, is

scund in these pages should be ascribed to him; the conclusions drawn and
be ascribed to the author.
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Lutheranism, considered as a movement of reform, shared in

the contemporary return to sources, especially to the Gospel.

Christum exfontibuspraedicare, as Erasmus said prophetically.
3

Thus Luther was in basic opposition to scholasticism, in which

he saw the substitution of man for God, of the activity and

resources of human action for the power of God alone. He
considered that one should look at things from the divine point

ofview, and that to reach this a religious study ofthe Scriptures

was necessary.

Scholasticism, in his view, was philosophy, natural philo-

sophy, the science of man. It cannot speak about the same

things as Revelation which is the Word of God. There is no

meaning common to the two spheres. Why is this? Because

philosophy is the pagan spirit, the spirit of "nature" (in the

theological sense as opposed to grace and to the philosophical

idea ofessences). The realm ofthe Gospel, the evangelical order,

comes into being as a result of the divine calling (raised to the

supernatural order, as we should say) and excludes whatever

belongs to nature or the first creation. It is this realm alone,

and not what pertains to man, that interests Luther.

For Luther there was no question of relating the Gospel to

any sort of human wisdom. The viciousness of scholastic

theology, in his eyes, lay precisely in the fact of being both

static and analytical, using reason as a model for measuring the

mystery of God, examining the data of Revelation as though

they were natural essences or quiddities. The Gospel, on the

other hand, like all Scripture, is not concerned with the nature

of things as such, but with their relationship to God, with the

way God sees them and what he does with them. Looked at

3 This does not mean that Erasmus was a Lutheran. He was not; he
remained faithful to Rome, and in any case hardly any of the ideas of
Luther which we are about to study interested him. He was interested in
sources from a liumanist point of view. There was a good deal of pagan
residue in his mind, and in theology he could reach a conclusion that was
ultimately less "Catholic" than Luther's, e.g. in the treatise on free will with
reference to the enslaved wilt.
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like that, things become something wholly different as may
be observed in the passage on the expectatio creaturae without

depending on any other factors they are made something new
here and now by God.
No doubt a number of elements contributed to this position

taken up by Luther. His concrete and mystical temperament
and his nominalism combined to make him inclined not to

distinguish the reality of a thing from its particular appearance
and simply to lay hold of it in its concrete existence. But we are

not discussing the question of Luther in general. It is sufficient

to have noted the roots of this great tree in order to see that its

essential characteristics have issued from it; Luther's sense of

the absolute, his attitude of all or nothing, his basic radicalism,

his rejection of all natural knowledge of God and of all use of

reason in the order of salvation. These seem to be the elements

of what may be called the "Ur-Luther" (without any chrono-

logical implication, but as expressing the idea of a source), the

origin of his frame of mind, the fundamental tendency which,

apart from dogmatic issues, determined the way he thought.

As such we can observe what intrinsic factors would have

tended to keep him in the communion of the Church, and also

those likely to make him depart from evangelical unity.

We cannot fail to observe, on the one hand, that Luther had

an exceptionally lofty and an intrinsically valid idea of the

opposition between the Gospel and the world and its reasoning.

He understood man's need of re-creation through the grace of

Christ and the Spirit, his need for "reformation";
4 God's

redemptive purpose and mankind's journey to ultimate salva-

tion in the faith and grace of the Church. And he realized that

if the Gospel is to be understood it must be seen as developing

in an historical setting. It formed an undiiferentiated, mono-

lithic realm that excluded everything not pertaining to God. Of
4 Like the word "evangelical" the word "reform" gave its name to the

movement although more from its superficial connection with the reform

of abuses in the Church than from its profoundly evangelical meaning of

re-birth, as in Jesus' conversation with Nicodemus.
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course, he had had predecessors, Augustine, Bernard, Gerson

and, above all, Tauler, who shared both his view of the

opposition between God, faith, the Scriptures and the world

of ideas and the rational explanation of the world, and also

the idea of an all-inclusive realm which resulted from it.
5 These

predecessors, and many others, managed more or less satis-

factorily to hold on to the idea of unity prescribed by the

Gospels. Luther could have been in a sense he was one of

these great teachers.

On the other hand, it is also unquestionable that in the very

sharpness of some of Luther's insights there are elements

tending to break up the syntheses, worked out on various

planes, in the Gospel as expounded in the Synoptics and in

Paul. There is, for instance, a kind of Marcionism which makes

Luther, far more systematically than Paul, reject the law, all

law which has to do with the world, that is, with Satan. The

opposition which the Gospel set up against the law really

amounted to transcending it, bringing it to perfection. Follow-

ing the same line of thought, Luther utterly rejects all idea ofa

natural existence which could, perhaps too easily, be incor-

porated into a synthesis ofman unified by the grace of Christ.

Too easily and this applies both to the opposition to the law6

and to nature for, as we have seen, the greatest masters admitted

that basically opposition betweenlaw and faith, grace and nature

did exist and argued that their synthesis had to be achieved on
a higher level, without sacrificing either of the terms. We have

observed also that the Gospel implicitly contained the principles

of all these elements, and that to refuse this tension is not to

be truly loyal to it. And we can show from the example of St

Thomas that it may be more evangelical to accept man as

firmly planted on the ground, his head proudly in the air, his

5 On all this see the article by Fr Congar, "Theologie" in the Diction-

naire de Theologie Catholique. It is monumental in every sense of the word.
6 It is true that Luther distinguishes several ways in which the law may

be used, and especially a tertius usus, a pedagogical use, with which he
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nature wounded and yet submitting to God by repulsing the

world, rather than to cheat reality by fabricating a nature that

is already Christian and unified beforehand. Luther's greatness

lies in the fact that he was the prophet of the absolute origin-

ality ofthe Gospel and of God's purpose ; and that he instituted

a radical criticism ofthe all too human structure of the univocai

syntheses which he encountered in the mystical movements of

the waning Middle Ages and of the frivolous mental puzzles in

nominalist speculation. His essential value in our historical

survey is that he gave an interpretation of the Gospel which,

in spite of its resemblances to many others, remains unique. He
went the whole way in exploring the path of sheer opposition,

to the world and human reason, the tragedy of radical dis-

continuity between creation and re-creation. There seems no

point in dwelling on the anti-evangelical results of this evan-

gelical thinker who was anti-evangelical by default. These

results became evident not only in dogma, but in practice also.

After combating with some justice the abuses of a secularized

Church, he went on to create a church that was politically

Caesaro-Papist, reactionary and conformist, completely at the

service of the princes to whom, on the occasion of the peasant's

revolt in 1525 he wrote: "Dear lords, deliver us, help us, have

pity on us poor folk. . . . Hack, strike, slaughter as much as

you can. . . ." Luther needed a more thorough loyalty to the

Sermon on the Mount.

PASCAL

It would have been very desirable if the positive aspects of

the influence of the Reformation, for example the study of the

Scriptures and of the Gospel in particular, had had immediate

and considerable results in the Catholic world. Even the reading

of the New Testament, was not, so Lancelot tells us, customary
in religious schools: "As for the New Testament, I was at St

Nicholas' until I was twenty, and we were never made to read

a line of it, at least not as a special task, and they were so ill
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acquainted with it that one day one of them said to me tl

The Introduction to the Devout Life was for many a greater h<

than the Gospel."
7

One of the features of the Jansenist movement was a retu

to Scriptural and Patristic sources, but there was no spec

emphasis on the Gospel. If we slightly disregard chronolo

and turn straight to Pascal, passing over Jerusalem and all t

spiritual trends at the end of the sixteenth and the beginni

of the seventeenth century, we do so deliberately, on accou

of the close relationship between the fundamental attitudes

Pascal and Luther.

Even before his conversion, Blaise Pascal had been won ov<

through his father, to the ideas of Port Royal. His sister te

us he was a good Christian, given to meditating on the law

God day and night, dwelling on it in its integrity with t

simplicity of a child. Throughout the period when he w

intensely concerned with the sciences of physics and geomet
the revelation of the Gospel was considered by him solely

its aspect of opposition to the world. This was the period wh
he wrote the "Fragment de Preface pour un Traite du Vide

when he dreamed of constructing, under the egis of reason,

totalitarian "science admirable", gathering all the hum*
sciences around the nucleus of mathematics and advanci]

with an increasingly perfect knowledge to infinity. The whc
structure was to have nature for its object, it was to be built i

within the time process by experiment and reasoning and i

progress would be unending. In contrast with it, theology bas<

on Scripture and tradition, outside time, existing from the sta

in the infinite, its truth given once for all, can only come in

being through God who speaks to the heart. It is the gre
transvaluation of values, the poverty of the mind as well as <

life Pascal was devoted to the poor the rejection of tl

values ofthe world and of science. To this change in the subjec

7 This was at Saint-Nicolas du Chardonnet. Passage quoted by Saint
Beuve in Port Royal, n, m, pp. 417-18 (Hachette, 1912).
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attended to, there corresponds a change in the means of atten-

tion and in the criteria we observe. Human knowledge, on its

way to becoming the "science admirable", aims at reaching,

through unrestricted progress, a perfect explanation of nature.

The science of faith, on the contrary, only sees the world,

nature and man as a new creation, as re-formed; those whom
the world considers insignificant and foolish are seen to be in

God's eyes truly wise, real princes of the mind. Proud reason

accepts what must be, from its point of view, a certain deprecia-

tion, a certain reduction to instinct involved in the intuitive and
static knowledge of the heart. The two orders are thus not only

clearly distinguished and marked off from each other; they are

radically opposed. In the former man and his unfettered mind
is in control, aiming at universal knowledge of nature. In the

latter, God and Christ reign, and it has a contrary aim; its title

deeds are in the past, not the future. "The only science which

is against generally accepted ideas and the nature ofman is the

only one which has always existed among men" (Fr. 504, Bm,

599). Whereas the man of reason looks forward to becoming

adult, theological man is directed, by the revelation of the

Gospel, towards childhood: "Wisdom directs us to childhood:

nisi efficiamini sicutparvuli" (Fr. 271, Bm, 455).

Pascal does not leave matters in a state of opposition almost

as emphatic as Luther's (and promoted in his case also by a

kind of nominalism perceptible throughout his work, and by a

temperament similarly mystical, concrete and impulsive). In his

critical attempt to reach sound knowledge he could not rest at

material explanations which were too pragmatic and limited,

and, when he was stirred by grace, he gave himself whole-

heartedly to geometry, "that genuine science, which has the

special privilege of teaching nothing which it does not demon-

strate" (Dedicace a Seguier de la machine arithmetique, Bm, 48).

But when he looked closer, he found that the first principles

of geometry he enumerates them with intense delight; there

are twenty-two of them are indemonstrable, and are thus
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outside the domain of reason. It follows that geometry is

almost the only human science that produces infallible demon-

strations, but, as a result of this rupture of reason in its own

sphere, only almost: "Whence it seems that men are naturally

and unchangeably powerless to develop any science with

complete autonomy" (Bm, 165).

So, with respect to the science admirable which was going to

define all things, precisely through geometry, Pascal was

cruelly deceived, for it did not define and demonstrate all

things. And for all the principles and ideas that remained

undefined and undemonstrated, it was necessary to be content

with purely conventional signs for nature has "made good this

defect by a similar idea that it has given to all men" and "the

clarification one meant to bring led to obscurity rather than

instruction" (Bm, 168-9).

This seems remote enough from the Gospel! And yet for

Pascal it meant that he had come right into it. For it was the

way he discovered, after the aspect of opposition in the Gospel,
its dialectic of unity. Reason itself, limited even in its own

special activity, has come to realize that this limitation, this

residue irreducible to demonstration, is made known to it by
the intuition of the heart, the same intuition that experiences

God. Thus in a single perception that has two aspects a trace

of the damage done by the Fall and the connection with faith

we discover a mysterious but sure correspondence between

man and God, nature and grace. Thanks to reflection on the

method of geometry and on the geometry of the infinite, reason

finds within itself contradiction, mediocrity, an unfilled space,

chiaroscuro, and then in the Gospel it sees a profound corres-

pondence ; it has been overpoweredby its own weapons (Bm, 157

and 162, Entretien avec M. de Saci). When it is properly

directed, reason is led to believe (though belief should exist

without the help of reason) many things which adversaries

suppose to be contrary to religion, and it is enabled to do this

by showing them to be in conformity with the very principles
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of reason itself. His last step was the realization that there are

an infinity of things beyond the reach of reason and that there

is nothing more in conformity with reason than this abdication

of reason. It is this step which in a sense eliminates, on a higher

plane, the antinomy that resulted from the Gospel's transvalua-

tion of values.

Thus an equilibrium between the dialectic of opposition and

that of union has been established. "Ifwe subject everything to

reason, our religion will have nothing mysterious or super-

natural left. If we go against the principles of reason, our

religion will be absurd and ridiculous" (Fr. 273, Bin, 457).

A certain amount of light is thus thrown upon the problem,
but it does not alter the fact that reason is fundamentally

impotent in regard to the things of God, the folly of the Cross

or the transvaluation of values by the Gospel. "Who will then

blame Christians for not being able to give a reason for their

belief when they profess a religion for which a reason cannot

be given ? When they expound it to the world, they declare that

it is folly, stuhitiam; and then you complain that they do not

prove it" (Bm, 436-7).

At the same time, as a result of the relative conformity in

reason between the injury done by the Fall and the subjection

of the heart, the wager may be put on God and Jesus. It is a

wager which is a real proofprecisely because, like human reason

itself, it is insignificant and tragically insufficient; "the fragment
on the wager goes beyond the wager and is lifted up to evan-

gelical truth". 8

It can be seen, therefore, that while sharing to some extent

the same characteristic tendencies with Luther, similar nomina-

lism leading to inexpressible mystery and to opposition to the

world and reason, Pascal advanced further by bringing reason

itself under the influence of conversion and giving a hint of a

synthesis which would include the antitheses without eliminat-

ing them. At this point the meditation on the three orders

8 Mgr Journet in Veriti de Pascal, p. 83.
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should be perused again. In this Jesus is seen not as related to

the order of human power or to that of human wisdom, but to

the order of grace. "To the eyes ofthe heart that perceive divine

wisdom he came in great pomp and with overflowing magnifi-

cence." Here also Pascal seems to have been more completely

faithful to the Gospel.

THE GREAT SPIRITUAL AND RELIGIOUS
MOVEMENTS

As Sainte-Beuve remarked, Pascal is, from every angle,

transcendent, and it is this that has allowed us to discuss him

without regard for the history of ideas and their correlation.

All the same it is clear that he lived in an age rich with ideas,

systems and spiritual movements and that he breathed the air

of his time. It was an atmosphere that both before his day and

after was charged with currents coming from every direction.

Since we are not relating the history of religious ideas, there

can be no question of dealing even summarily with the main

elements ofthis complex situation. All we shall do is to indicate

certain tendencies that are relevant to our point of view.

Unlike Luther, hostile to humanism, and unlike Pascal, who
was a scientific humanist in the modern sense, everyone in this

period was more or less a humanist in as much as humanism

implies the presence in the modern world of the idea ofman as

understood by the ancient world, the cult ofbeauty, the passion
for the study of man and his works. Since none of this belongs

specifically to the Gospel, what did Christians make of it?

They reacted in two ways: either they kept their Christianity

and their humanism separate, or they became Christian

humanists. The first type is to be found even among the

Reformers, with such men as Calvin and Melanchthon.9 The

others, however, are considered by Bremond to be the only

9 Although in spirit Melanchthon was more of a Christian humanist
than a Reformer.
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real humanists, 10 or "devout-humanists", for "the humanist
does not consider man to be contemptible. He always sides

with our nature, and sides generously". He has "an unshake-

able trust in man's fundamental goodness" and a radical

optimism. "Humanism is essentially a tendency to glorifyhuman
nature. . . . Although he was a distinguished Hellenist and a

great writer, Calvin humiliates, crushes us and despairs of us;
and therefore he is no humanist." This humanist culture also

entailed a code of behaviour. "Buda tells us that the real

purpose of philosophy is not the search for the deceptive

pleasures of knowledge or merely nominal happiness, but for a
true and honourable life, leading to glory." It is the KO\OS

K&yados owrjp, of the Greeks. But, since these people were

Christians, this moral code must, in its turn, imply a religion.
'

And in fact it did so. "They did not think of moral progress
which was not at the same time religious. The 'new science*,

according to their idea, was holy in its methods. To anyone who
approached it lacking a mystical heart and mind, it kept back

its finest secrets" (ibid., pp. 516, 517).

So once again we find ourselves in a stratified universe in

which the new theology ofMaldonatus, Ripalda, Lugo, Molina,

etc., will approach all problems and mysteries from the point of

view of man. It will be even more definitely the world of the

spiritual writers, all of them tinged with Platonism and great

readers of Plato. This was the case with a man like Louis

Richeome who found pleasure in picking the flowers ofcreation

and, as Bremond says, colouring the engravings in the album

given us by God. Reacting against the subtleties of theologians

he stressed common sense and simplicity. This did not, however,

keep him from promoting a quite pagan morality based on

honour and glory. And it did not entirely rid him of a tendency

to idealism, an abstract intellectualism, even a semi-Pelagian

naturalism. The antitheses of the Gospel are not very evident.

1 Histoire litteraire du sentiment religieux. It is this great work that has

inspired these paragraphs. (English translation: Literary History ofReligi-
ous Thought in France (London, 1928) see pp. 3-15).
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Or consider Le Moyne who thought that the discourse of

Diotima was thoroughly Christian, or P. Lon who held that

"the transition from Plato's Academy to the Crib and Calvary

offers no insuperable difficulty". Or St Francis of Sales whose

Molinism preserved him from Port Royal. Or Jean-Pierre

Camus, partisan of the doctrine of the "pure love" of God, a

voluntarist, an exponent of a naturalistic ethic, and, like most

others of his time, a Platonist. He was strangely opposed to the

religious Orders, except the Jesuits. This hostility was a

common phenomenon of the period and could arise from the

most contradictory principles. With Luther it was due to the

absolute primacy he gave to faith and his opposition to works.

With Camus (and less subtly with Rabelais) it arose from a

somewhat rationalistic humanism of the balanced life and the

decent man.

Another example is Laurence of Paris who writes rather

extravagant litanies about man: "the span and measure of all

things . . . the centre and meeting place of every perfection".

Then there is the Jesuit Hayneufne who gives the following

summary of the Jansenist mentality: "Why bother about

natural things when we have been raised to the supernatural

order? Therefore quote no one, or if we must quote, then let it

be St Paul who only speaks of Jesus Christ. . . . Do not talk

about Socrates or Plato any more: they have not been canon-

ized. And let there no be further discourse about reason or the

will, or the natural order, or the passions; all these things are

relatively profane and pagan. Our writings should be about

sacred matters. We should speak and write only about what is

mystical and supernatural, about divine realities and grace, in

a spiritual way that will inspire the soul." On this the Jesuit

remarks: "These are sentiments that seem wholly calculated to

arouse devotion, but which in fact will bring it to discredit in

the world, and make that holy virtue which is in harmony with

everything that is not unreasonable seem wild and savage and

something with which no one would wish to have contact."
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One may ask whether that "holy virtue" has in fact very much
to do with the Gospel.

However, we must be careful not to be unjust or even give

the appearance of a heresy hunt among these holy men, or

accuse them of being against the Gospel. Earlier in the history

of our problem we observed that this unitary frame of mind
does not necessarily lead to the emptying of the Cross of

Christ, that is, of the tensions of the Gospel, although it is

perhaps true that never before had man been so much the

centre of attention. Ivo of Paris, for instance, who is well on

the right wing of the humanist movement, with his favourite

authors, Plato, Plotinus, Philo, Jamblichus, Raymund Lull,

Ruysbroeck and optimistic about human nature "Let us drop
these ideas about man's wretchedness and think rather of the

perfections of human nature" gives the key to the synthesis

in a striking phrase: "Jesus Christ is the real soul of the world

and the universal form which gives the life of grace."

It seems clear, therefore, that, as with the Alexandrines and

Scotus, the discussion is about mankind considered as already

saved, and that, on the question of the dialectic within the

Gospel, the devout humanists lay stress on its aspect of union,

and that, if a reservation about them may be made, they are a

little ahead with regard to the eschatological condition of

redeemed mankind Pascal and Luther were gravely at fault

in this matter and as a result were no longer conscious of the

abiding antitheses.

But is this really true? For in all these writers and many
others we do in fact find some trace of the opposition between

the Gospel and the world. It is observable in their description

of the structure of mystical knowledge, a description that is

practically identical in them all. They distinguish three levels

of knowledge: that of the senses; that of the reason; and lastly,

what St Francis of Sales calls the fine point of the soul, the

place where God makes himselfknown. In a sense this links up
v,ith Pascal's "heart", if not with Luther's faith. It is therefore
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not to the reason that God speaks. There is a certain dis-

continuity.

In addition and here we seem to collapse into chaos we
find that some of them, Fr Germain Cortade, Dom Laurent-

Benard, Jean Leporcq, Bonal, etc., accuse theologians in general

and Jansenists in particular of getting lost in the "quintessential

abstractions of scholasticism", in the "quibbles and sophistries

of dialectic" (Benard), and of not sufficiently "studying calmly
the theology of grace in the unadulterated text of the Gospel"

(Leporcq). Bonal, even more explicitly, thinks that the Jan-

senist spirit of pessimistic insecurity arose from merely human

cogitation and debased scholasticism, and that a return should

be made to the calm and realistic optimism of the Gospel: "It

must be allowed that we find so great a difference between

human utterance and the word of God in all matters and

especially on eternal predestination and divine grace, that I

never hear men speak, even the most learned and holiest of

them, however well they explain themselves, without feeling

embarrassed. ... I never hear God speak without being com-

forted and assured" (quoted by Bremond, i, p. 313).

Thus we find the Jansenists repulsed in the name of God as

belonging to the world and reason, and yet the way they reason

is identical with that of their accusers and, as against the

scholastics, they champion a return to the specifically Christian

values of the Gospel and Scripture as a whole in its traditional

interpretation. All intrusion of human ideas they considered

sacrilegious; it was a blight that changed the spirit of penance,
the narrow way, the insecurity of the Gospel into a spirit of

optimistic paganism.
Were their adversaries then genuinely in good faith ? It seems

unquestionable that they were. Indeed may it not be that, all

personalities apart, both Jansenists and humanists were equally
devoted to the Gospel, but that they were also unconscious

victims of an idealist philosophy that formed part of the

contemporary intellectual climate, and, lacking any well-
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founded idea of nature, could only produce pessimistic or

optimistic systems according to their temperaments?

Through the influence of the "mystical invasion" these

tendencies were cleansed from their philosophic dross and with

Berulle, Condren, Olier and St Vincent de Paul, led to the

great French school of spirituality. Humanism was not main-

tained, but a synthesis of the aspects of opposition and union in

both Jansenists and devout humanists was achieved. It was so

successful that one is enabled to envisage a great integration

of the essential elements of all these movements, in the way
M. Orcibal envisages the integration of Jansenism in the

French school.

BOSSUET

Later on, Fenelon, preoccupied with perfection, mysticism
and pure love, the heir of the mystics of utter self-denial,

ensured the continuance of devout humanism and of the

Alexandrine mentality which looks for a harmony with reason

in the Gospel.

Bossuet, on the other hand, under the appearance of a busy
social and political life, was in reality a solitary peak, seemingly
out of touch with the tendencies of his time. This had both

advantages and the reverse and it sent him back to the great

syntheses in the tradition of St John Chrysostom to whom he

owed much, even occasionally copying out pages from his

works. Neither Luther nor Port Royal, in spite of some

elements in his thought, seems to have taught him much
about the searching problem that arises when the irreducibility

of the Gospel to all human discourse has been perceived. And
devout humanism does not appear to have moved him to feel

the attraction of the synthesis of the Gospel antitheses.

He was an historian, and he shared the lively opposition of

the early Church to paganism. He wrote an abridgement of

Aristotle's Ethics for the Dauphin, but he felt a certain mistrust
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about it: "For no genuine ethics exist apart from Christianity,

and it would be wrong to look elsewhere for what we have so

abundantly in the Gospel. However, since Aristotle's Ethics is

commonly taught in the schools, and since there are good things

in it, we may examine it with profit."
11

But this does not mean that Aristotle understood true

magnanimity which can only exist through grace: "The man
who undertook great things with the sense that he would not

be able to attain them by his own strength, but putting all his

hope on the divine power, would be the truly magnanimous
man whom Aristotle never knew and whose existence only

Jesus Christ has made known to us" (vn, 672).

Nor was Aristotle aware oftrue love which must be universal :

"It seems from this doctrine that Aristotle realized something
of that precept ofthe Gospel: thou shalt love thy neighbour as

thyself; but the Gospel gives us this law as the rule for the

love we owe all men, and Aristotle limits it to particular

friendship."

His Discourse on Universal History gave him the chance to

lay even more emphatic stress on this opposition. In the second

part, when he has indicated God's transcendence, constantly

respected by the Jews and by Christians as against the vicious

idols of the pagans, the philosophers' "first cause" and their

demiurge, he goes on to take up a position almost like Luther's

and contrasts the theocentric explanation given by the Bible,

seemingly absurd, although subject to God's purpose, with the

causal and physical explanation ofthe philosophers : "Scripture
tells us that the elements are sterile if the Word of God does

not make them fruitful. . . . Those who see that plants begin
and grow through the sun's heat might believe that the sun is

their creator. But Scripture shows the earth as covered with

grass and all kinds ofplants before the sun had been created, so

that we should realize that all things depend upon God alone.

. . . And the account of creation, as recounted by Moses,
11 Vol. i, p. 669 in the great edition of G. Berche (nineteenth century).
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discloses the great secret of true philosophy in God alone

does fertility and absolute power exist" (vin, 173, 174).

Does this mean that the Gospel's contribution was no more
than the continuation of the Old Testament? No, because, on
the one hand, the Jews imported into their religion superstitions

unworthy ofGod (especially the Pharisees who forgot "the true

spirit of the law"), and, on the other hand "to these evils a

greater was added, the pride of presumption; presumption that

reached the pitch of attributing what is the gift of God to one's

own personal achievement, so that they considered themselves

holy by nature and not from grace".

At this point Christ was sent "in order to re-establish the

kingdom in the house of David in a loftier way than the carnal

Jews had understood it and in order to preach the doctrine that

God had decided to proclaim to the whole universe" (second

part, chapters 16-19).

It was thus that "Christ was to be the first who should form
a new people". It was to them he said: "I give you a new com-
mandment" and "If you love me, keep my commandments",
and even more explicitly: "It was said to them of old: Thou
shalt not kill, but I say unto you . . . and the rest in the same

style and with the same power" (vm, 184).

The foolishness of the Cross is thus contrasted with nature

and the law. When Bossuet recalls the great Pauline texts in the

Epistle to the Corinthians he observes in them what Luther and

Pascal had observed, the contrast between creation and its

recreation, the new creation.

Bossuet tells the Jansenists to contemplate this humility with

reference to the mysteries of grace and freedom: "Proud

opponent, will you accept these things, or at any rate grant that

God accepts them? His acceptance is such that, without dis-

pensing with your cooperation, he proposes that you should

ultimately put the whole achievement for your salvation down
to him. For it is the Saviour who said: there is no God
who saves but I. Really believe that Jesus is Saviour, and
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every contradiction will disappear" (fifteenth elevation,

G.B. n, 272).

He speaks in the same way to Protestants about the Gospel
and the Church: "Why should you be preferred to the Church ?

Are you unable to enlighten yourselves and explain your

Scripture with such clarity and completion that not a doubt is

left? Haughty disputants: do you not realize that God aims at

producing humble men. Your trouble is pride; your cure is

humility And why did he allow such mysterious darkness to

remain in Scripture, except to direct you to the authority of

the Church, in which the spirit of Tradition, which is that of

the Holy Spirit, settles all things" (eighteenth week, seventeenth

elevation, G.B. n, 272-3).

This paradox is, however, resolved by faith. The passage

quoted above, on the foolishness of the Cross, in which we
noted some similarity with Luther, concludes with a principle

of comprehension: "The wisdom to which we are directed is so

sublime that in comparison with human wisdom it looks

foolish: and its norms are so lofty that to us they look like an

aberration."

But was Bossuet able to keep at this pitch offaith ? Apparently
not always. For instance when he is discussing the search of the

Magi, he gives back their rights to reason and knowledge by

focusing them on God, just as the Magi guided by the star

arrived at Bethlehem. "Philosophers of our time, of whatever

rank, either observers ofthe stars or ofthis earth below, devoted

to what is called physics or concerned with the abstract sciences,

called mathematics, in which truth seems to play a greater part
than in the others of all of you, I will not say that the object

of your thought is unworthy, for going from truth to truth you
may end with God."

Even when Bossuet affirms some opposition between the

Gospel and the world he always does so in terms of reason or

at least in a rational context. A good example is his sermon on
the Immaculate Conception. Another is to be found at the
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beginning of the great passage on the foolishness of the Cross

in which he says he is trying to find "the reason why this suffer-

ing Jesus, this crucified and obliterated Jesus, was to be the sole

author of the conversion of the Gentiles".

This gives the whole difference between a nominalist outlook

like Luther's which, even humanly, was at one with thi

absolutely gratuitous and arbitrary purpose of God, and that

of Bossuet which was not, and which aimed, in spite of asser-

tions to the contrary, at understanding things in terms of

reason and essence. Not that the Gospel is nominalist; it is not

a philosophy. But, granting that both of them are aware of the

paradox of the Gospel, it is more difficult for a realist than a

nominalist to maintain the element of opposition in all its

acuteness, while at the same time establishing the synthesis. It

is more difficult but also more true, for there is no dodging.

More true, provided the antitheses are not made too facile.

Bossuet sometimes wavers, for example, in the definition of the

world which is of such importance in defining the Gospel. He

says, for instance: "the world means those who put visible and

transitory things before the invisible and the eternal" (Traite

de la concupiscence in Exposition de ces paroles de saint Jean:

rtaimez pas le monde, chapter I, G.B. ix).

This reduces "the world" to concupiscence; it certainly does

not cover the whole range of "opposition" included in the

Gospel. But he gets nearer the mark in the following: "Let us

walk as children of the light, not seeking vain glory nor the

deceptive show of human greatness. That is wholly false and

remains in darkness. The world that tries to please us is wholly

lacking in grace. Jesus Christ alone is full of grace and truth;

he alone can fully satisfy the human heart; he alone should

focus our attraction. . . . Everything to do with him fascinates,

even his Cross, for there his obedience, generosity, grace,

redemption and salvation shine out. Everything else is less than

nothing. Jesus Christ alone is full of grace and truth" (twelfth

week, fifteenth elevation).
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Who would have guessed it? Bossuet was a tormented and

distracted man, and it was the Gospel that produced this

tension in him. He was more aware of contemporary influences

than might appear at first sight. His ancestors were indeed men
of the great traditional syntheses like Chryscstom, but he did

not just repeat their work; he realized that he had to deal with

a different mentality from that which faced them. The Gospel,
the same Gospel with its identical questions, was up against a

different attitude of mind from that of the fifth century. Not

everything may be satisfactory in the account of the Gospel
given by the Eagle of Meaux, but he cannot be denied the

insight of genius and an accurate grasp of the problems
involved.12

12 After Bossuet, the moralizing preachers of the eighteenth century
developed the least valuable elements of their famous predecessor; they
omitted the tension within the Gospel and its opposition to the world.

They explained that Christianity was really very reasonable, conducive to

(earthly) happiness, and that it allows one to follow a middle way.



CHAPTER IX

THE RESURGENCE OF

THE GOSPEL :

THE OUTLOOK TODAY
The eighteenth century, the century of the Enlightenment and
reason the reasoning seems somewhat dim to the modern
mind was definitely harmful, both inside and outside the

Church, to the folly of the Gospel. But the Gospel lived on
still in the hearts of lowly priests and humble believers. The
official Church surrendered only too often to the spirit of the

world. A section of it even adopted a purely human gospel,

abandoning that of Jesus Christ. Here is an instance : when Fr

Fauchet, the future "constitutional" bishop of Calvados, was

giving his inaugural address to the lodge of "the society of the

friends of truth", he said that this society had a twofold basis:

"Free Masonry, refined and developed by allegory and the

Gospel of Jesus Christ." From this "universal truth and love"

would issue. It was an unexpected auxiliary!!

THE AWAKENING: FIRST STAGE: THE NINETEENTH
CENTURY

The experience of separation from the State and persecution

by it did, however, bring the Church closer to the Gospel by
teaching it to look again at the one thing necessary which the

Gospel taught; the kingdom of God and bis justice.
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But, while the bells of Notre Dame were ringing in celebra-

tion of the new concordat established with Napoleon, the

Genie du Christianisme appeared in the bookshops. It was a

book that put the question of opposition on one side, and set

out to show that there was a natural harmony between the

Gospel and the world. Opportunism rather than any stirring

of the heart was at the origin of the book; aesthetic emotion,
not deep faith. All the same Chateaubriand had not entirely

forgotten the teaching on the transformation of the values of

the natural order which had been reinforced by the recent

cataclysm:

The Gospel was preached to the poor in spirit and it was

received by the poor in spirit. It is the clearest of all books; its

doctrine is centred not in the head, but the heart. It does not tell

us how to argue but how to lead the good life. At the same time it

contains much that is hidden. The unique superiority of Scripture

lies in the fact that it contains throughout the deepest mysteries

in combination with the utmost simplicity. These characteristics

make it moving and sublime (Book i, chapter IV).

The mysteries of the crib and of the upper room enable him
to develop this theme: "The incarnation shows us the ruler of

heaven in a sheepfold, the author of lightning swathed in linen

clothes, he whom the whole universe could not contain, now
within the womb of a woman."

"But, it will be said, what is the meaning of this mystical

communion, in which reason is compelled to accept an

absurdity which brings no moral advantage with it?"

(chapter V).

We can already guess the real purpose of all this. At bottom,
the Breton nobleman is not distressed to see reason humiliated.

And he found no great difficulty in describing, later on, the

profound conformity between the antitheses and mysteries of

the Gospel and human nature. The reason is that, in his mind,
the essence ofman lies in feeling. No problems remain therefore

and the surface oppositions are mere ripples of the romantic
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style. And it becomes obvious why the Gospel is "the clearest

of all books". Ultimately it is a question of whether the Genie

du Christianisme is less a resurgence of the Gospel than

a depreciation of it, one of the origins of the Romantic

Movement.
In any case, the abiding sense of the book is that of a senti-

mental and aesthetic humanism, vaguely Christian in intention,

ironing out all real opposition and setting forth the perfect

harmony between man, nature, the arts and literature on the

one hand, and the Gospel on the other.

Reason and the sciences have their place as upholstery
and they are mentioned, as words, to end the quarrel of the

Enlightenment by a kind of non-interventionism: "From what-

ever angle the religion of the Gospel is envisaged, it will be seen

as an enlargement of the mind and an encouragement of the

feelings. With regard to the sciences, its dogmas contradict no

natural truth; its doctrine prohibits no research" (Book n,

p. 149).

The case of Chateaubriand is, however, typical. In the nine-

teenth century it is rarely from the more or less official defenders

of the Church, the protagonists most to the fore in their day,

that we must look for the abiding values of the Gospel. Most

often they were too busy upholding political, intellectual and

social ideas which they considered essential. It was not Maistre

or Bonald who made sure that the word of the Gospel would

endure. Nor was it Lamennais. He hesitated between two mod-
ern channels into which the Gospel had been diverted: the

religious or ecclesiastical to which for a time he devoted himself

when he wrote the Essai sur rindifference, and this might have

been the start ofa sound synthesis ofthe Gospel; and, secondly,

the romantic and Rousseauist-political swamp in which he

floundered lamentably until his death. On the other hand, it

would be easy to analyse the profoundly evangelical tendencies

discernible in Jean-Marie Vianney, Libermann, Chevrier and

later Teresa of Lisieux. In each of them we find, with slight
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differences, the same childlike spirit, humility, poverty, the

same sense of God's splendour, the same opposition to the

world. In them the different aspects of the Gospel's opposition

to the world are dominant. They were little concerned with big

results, but they knew Jesus and Jesus crucified, and they

denied themselves in order to follow him.

In literature, a return to the Gospel source is not to be found

in Louis Veuillot in spite of his earnest work for Christian

temporal power and his edifying but legalistic stories, or in

J. K. Huysmans with his flamboyant mystical extravaganzas,

but rather in Leon Bloy in spite of (or because of) his violence,

with his emphasis on poverty, on the absolute claims of God,
and on opposition to the "world".

But the most important literary instrument of evangelization
was the work of Dostoevsky, soon translated into all languages.

Apart from the famous parable of the Grand Inquisitor which

confronts a mundane Church with the Christ of the Gospels,

each of his major novels really involves a confrontation of a

wicked, proud and perverse world with the evangelical spirit of

meekness, humility, poverty and self-denial. This is incarnate

in the chief characters of the stories, people like the "idiot"

prince Myshkin, Sonia the poor girl in Crime and Punishment,

Fr Zosima and Alyosha in The Brothers Karamazov.

Many Christians of that time (and much later) understood

the Gospel's opposition to the world as that between a temporal

society and a political regime or social progress and not as

between the kingdom of God and that which is not God. This

was the case with Dom Gueranger. We mention him deliber-

ately, because apart from his political eccentricities he, with

others, did much for the return to the liturgy.

Did the Christian people, in fact, read the text of the Gospel
itself? It gradually found a place among the number of spiritual

books. But our parents and grandparents read it in impover-
ished compilations like "the four Gospels in one". When read

(and this applies even to the way in which it was published) it
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was its oppositional values that stood out; a defacto opposition
to the Old Testament, the opposition of the present to the past;

and a deliberate opposition to Protestantism. It was a natural

characteristic of the Gospel at that time. Tension is the first,

most immediately striking thing in the Gospels. After the lapse
of the eighteenth century, the Church essentially rediscovered

the Gospel in its oppositions.

THE AWAKENING: SECOND STAGE: THE TWENTIETH
CENTURY

In our time, and since the end of the first world war which

also marked the real end of the nineteenth century, the Gospel
is gradually regaining a more central place in minds and hearts.

These things are still too close to us for it to be worth while

giving much attention to the important part played in this

renaissance by biblical studies and their popularization;

theology and catechesis with some research into origins; the

Y.C.W. and its study circles trying to bring the practice of the

Gospel into our daily life; Catholic Action with its evangelical

work; the ecumenical movement with the resultant inter-

penetration of the ideas of the Gospel, etc.

But as faith regained its sensitivity to the Gospel it made at

the same time the bitter discovery that the Gospel is totally

absent from the modern world. We are thinking of the book

France, pays de mission (English translation, France Pagan?),

that thunderbolt in which Fr Godin showed the need to bring

the Gospel to so-called civilized countries exactly as if they

were heathen. After this there followed an attempt to renew

the Church from within, an attempt to get rid of elements that

might come to her from the spirit and institutions of the

world. The twofold strategy of disengagement from the world

(in the Gospel sense of everything which is not Jesus crucified)

and engagement or incarnation in the world (in the sense of the

natural order) is characteristic of all the movements of thought

and action which have arisen from contact with the Gospel in
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our time: the worker-priests; the little brothers of Jesus; the

social theology of Fr Chenu, of the Jesuits of the Action

Populaire, of the team Economic et Humanisme etc. In this way
the dialectical tensions and solutions typical of the Gospel have

been rediscovered.

Without exaggeration for there is still a long way to go

along the path ofthe Gospel it may be said that we have come
far. In an interview held at the time of the publication of a

theological article by Simone de Beauvoir, Fr Henry was not

afraid to call the religion known to this writer and denied by
her "antiquated Christianity": "Christianity after the crisis of

modernism and the 'Sillon' and before the 1914 war, although
it lasted on until 1925."

One striking way of judging the development of modern

Catholicism towards the evangelical condition of engagement
and disengagement is to take a look at the careers of some of

its notable members. Fr Alfred Ancel, having entered the

French seminary in Rome, after heroic conduct in the Alpine

regiment during the first world war, did brilliantly in his

examination de theologia universa in 1924 in the presence of

Pius XI and the Sacred College and thus gained his degree of

Doctor of Theology. In 1923, in a conference to the Academy
of Theology of the French seminary, he had echoed the

encyclical Ubi arcano Dei in which Pius XI condemned prac-

tical modernism. He sketched in broad outline, almost amount-

ing to caricature, the principles of the Reformation and of the

French revolution, and against them he set a theology that

certainly retained the antitheses but was very abstract and

unconsciously obscured something of the Gospel message with

ideas of the temporal order. Later on he became the superior

general of the Prado and everyone has heard of Bishop Ancel,

pushing his bicycle, working with his hands like a poor man.
We can observe a similar development, although on an even

more intellectual level, in the case of a great layman, Jacques
Maritain. As a young convert he was at first more concerned
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with order and reason than with the paradox of the Gospel.
He sympathized with the Action Fran?aise until the papal
condemnation turned him from it. For a great rational, meta-

physical synthesis he looked chiefly to St Thomas Aquinas, and
armed with intellectual weapons that were indeed Christian but

more human than evangelical, he waged war against Luther,

Descartes, Bergson and the whole modern set-up in which he
could see nothing of the Gospel, not even in a distorted form.

But the period immediately before the war and that of the

second world war, with all the human wretchedness and

deprivation involved, helped to clarify for him the essential

elements of the kingdom of God and his justice, and to elimin-

ate elements that had been too naturalistic. Maritain then

became more concerned with ethics, with finding and sympa-

thizing with whatever traces of God the world retained, and

rejecting in a more objective way what absolutely could not be

referred to God.

How can we briefly sum up the resurgence of the Gospel in

our time ? What is immediately noticeable is its practical aspect ;

we are realizing increasingly but still insufficiently that

nothing in the personal, social, economic and political domains

can be outside it. An attempt is being made to reach back

beyond legalism, rationalism and pretence to a morality based

on the Gospel.

Then, the Gospel is being seen again in its context of the

Old Testament. We have come to realize that the law attained

perfection by being transcended. We are no longer very

conscious of the opposition between the two Testaments.

Rather we see the good news in its setting, including its

pedagogy.

Finally and this is perhaps the sign that the Church is

beginning to span the serious gap which had been so evident

without dropping the antitheses, in fact even accentuating them

in relation to the "world", and in the sphere of action, fresh
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attempts are being made to create a synthesis of the Gospel, in

the light of eschatology. Teilhard de Chardin, for example, has

brought out the unity and reconciliation of created nature

developing from the first living cell to the final recapitulation, at

theOmega point, where the Christ ofthe Parousia is to be found.

But there is a tendency in this theory (we have seen it outlined

before) to reduce the antitheses of the Gospel to a tension be-

tween matter and spirit. This has the advantage of enabling the

findings of positive science to be integrated but it does perhaps

somewhat lose sight of the fall due to sin, the damage done to

nature and the consequently necessary opposition to the world.

Fr Chenu (with Mounier and others) is less concerned with

the sciences than with the various techniques, less with nature

than with man, and has developed an optimistic humanism

originating in the Gospels. It is in marked opposition to the

pagan non-values ofinjustice and want implied in the economic,

political and social structures of the modern world. Following
the inner logic of the Gospel and allowing autonomy to its

methods, it presents the standards that contradict this. If we
take Marx as a symbol, we may say that Fr Chenu's attitude

towards him is ultimately the same as that of his master St

Thomas towards Aristotle. The dialectic of engagement and

disengagement reappears. The Gospel is not of the world, and
is for ever faced by everything that rejects grace and man's

transcendence in the absolute sphere of God's redemptive

purpose. But it is in the world; it is incarnate, and it must
assist the world to eradicate everything, from whatever

quarter, that is not in line with the precept of love and to

promote all things that tend to it.

CONCLUSION
The Gospel is not easy to understand or to live. Durus est hie

sermo, "this is a hard saying", was a remark made by "many
disciples" when Christ spoke of the necessity of eating his flesh

and drinking his blood (John 6. 60). This is one of the passages
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which stress most strongly how far nature is transcended. It is

not easy because the moment one element of it is grasped and

applied the same action must be performed for the opposite and

complementary element. This is because in the Gospel the two
elements form only one. And this explains the difficulty of a

Christian's life, the strangeness of his position and the testi-

mony which sometimes seems scandalous to the world. Un-

fortunately we are not strange and scandalous enough; we

hardly display a mind and a life "saved in Christ'*.

We have been able to see the tension between two series

of principles which, at least to the vision ofhuman members of

the kingdom moving to its fulfilment, seem to be in opposition.

Scripture also shows us the solution of this tension. Today, as

formerly, there is both opposition and continuity to be

observed in the law and this is resolved by the law being

perfected, fulfilled or transcended. Nature similarly is trans-

cended and so attains perfection. There is opposition to the

world in its present condition in which good and evil, light and

darkness, death and life exist together, as well as traces of its

first creation, goodness, light and life still continuing. This final

series will find unity at the Parousia, through recapitulation in

the total Christ when every element that does not pertain to

God will be purged away.

Christian witness must therefore be honest and true ; we must

be children of the light, only of the light, wholly of the light.

In Christ's name we must reject nothing that is his; if we did,

we should be slaves of the prince of this world, and those we

accuse would be the children of God the Father. But neither

must we accept anything that is not God's. In such tension

does a Christian live! May we indeed become more foolish

than we are ! If we are authentic children of the Father we shall

incorporate in ourselves the whole life of nature and all the

light in the world. Would that this was so, and that men could

point to us as thoroughly alive and thoroughly at one with

them. Even so, the world could also call us crazy, for although
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ive may have incorporated from nature and the world every

dement that belongs to God, we should still have to reject all

that is not God and in this way transcend nature and the world.

"You are the salt of the earth, you are the light of the world."

There is indeed salt still in the world but lost in the dust; there

is light still, but dimmed by darkness. But Christians are the

salt itself, the light itself; salt and light emanating from the

Creator; salt and light in the fullness of the new creation, the

initial moment of God's presence in its absolute character of

life, light and power.

In the Gospel we found two kinds of scandal distinguished;

that of the innocent, and with regard to them it is woe to him

through whom the scandal occurs; and that of the sons of

darkness, of the world, and then it is woe to the world that is

scandalized by the Cross of Christ.

How is it possible that we, all of us, are so blinded by the

prince of this world, so disloyal to the good news of salvation

that we fail to see the fearful scandal which we give daily

through the absence ofany opposition to the spirit of the world,

or, on the contrary, through a perverse opposition which in the

name ofGod we set up against values that stem from the Gospel.

We ought to be overwhelmed with shame and sadness.

Here is an example of the absence of opposition to the spirit

of the world: a Chinese priest, Fr Houang, born a Buddhist,

later a Marxist and then converted to Christianity, used to say
to his friends that it was difficult to imagine how great an
obstacle the 1914-18 war had been to the evangelization of

China. And this was because the Chinese had been hearing
about the Gospel from the French, Germans, English,

Americans, etc., and then they saw these ancient Christian lands

given over to hatred, violence and war.

On the other hand it is an example of perverse opposition
when we endow personal or national interest with the sanction

Df the Gospel, or when we reject en bloc values that are

imbiguous (and we make all values ambiguous!) or when we
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trust to human means for the advancement of the kingdom.
How many may there be who have failed to see the light that

is in us because all that is visible to them is the darkness we
have retained?

This little book has been written at a time when the world is

both extraordinarily absurd and exceptionally promising.

Light and darkness compete with equal violence. As day follows

day we seem to have reached the peak of filth and squalor,

anguish and fear, perversion and cruelty, hatred and lying, and

the day after there seems to be more of it. But at the same time,

and in spite of it all, this same world is moving towards deeper

knowledge, truth, progress, liberation, solidarity, brotherhood.

All this, at least, becomes more of a possibility with each new

day; it has never been so close to man. By right, Christians,

with the Gospel in their heart, are the leaders of this world

towards its destiny, the total Christ. We know this is what

should be. But is it so in fact? The millions of Christians

existing in the world ought to be visible! Are we, in fact, the

light of the world?
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